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Mechanics of Electrodes in Lithium-ion Batteries 

Abstract 

This thesis investigates the mechanical behavior of electrodes in Li-ion batteries. 

Each electrode in a Li-ion battery consists of host atoms and guest atoms (Li atoms).  

The host atoms form a framework, into which Li atoms are inserted via chemical 

reactions.  During charge and discharge, the amount of Li in the electrode varies 

substantially, and the host framework deforms.  The deformation induces in an 

electrode a field of stress, which may lead to fracture or morphological change. Such 

mechanical degradation over lithiation cycles can cause the capacity to fade 

substantially in a commercial battery.   

We study fracture of elastic electrodes caused by fast charging using a 

combination of diffusion kinetics and fracture mechanics. A theory is outlined to 

investigate how material properties, electrode particle size, and charging rate affect 

fracture of electrodes in Li-ion batteries.  We model an inelastic host of Li by 

considering diffusion, elastic-plastic deformation, and fracture.  The model shows 

that fracture is averted for a small and soft host—an inelastic host of a small feature 

size and low yield strength.  

We present a model of concurrent reaction and plasticity during lithiation of 

crystalline silicon electrodes. It accounts for observed lithiated silicon of anisotropic 



 IV

morphologies. We further explore the microscopic deformation mechanism of 

lithiated silicon based on first-principles calculations.  We attribute to the 

microscopic mechanism of large plastic deformation to continuous Li-assisted 

breaking and reforming of Si-Si bonds. In addition, we model the evolution of the 

biaxial stress in an amorphous Si thin film electrode during lithiation cycle. We find 

that both the atomic insertion driven by the chemomechanical load and plasticity 

driven by the mechanical load contribute to reactive flow of lithiated silicon. In such 

concurrent process, the lithiation reaction promotes plastic deformation by lowering 

the stress needed to flow. 

 Li-ion battery is an emerging field that couples electrochemistry and 

mechanics. This thesis aims to understand the deformation mechanism, stresses and 

fracture associated with the lithiation reaction in Li-ion batteries, and hopes to 

provide insight on the generic phenomenon that involves interactive chemical 

reactions and mechanics.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

  

 The first chapter introduces the working principles of Li-ion batteries, and 

outlines the structure of this thesis. Energy storage is a crucial aspect of integrating 

renewable energy sources in power grids, making the development of efficient 

high-capacity batteries an important technological challenge.[1], [2] A battery is 

composed of several electrochemical cells that are connected in series and/or in 

parallel to provide the required voltage and capacity, respectively.[3] Each cell consists 

of a positive and a negative electrode separated by an electrolyte solution containing 

dissociated salts, which enable ion transfer between the two electrodes. Once these 

electrodes are connected externally by conducting wires, chemical reactions proceed 

in both electrodes. The amount of electrical energy, expressed either per unit of 

weight (Wh kg-1) or per unit of volume (W h l-1), that a battery is able to deliver is a 

function of the cell potential and capacity. Among the various existing technologies, 

Figure 1. 1, Li-based batteries currently outperforms other systems, because of their 

high energy density and design flexibility.[4] 

 For applications that are sensitive to weight and size, such as the portable, 

entertainment, computing and telecommunication equipment, Li-ion batteries are the 

current industry standard.[5], [6] Furthermore, batteries have been identified as a key 

technology for a clean and secure energy future.[1], [2] Companies worldwide are racing 

to develop Li-ion batteries for electric cars. Battery-powered cars, plugged into an 
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increasingly green grid, would reduce pollution and secure energy independence, 

while maintaining individual mobility. A system of distributed batteries and a smart 

electric grid would accommodate the unpredictable nature of renewable energy 

sources (e.g., wind and solar), allowing energy to be stored during times of low 

demand, and then be drawn back to meet peak demand.[7]  

 

Figure 1.1. Comparison of various battery technologies in terms of volumetric and gravimetric 

energy density. The share of worldwide sales for Ni-Cd, Ni-MeH and Li-ion portable batteries 

is 23, 14, 63%, respectively.[4]  

 

1.1 Basics of Li-ion batteries 

In a Li-ion battery, it converts energy between two forms, chemical and electrical.  

Li can diffuse into and react with nearly all materials.  A material that conducts 

electrons may in principle serve as an electrode.  When two different electrodes are 

in direct contact, Li atoms diffuse from the electrode with a high chemical potential of 

Li (i.e., the negative electrode) to the electrode with a low chemical potential of Li (i.e., 

the positive electrode). The two electrodes are separated by an electrolyte, a material 

that conducts Li-ions but not electrons.  When the battery discharges (Figure 1. 2), 
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the difference in the chemical potential of Li in the two electrodes drives Li-ions to 

diffuse out of the negative electrode, through the electrolyte, and into the positive 

electrode.  To keep the electrodes electrically neutral, electrons flow through an 

external circuit from the negative to the positive electrode.  Both the ionic and the 

electronic processes are reversed when the battery is charged by an external power 

source.  

 

Figure 1.2. Schematics of a Li-ion battery during discharge. 

 

1.1.1 Thermodynamics 

The energy storage and power characteristics of batteries follow directly the 

thermodynamic and kinetic formulations for chemical reactions.[8] The basic 

thermodynamics for a reversible electrochemical reaction is given by 

 G H T SΔ = Δ − Δ , (1.1) 

where GΔ is the Gibbs free energy, or the available energy in a reaction for the useful 

work, HΔ is the enthalpy, or the energy released by the reaction, SΔ is the entropy, 

and T is the absolute temperature, with T SΔ being the heat associated with the 

reaction. The terms GΔ , HΔ and SΔ are state functions and depend only on the 
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identity of the electrode materials and the initial and final states of the reactions.  

 The free energy GΔ represents the net useful energy available from a given 

reaction, thus, the net available electrical energy from a reaction in a battery cell is 

given by 

 G nFEΔ = −  (1.2) 

where n is the number of electrons transferred per mol of reactants, F is the Faraday 

constant, and E is the voltage of the cell with the specific chemical reaction. Eq. (1.2) 

represents a balance between the chemical and electric driving forces upon the ions 

under open circuit conditions, hence E refers to the open circuit potential of a cell 

where there is no current flowing. The voltage of the cell is unique for each reaction 

couple. In other words, if the electrolyte is a perfect filter that allows the passage of 

ionic species, but no electrons, the cell voltage is determined by the difference in the 

electrically neutral chemical compositions of the electrodes. The identity and 

properties of the electrolyte and the phenomena that occur at the 

electrode/electrolyte interfaces play no role. The amount of electricity produced, nF , 

is determined by the total amount of materials available for reactions and can be 

thought of as a capacity factor; the voltage can be considered to be an intensity 

factor.[3]  

 The change of free energy for a given species i defines the chemical potential. The 

chemical potential iμ for species i is related to another thermodynamic quantity, the 

activity ia , by the defining relation 

 0 lni i iRT aμ μ= +  (1.3) 
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where 0
iμ is a constant, the value of the chemical potential of species i in its standard 

state. R is the gas constant, and T the absolute temperature. Consider an 

electrochemical cell in which the activity of species i is different in the two electrodes, 

( )ia − in the negative electrode, and ( )ia + in the positive electrode. The difference 

between the chemical potential on the positive side and that on the negative side is 

written as [ ]( ) ( ) ln ( ) / ( )i i i iRT a aμ μ+ − − = + − . If this chemical potential difference is 

balanced by the electrostatic energy from Eq. (1.2), we have 

 
( )ln
( )

i

i

aRTE
nF a

⎡ ⎤+
= − ⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦

. (1.4) 

The above relation is the Nernst equation, which relates the measurable cell voltage 

to the chemical difference across an electrochemical cell. If the activity of species i in 

one of the electrodes is a standard reference value, the Nernst equation provides the 

relative electrical potential of the other electrode.[8]  

 

1.1.2 Kinetics 

Thermodynamics described reactions at equilibrium and the maximum energy 

available for a given reaction. Compared to the open circuit potential at equilibrium 

state, the voltage drops off when current is drawn from the battery because of kinetic 

limitations of reactions. Figure 1. 3 shows a typical discharge curve of a battery.[3], [9] 

Electrochemical reaction kinetics follows the general considerations as those for bulk 

chemical reactions. However, the detailed mechanism of battery electrode reactions 

often involves a series of physical, chemical, and electrochemical steps, including 

charge-transfer and charge transport reactions. The rates of these individual steps 
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determine the kinetics of the electrode. Basically, three different kinetics effects for 

polarization are often considered: (1) activation polarization is related to the kinetics 

of the electrochemical redox (or charge-transfer) reactions taking place at the 

electrode/electrolyte interfaces of anode and cathode; (2) ohmic polarization is 

correlated to the resistance of individual cell components and to the resistance due to 

contact problems between the cell components; (3) concentration polarization is due 

to mass transport limitations during cell operation.[9]  

 

Figure 1.3. A typical discharge curve of a battery. [3] 

Activation polarization arises from kinetics of the charge-transfer reaction taking 

place at the electrode/electrolyte interface. This type of kinetics is best understood 

using transition-state theory. The current flow is often described by the 

Butler-Volmer equation. Ohmic polarization arises from the resistance of the 

electrolyte, materials of constructions of the electrodes, current collectors, terminals 

and contact between particles of the active mass. Ohmic polarization appears or 

disappears instantaneously when current flows or ceases. Typically the linear Ohm’s 

law relates the current and potential. As the redox reactions proceed, the availability 
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of the active species at the electrode/electrolyte interface changes. Concentrations 

polarization arises from limited mass transport capabilities, for example, limited 

diffusion of active species to and from the electrode surface to replace the reacted 

material to sustain the reactions. This type of polarization usually becomes the 

rate-limiting step at the completion of charge/discharge.  

 

1.2 Coupling electrochemistry and mechanics in Li-ion batteries 

At the heart of a Li-ion battery is a problem coupling electrochemistry and 

mechanics. Each electrode consists of host atoms and guest atoms (Li atoms).  The 

host atoms form a framework, into which Li atoms are inserted.[8]  During charge 

and discharge, the amount of Li in the electrode varies substantially, and the host 

framework deforms. The insertion-induced deformation in electrodes has significant 

consequences in Li-ion batteries.[10]-[14]  The deformation is often constrained under 

various conditions, such as crystalline grains of different orientations, a transient 

distribution of Li, mismatch between active and inactive materials, etc.[15], [16]  Under 

such constraints, insertion of Li induces in an electrode a field of stress, which may 

lead to fracture (Figure 1. 4)[17]-[19] or morphological change (Figure 1. 5).[20], [21]  Such 

mechanical degradation is a significant mechanism that over charge/discharge cycles 

can cause the capacity of a battery to fade.[22]  While insertion-induced deformation 

is usually taken to be elastic, the observation of large morphological change clearly 

indicates that charge/discharge cycles can cause inelastic deformation. 
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Figure 1.4. (a) SiSn thin film is cracked after the first few cycles of lithiation and delithiation.[17] 

(b) Microfracture in a LiCoO2 particle after 50 cycles.[18] (c) A LiFePO4 particle is cracked into 

parts after 60 cycles.[19]  

 

Figure 1.5. (a) An initially flat amorphous Si thin film electrode develops surface undulation 

after 1000 cycles of lithiation and delithiation.[20] (b) Crystalline Si nanowires change the 

surface morphology during cycles.[21]  

Furthermore, insertion-induced deformation places a limit on the choice of 

materials for future high-density batteries.[23][25]  For example, the negative 

electrodes in commercial Li-ion batteries today are graphite, where every six carbon 

atoms accommodate one Li atom.  By comparison, every Si atom accommodates 4.4 

Li atoms in theory.  While the large capacity for Si to absorb Li has motivated intense 

research, such absorption causes volumetric swelling of about 400%, leading to 

fracture and morphological change (Figure 1. 5). Likewise, mechanics significantly 

(a) SiSn thin film 2(b) LiCoO  particle 4(c) LiFePO  particle

 

(a) Amorphous Si thin film (b) Crystalline Si nanowire
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influences the chemistry of lithiation in a Li-ion battery. The mechanical energy 

contributes to the free energy associated with the reaction. In particular, the effect of 

stress on chemistry is pronounced, examples include the reactions at the interface of 

electrode/electrolyte,[26] the diffusion of Li in active material particles,[27] and phase 

transformations of the electrodes.[28]  

 The technology of batteries is in a state of flux:  new materials, new 

configurations, and new applications constantly emerge.  Challenges to the 

technology of batteries have been traditionally understood in terms of 

electrochemistry of materials and economics of applications.  While these 

understandings will continue to be important, it has become increasingly evident that 

a complementary understanding of how electrodes sustain insertion-induced 

deformation without degradation holds a great promise for future high-density 

batteries. 

 

1.3 The goal and outline of this thesis 

The goal of this thesis is to understand the deformation mechanism, stress and 

fracture of electrodes in Li-ion batteries. It is organized as follows. Chapter 2 studies 

fracture of elastic electrodes caused by fast charging using a combination of diffusion 

kinetics and fracture mechanics. A theory is outlined to investigate how material 

properties, electrode particle size, and charge/discharge rate affect fracture of 

electrodes in Li-ion batteries. Chapter 2 introduces inelastic hosts for high-capacity 

electrodes. We model such an inelastic host of Li by considering diffusion, 
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elastic-plastic deformation, and fracture. Chapter 4 formulates a theory that couples 

lithiati0n and large elastic-plastic deformation, and analyzes the homogeneous 

lithiation and deformation in a small material element using non-equilibrium 

thermodynamics. Through a numerical example of a spherical particle subject to a 

constant rate of Li insertion, we explore the effect of plastic yielding, stress on the 

lithiation reaction, and charging rates. Chapter 5 and 6 considers two promising 

designs of nanostructured Si anodes. Stress fields in these structures are calculated 

and mechanical failure caused by fracture and debonding is discussed. Chapter 7 

studies lithiation mechanism of crystalline Si. A model of concurrent lithiation 

reaction and plastic deformation is developed. Chapter 9 and 10 explore the 

deformation mechanism of plasticity based on first-principles computational 

methods. The plastic deformation of lithiated silicon is attributed to Li-assisted 

breaking and reformation of Si-Si bonds. Furthermore, reactive flow of lithiated 

silicon is simulated. The lithiation reaction promotes plastic deformation by lowering 

the stress needed to flow.   
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Chapter 2 

Fracture of elastic electrodes by fast charging 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Batteries are a key to the commercialization of clean and secure energy.[1], [2] 

Essential roles of batteries include leveling loads on power grids and storing energy 

from renewable sources. Furthermore, batteries are ubiquitous in all forms of 

electronics and transportation. For applications sensitive to weight and size, such as 

portable electronics and electric cars, the technology of choice is Li-ion batteries.[29]  

A Li-ion battery contains an electrolyte and two electrodes.  Each electrode is an 

atomic framework that hosts mobile Li.  During charging or discharging of the 

battery, Li ions are extracted from one electrode, migrate through the electrolyte, and 

are then inserted into the other electrode.  Meanwhile electrons flow from one 

electrode to the other through an external metallic wire.  Extraction or insertion of 

Li induces in the electrodes stresses that may cause fracture[10] or morphological 

change.[22]  The loss of structural integrity may reduce electric conductance, causing 

the capacity of the battery to fade.   

Lithiation-induced damage is a bottleneck in developing batteries of high energy 

density.  For example, the ability of silicon to absorb a large amount of lithium has 

motivated intense research,[23] but such absorption causes volumetric swelling of 

~400%, leading to fracture.  The mechanical failure has so far prevented silicon 
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from serving as a viable electrode. Fracture has also been observed in commercial 

electrodes that undergo small deformation, such as LiCoO2, LiMn2O4 and 

LiFePO4.[30]-[33]  

Lithiation-induced deformation and stress have been studied in recent years.  

For example, Christensen and Newman calculated swelling and stress,[12], [13] Sastry 

and co-workers simulated the stress generation during lithiation under galvanostatic 

control,[14] Cheng and co-workers calculated the strain energy under both 

potentiostatic and galvanostatic operations in spherical particles.[34], [35] 

Lithiation-induced stress in silicon has been calculated.[36], [37] Several recent papers 

have studied lithiation-induced fracture by applying fracture mechanics.[15], [39][41]   

While a conceptual framework to analyze lithiation-induced deformation, stress 

and fracture is emerging, limited work has been published that predicts fracture of 

practical systems by using actual material data.  This paper attempts to predict 

fracture in a widely used material for cathode, LiCoO2. A commercial electrode often 

takes the form of active particles embedded in a binding matrix (Figure 2. 1).  The 

distribution of Li in the particle is inhomogeneous.  The gradient of this 

inhomogeneity is large if the battery is charged at a rate faster than Li can 

homogenize in the particle by diffusion.  We calculate the distributions of Li and 

stress in a LiCoO2 particle, and then calculate the energy release rates for the particle 

containing preexisting cracks.  These calculations predict the critical rate of 

charging and size of the particle, below which fracture is averted. 
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Figure 2. 1. A schematic of the microstructure of the cathode.  The cathode is composed of 

active particles, a matrix, and pores containing the electrolyte. 

 

2.2 Theory and scaling 

In a battery, the electrolyte conducts Li ions but not electrons. When the battery 

discharges, the difference in the chemical potential of Li in the two electrodes drives 

Li ions to diffuse out of the anode, through the electrolyte, and into the cathode.  To 

keep the electrodes electrically neutral, electrons flow from the anode to the cathode 

through the external metallic wire.  Both the ionic and the electronic processes are 

reversed when the battery is charged by an external power source. As illustrated in 

Figure 2. 1, an electrode in commercial Li-ion batteries is usually a composite, 

consisting of active particles, a matrix composed of polymer binders and additives, 

and pores filled with the electrolyte.[33]  Migration of Li in the electrolyte is fast, so 

that diffusion of Li in the active particles limits the rate of charging and discharging. 

Because of the porosity of the composite and the compliance of the binder, stress in 

an active particle is often due primarily to the mismatch created by an 

inhomogeneous distribution of Li within the particle.  
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The degree of the inhomogeneity depends on the competition between the rate 

of discharging and the rate of diffusion. Denote τ as the time to discharge the battery, 

D  a representative value of diffusivity of Li in the particle, and L the characteristic 

size of the particle. These quantities form a dimensionless group: 

 
L
D

χ
τ

=  (2.1) 

The parameter χ measures the relative rate of discharging and diffusion.  If χ is 

large, the battery is discharged at a rate faster than Li can homogenize in the particle 

by diffusion.  Consequently, Li is crowded in the outer shell of the particle, causing a 

large stress in the particle (Figure 2.2 (a)).  By contrast, if χ is small, the battery is 

discharged at a rate slow enough for Li in the particle to maintain nearly a 

homogeneous distribution.  Consequently, lithiation causes the particle to swell or 

contract, but the particle is nearly unstressed (Figure 2.2 (b)). 

 

Figure 2. 2.  (a) When the rate of discharging is high, the distribution of Li in the active 

particle is inhomogeneous, which causes a field of stress in the particle.  (b) When the rate of 

discharging is low, the distribution of Li in the particle is nearly homogenous, and the 

magnitude of the stress in the particle is negligible. The arrows indicate the direction of Li 

insertion. 

  

(a)

(b)
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Crack-like flaws are assumed to preexist in the active particles.[33] We ask if the 

lithiation-induced stress will cause any of the flaws to grow. The elastic energy in the 

particle reduces when a crack advances. The reduction of the elastic energy in the 

particle associated with the crack advancing a unit area defines the energy release 

rate G . Dimensional considerations dictate that the energy release rate should take 

the form 

 2
mG ZE Lε= , (2.2) 

where E is Young’s modulus of the particle, L a characteristic size of the particle, and 

mε a characteristic mismatch strain, defined as 

 1 0

0
m

l l
l

ε −
=  (2.3) 

Here 0l and 1l are the lattice parameters in the initial state and in the fully lithiated 

state, respectively. At a given time, the distribution of the stress in the particle is 

determined by solving the diffusion equation, and the dimensionless coefficient Z is 

determined by solving the elastic boundary-value problem.  Once the geometry of 

the particle and the location of the crack are given, Z can only vary with the length of 

the crack, the dimensionless parameter χ , and time.  We note this functional 

dependence in a normalized form: 

 , ,a tZ f
L

χ
τ

⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, (2.4) 

where a denotes the length of the crack.  Figure 2. 3 is a schematic of the energy 

release rate as a function of the length of the crack at a fixed value of χ  and a fixed 

time. When the crack is very short, the elastic energy in the particle does not change 
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appreciably when the crack grows, and the energy release rate is small. Likewise, 

when the crack is very long, the elastic energy is nearly fully relaxed because the crack 

introduces larger constraint-free area, and the energy release rate is also small. In 

between these two limits, the energy release rate reaches the maximum value maxG  

for a crack of a certain length.  Let Γ
 

be the fracture energy of the particle.  No 

preexisting flaws will advance if the maximum energy release rate is below the 

fracture energy of the particle 

 maxG < Γ . (2.5) 

To ensure no preexisting flaws will advance, maxG   stands for the energy release 

rate maximized for all configurations of the flaws and for all time.  This approach 

has been used to analyze many systems, such as polycrystals,[42] composites,[43] and 

thin films.[44]  

 
Figure 2. 3. Trend of the energy release rate as a function of the length of preexisting cracks 

for a fixed discharge rate. 

 

The comparison between the energy release rate and the fracture energy defines 

another dimensionless parameter 

a

G

a

2L
maxG
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2
mE Lε

Λ =
Γ

. (2.6) 

WhenΛ is small, the elastic energy is insufficient to cause fracture. Therefore, a 

particle with small stiffness, small size, and large fracture energy is more resistant to 

fracture. This statement is consistent with recent experimental observation that the 

electrochemical cycling behavior is significantly improved if the size of active 

particles is small.[45], [46]  

 The dimensionless groups χ  and Λ  characterize the fracture behavior of the 

active particles. In the case of a highly inhomogeneous distribution of Li ions, to 

prevent fracture it is necessary to decrease the particle size, decrease the rate of 

discharging, and/or enhance the fracture energy. This concept is sketched 

schematically in Figure 2. 4 in terms of χ andΛ . The red line delineates an upper 

boundary to the safe regime in which no fracture occurs. 

 
Figure 2. 4. Criteria to avoid fracture of an electrode particle in terms of the non-dimensional 

quantitiesΛ and χ . 

 

2.3 Numerical results for LiCoO2 
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Following the above theory, we perform calculations for a LiCoO2 particle. As 

illustrated in Figure 2. 5 (a), LiCoO2 has a layered crystalline structure, where oxygen 

ions form close-packed planes in an ABCABC sequence, and cobalt and Li ions 

occupy alternating layers of octahedral sites between the oxygen layers. Li diffuses in 

the plane perpendicular to z axis. The oxygen ions cause repulsion between the 

neighboring layers. These oxygen layers are attracted to the Li atoms inserted 

between them.  Thus, during discharge the insertion of the Li ions decreases the 

repulsion between the CoO2 sheets and leads to a volume contraction of ~2% .[47] The 

lattice parameter dependence on Li concentration is shown in Figure 2. 5 (b). 

 
Figure 2. 5. (a) The layered structure of LiCoO2. (b) Variation of lattice parameter along the z 

axis with normalized Li concentration (Reproduced from reference [47]). The lattice  
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Figure 2.5 (Continued) parameter along the axis is nearly a constant. (c) 1D diffusion model 

used in the numerical simulation. Li diffusion is along the axis, towards the center of the 

particle. (d) The Li diffusivity as a function of the normalized Li concentration (Reproduced 

from reference [48]). 

In practical applications, the size of a LiCoO2 electrode particle is on the order of 

microns or smaller. At such a small scale, the particle is often a single crystal or at 

most consists of a few grains.[18] In the numerical simulation, the electrode is 

assumed to be a single crystal with a 2D geometry. Li ions only diffuse along 

the x axis. The model is shown in Figure 2. 5 (c), in which L characterizes the particle 

size. The diffusion of Li in the particle is governed by the partial differential equation 

 ( )c D c c
t
∂

= ∇⋅ ∇⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦∂
, (2.7) 

where c denotes the normalized Li concentration in the host–the actual Li 

concentration divided by the concentration of Li in the fully lithiated state, LiCoO2. In 

practice, the working regime for lithium cobalt oxide is in the range of 0.5≤ c ≤ 1. 

Experiments show that the diffusivity D decreases one order of magnitude when the 

normalized Li concentration increases from 0.5 to 1.[48]  Here we reproduce the 

experimental diffusivity dependence on Li concentration in Figure 2. 5 (d). In the 

simulation we have allowed the diffusivity to vary with concentration, a dependence 

that is usually neglected in other works. Note that the concentration gradient serves 

as the primary driving force for diffusion. The stress effect has been explored in 

reference,[14] the concentration difference due to the stress effect, which is at 

maximum around 7%, is negligible for fracture analysis.  

 The initial and boundary conditions are given by 
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( )

0;                    =0.5

0;  0          0

;  0         constant

t c
cx t
x

x L t D c c

=
∂

= > =
∂

= > − ∇ =

 (2.8) 

The constant in Eq. (2.8) is given by the discharge current density under 

galvanostatic (constant current) operation. Thus, in the simulation the discharge rate 

is controlled by changing the flux constant. Discharge is completed once the 

normalized concentration of Li at the outside surface reaches a value of unity. The 

concentration profile of Li inside the particle is obtained by solving the diffusion 

equation in COMSOL Multiphysics.  

Figure 2. 6 (a) and Figure 2. 6 (b) show the distributions of Li at several times, at 

discharge rates of 0.5C and 2C respectively. Here the discharge rates are reported in 

the C-rate convention given by /C τ , where the value ofτ is calculated as the 

theoretical capacity (~140 mAh/g) divided by the discharge current.  It is evident 

from the figures that, in both cases, the Li concentration gradient increases with 

discharge time. This behavior is a direct consequence of the decrease in effective 

diffusivity with increasing Li content (See Figure 2. 5 (d)). As the discharge rate 

increases from 0.5C to of 2C, the Li distribution inside the host particle becomes less 

homogeneous, in agreement with the schematics in Figure 2. 2.  

This inhomogeneous distribution of Li results in a large deformation mismatch. 

The strain along z direction (see Figure 2. 5 (a)) in the host particle is given by  

 
( ) 0

0

l c l
l

ε
−

=  (2.9) 

where ( )l c is the lattice parameter at a given Li concentration, 0l is the lattice 
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parameter at the initial normalized Li concentration c = 0.5. Here we use the 

experimental values for the LiCoO2 lattice parameter as a function of concentration to 

calculate the strain.[47] The inhomogeneous distribution of Li leads to a non-uniform 

strain field inside the particle and thus a stress field in the particle. 

 

Figure 2. 6. Li distribution with time for a LiCoO2 particle at (a) discharge rate of 0.5C, (b) 

discharge rate of 2C. Here / 0x L =  represents the center of the particle, and / 1x L =  

represents the outside surface.  

The stress field is calculated by solving the elastic boundary value problem. Since 
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deformation is much faster than diffusion, mechanical equilibrium is established 

during lithiation. Traction-free boundary conditions are prescribed. The boundary 

value problem is solved with the finite element software ABAQUS. An orthotropic 

material model is employed with stiffness coefficients taken from atomistic 

simulations.[49] The input strain field is simulated by imposing a thermal strain, equal 

to the concentration induced mismatch strain; the stress field is obtained as the 

output. In this configuration, the stress component zzσ is the tensile stress responsible 

for the crack propagation. Figure 2. 7 (a) and Figure 2. 7 (b) plot the internal 

mismatch strains and the normalized stress distributions as a function of the 

dimensionless distance at discharge rates of 0.5C and 2C, respectively. We 

represent E as 22 375GPaC =  used for the normalization. It can be seen that the outer 

shell (near =/ 1x L ) of the particle is under tension, while the core (near =/ 0x L ) 

is under compression during Li insertion. The tensile stress in the outer shell may 

drive a preexisting crack to grow. The driving force is much larger for the faster 

discharge of rate 2C because of the highly inhomogeneous distribution of Li.  
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Figure 2. 7. (a) Mismatch strain profile (b) Normalized stress distribution at various discharge 

rates when the normalized Li concentration at the outer surface reaches unity. The center of 

the particle is under compression, and the outside surface is under tension. 

To calculate the energy release rate, a crack of length a  is assumed to preexist 

inside the particle.  In the simulation, we fix the particle size and the location of the 

preexisting crack, and we vary the preexisting crack length and discharge rate.  In 

each case, we use the stress distribution at the end of discharge.  The J-integral is 

used to calculate the energy release rate. Figure 2. 8 gives the normalized energy 

release rate dependence on the crack length to the particle size ratio, for discharge 
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rates of 2C, 4C and 6C. The energy release rates are maximized at normalized lengths 

of 0.11, 0.09 and 0.07, respectively. 

 

Figure 2. 8. Energy release rate as a function of crack size at various discharge rates.  

 As pointed out in section II, no preexisting crack can advance if the maximum 

energy release rate is smaller than the fracture energy. This condition defines a 

critical particle size 

 2
max

c
m

L
Z Eε

Γ
= , (2.10) 

where Z is found from Figure 2. 8. When the particle is smaller than the critical value, 

no preexisting crack in the particle can advance. The critical particle size as a function 

of discharge rate is illustrated in Figure 2. 9. Here we have used approximate fracture 

energy of 1 J/m2 for LiCoO2. From the figure, decreasing the electrode particle size 

can effectively prevent fracture during fast charging. 
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Figure 2. 9. Critical LiCoO2 particle size to avoid crack propagation as a function of discharge 

rate. 

 Experimental observations of cracked LiCoO2 particles in the literature are 

limited. Crack damage is reported for an average particle size of 300~500nm after 50 

cycles.[18] The model presented here shows that fracture can be prevented by 

decreasing the electrode particle size and/or discharge rate. To further test the 

accuracy of the model, more data for fracture of particles of different sizes and for a 

range of discharge rates are needed. Finally, it should be noted we used stiffness 

coefficients derived from atomistic simulations and estimated fracture energy to 

calculate the critical particle size. These values may vary with Li concentration,[50] 

and should be ascertained by further experiments. 

 

2.4 Summary 

Using a combination of diffusion kinetics and fracture mechanics, we have 

outlined a theory to study how material properties, particle size, and discharge rate 
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affect fracture of electrodes in Li-ion batteries. We characterize the discharge rate 

relative to diffusion rate by a dimensionless parameter χ .  We characterize the 

magnitude of the elastic energy relative to the fracture energy by a dimensionless 

parameter Λ . A “fracture map,” demonstrating criteria for fracture, can be 

constructed in terms of the non-dimensional parametersΛ and χ . To illustrate the 

theory, a numerical example of a LiCoO2 particle is presented. We calculate the 

distribution of Li and stress at different discharge rates.  We also calculate the 

energy release rates for preexisting flaws of different sizes. When the maximum 

energy release rate is smaller than the fracture energy, no pre-existing cracks can 

advance. This approach enables us to calculate the critical particle size and discharge 

rate necessary to avoid fracture. 
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Chapter 3 

Inelastic hosts as high-capacity electrodes 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 In Li-ion batteries, lithiation-induced deformation and fracture is a bottleneck in 

developing batteries of high capacity.  For example, of all known materials for 

anodes, silicon offers the highest theoretical specific capacity—each Si atom can host 

up to 4.4 Li atoms.  By comparison, in commercial anodes of graphite, every six 

carbon atoms can host up to one Li atom.  Silicon is not used in anodes in 

commercial Li-ion batteries, mainly because after a small number of cycles the 

capacity fades, often attributed to lithiation-induced deformation and fracture.[17]  

Recent experiments, however, have shown that the capacity can be maintained 

over many cycles for silicon anodes of small feature sizes, such as nanowires,[21] thin 

films,[20] and porous structures.[51]  When silicon is fully lithiated, the volume of the 

material swells by ~300%.  For anodes of small feature sizes, evidence has 

accumulated that this lithiation-induced strain can be accommodated by inelastic 

deformation.  For instance, cyclic lithiation causes silicon thin films and silicon 

nanowires to develop undulations. [20], [21]   Furthermore, the stress in a silicon thin 

film bonded on a wafer has been measured during charge and discharge, showing 

that the film deforms plastically upon reaching a yield strength.[52]  

 Existing models of lithiation-induced deformation and fracture have assumed 

that the electrodes are elastic.[11]-[15], [34]-[41]  Here we model inelastic electrodes by 
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considering diffusion, elastic-plastic deformation, and fracture.  The model shows 

that fracture is averted for a small and soft host of lithium—an inelastic host of a 

small feature size and low yield strength. 

 

3.2 Elastic and inelastic hosts of lithium 

 We classify hosts of Li into two types: elastic and inelastic.  For an elastic 

host, the host atoms recover their configurations after cycles of charge and discharge 

(Figure 3. 1 (a)).  For example, for an electrode of a layered structure, within each 

layer the host atoms form strong bonds, while neighboring layers are held together by 

weak bonds.  Li diffuses in the plane between the layers, leaving the strong bonds 

within each layer intact.  Elastic hosts are used in commercial Li-ion batteries for 

both cathodes (e.g., LiCoO2) and anodes (e.g., graphite).  By contrast, an inelastic 

host does not fully recover its structure after cycles of charge and discharge (Figure 3. 

1 (b)). For example, when an electrode is an amorphous solid, such as amorphous 

silicon, the host atoms may change neighbors after a cycle of charge and discharge. 
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Figure 3. 1.  (a) For an elastic host of Li, the host atoms recover their configurations after a 

cycle of lithiation.  (b) For an inelastic host of Li, the host atoms may change neighbors after 

a cycle of lithiation.  Squares represent host atoms, and circles represent Li atoms.  

 Whether lithiation-induced strain will cause an electrode to fracture depends on 

the feature size of the electrode.[10]  The energy release rate G  for a crack in a body 

of a small feature size takes the form EhZG /2σ= , where h is the feature size, E 

Young’s modulus, σ  a representative stress in the body, and Z a dimensionless 

number of order unity.19  Fracture is averted if G is below the fracture energy of the 

material, Γ .  Consequently, fracture is averted if the feature size is below the 

critical value 

 2c
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Zσ
Γ

=  (3.1) 

Representative values for silicon are 210 J/mΓ = and 80 GPaE = .[53]   
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If silicon were an elastic host, the lithiation-induced strain 100%ε =  would 

cause stress on the order εσ E~ .  Eq. (3. 1) would predict a subatomic critical size.  

This prediction disagrees with the experimental observations—silicon anodes of 

feature sizes around 100 nm do survive many cycles of charge and discharge without 

fracture.[20]   

By contrast, for an inelastic host, lithiation-induced strain can be accommodated 

by inelastic deformation, and the stress scales with the yield strength.  For a thin 

film of silicon bonded on a thick substrate, the measured yield strength is 

1.75 GPaYσ = .[52] For a channel crack in the film, Z = 2 is a typical value.[44]  Using 

these values, Eq. (3. 1) predicts a critical thickness of 130 nm.  This prediction agrees 

well with available experimental observations:  a 250 nm silicon thin film fractured 

after a few cycles,[54] while a 50 nm silicon film survived without fractures after 1000 

cycles.[20]  In general, for an inelastic electrode of a large capacity, fracture is averted 

if the feature size is small and the yield strength is low.  One extreme is a liquid 

electrode, which accommodates the absorption-induced strain by flow, and can 

potentially provide ultra high capacity.[55]-[57]  

 During charge and discharge, the stress in an electrode is a time-dependent field.  

Furthermore, the magnitude of the stress may exceed the yield strength at places 

under triaxial constraint.  To explore these effects, we describe an inelastic host of Li 

by adapting an elastic and perfectly plastic model.[58]  The increment of the strain is 

defined by ( ) 2/,, ijjiij dudud +=ε , where idu  is the increment of the displacement.  

The stress ijσ  satisfies the equilibrium equation, 0, =jijσ .  The increment of the 
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strain is taken to be the sum of three contributions: 

 e p l
ij ij ij ijd d d dε ε ε ε= + + , (3.2) 

where e
ijε  is the elastic strain, p

ijε  the plastic strain, and l
ijε  the lithiation-induced 

strain.  The elastic strain obeys Hooke’s law: 

 ( )1 1e
ij ij kk ijd d v v

E
ε σ σ δ⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤= + −⎜ ⎟⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠

, (3.3) 

where ν  is Poisson’s ratio.  1=ijδ when ji = , and 0=ijδ otherwise.  The 

increment of the plastic strain obeys the J2-flow rule: 
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e Y
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ij e Y e Y

ij e Y e Y

d d d
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σ σ
ε σ σ σ σ
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⎧ <
⎪= = <⎨
⎪ = =⎩

, (3.4) 

where 3/ijkkijijs δσσ −=
 

is the deviatoric stress and 2/3 ijije ss=σ
 

the equivalent 

stress.  Within the perfectly plastic model, λ  at each increment is a positive scalar 

to be determined by the boundary-value problem.  The yield strength Yσ
 

can be a 

function of the concentration of Li. The lithiation-induced strain is proportional to 

the concentration of Li: 

 
3

l
ij ij

cd d βε δ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, (3.5) 

where β  is a constant analogous to the coefficient of thermal expansion, 

and c denotes the normalized Li concentration in the host–the actual Li concentration 

divided by the concentration of Li in the fully lithiated state. 

 The concentration of Li in an electrode is a time-dependent field, taken to be 

governed by the diffusion equation, cDtc 2/ ∇=∂∂ .  For simplicity, here we assume 

that the diffusivity D is a constant independent of the concentration and stress, and 
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that diffusion is driven by the gradient of concentration alone.   

As an illustration of the model, consider a thin film of amorphous silicon bonded 

on a substrate.  Let h

 

be the thickness of the film, and τ
 

the time used to 

complete charge or discharge. We consider the limit τDh << , where the film is so 

thin that the concentration of Li is homogeneous throughout the thickness of the film.  

The stresses in the film are given by ,    0xx yy zzσ σ σ σ= = = , where x and y 

represent the in-plane directions, and z represents the out-of-plane direction.  The 

magnitude of the stress σ  is homogenous in the film, but varies during the 

progression of lithiation.  The increment of the elastic strain is 

( ) Eddd e
yy

e
xx /1 σνεε −== .  The in-plane deformation of the thin film is constrained 

by the substrate, namely, 0== yyxx dd εε .  In the elastic stage, the increment of the 

plastic strain vanishes, so that  

 
( )3 1

d E
dc v
σ β
= −

−
. (3.6) 

Figure 3. 2. Evolution of stress in a thin film of an inelastic host during cyclic lithiation and 

delithiation. 

Figure 3. 2 plots the stress evolution as a function of Li concentration c . The 
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lithiation starts from pure silicon. Initially the film deforms elastically, and develops 

a compressive stress, with the slope given by Eq. (3. 6). When the magnitude of 

compressive stress reaches the yield strength Yσ , the film deforms plastically. For 

simplicity, the yield strength is taken to be a constant, independent of the 

concentration of Li.  Upon delithiation, the film unloads elastically, develops a 

tensile stress, and then deforms plastically in tension.  The fully lithiated state 

causes a volume expansion about 300%,6 so that 3=β .  Take the representative 

values for silicon, 80 GPaE =  and 0.22=v .[53]  Equation (3. 6) gives the slope 

GPa103/ −=dcdσ  , which may be compared to the measured value 75 GPa−  in 

Ref. [52].   

 

3.3 Stresses in a spherical particle of silicon 

In the thin film, the stress can be induced by the constraint imposed by the 

substrate.  By contrast, a particle, a nanowire, or a porous structure is almost 

unconstrained by other materials, and the stress is mainly induced by the 

inhomogeneous distribution of Li.[16]  Consequently, the stress is small when the 

feature size and charge rate are small.  

To explore the effect of inelastic deformation, we study the evolution of the 

stress field in a spherical particle of silicon. We use the “Thermal-Structural 

Interaction” module in COMSOL to solve the combined diffusion and elastic-plastic 

problem.  The lithiation-induced strain is simulated by imposing a thermal strain.  

The particle is initiated as pure silicon, and is charged and discharged at a constant 
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current.  The dimensionless charge and discharge rate is set to be 

0.206/ max =DCain , where a is the radius of the particle, ni  is the current density for 

charge and discharge, and maxC  is the theoretical capacity of fully lithiated silicon.  

This dimensionless rate corresponds to 2A/m176.0=ni  for representative values 

1 ma = μ , 2 m /sD = × -161 10 [59] and 39
max Coulomb/m 10×52.8=C .[60]  At this rate, 

silicon could be charged to its full theoretical capacity in about 4.5 hours.   

Fig 3. 3 (a) shows the distribution of Li at several times during lithiation, while 

Figs. 3. 3 (b), (c) and (d) show the distributions of the equivalent, radial and hoop 

stresses.  The equivalent stress is bounded in the interval Ye σσ ≤≤0 .   The 

traction-free boundary-condition requires the radial stress at the surface of the 

particle to vanish at all times.  As more Li is inserted, the particle expands more 

near the surface than near the center, resulting in tensile radial stresses.  The hoop 

stress is compressive near the surface, and tensile near the center.  For the spherical 

particle, the yield condition takes the form Yrr σσσθθ =− .  Due to the triaxial 

constraint at the center, the radial stress and hoop stress can exceed the yield 

strength.  Additional calculations (not shown here) indicate that faster charging 

rates result in even larger values of the radial and hoop stresses. These large tensile 

stresses may cause fracture.  Also, large values of hydrostatic stress may cause an 

inelastic material to grow cavities,[58] although we are unaware of any experimental 

observation of lithiation-induced cavitation at this writing.  
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Figure 3. 3. The evolution of (a) concentration of Li, (b) equivalent stress, (c) radial stress and 

(d) hoop stress in a spherical particle of silicon during lithiation.  The evolution of (e) 

concentration of Li, (f) equivalent stress, (g) radial stress and (h) hoop stress during 

delithiation. 
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The stress field builds up by the dimensionless time 2.0/ 2 =aDt , and remains 

nearly unchanged upon further lithiation.  This phenomenon occurs because the 

stress field is induced by an inhomogeneous distribution of Li in the spherical 

particle.  The inhomogeneity of the distribution of Li depends on the competition 

between charge rate and diffusion rate, but is insensitive to the total number of Li 

atoms inserted.[16]    

The Li concentration at the surface reaches a value of unity at time 6.1/ 2 =aDt .  

At this point, we reverse the electric current and start delithiation. Figure 3. 3 (e) 

shows the distribution of Li at several times during delithiation, while Figs. 3. 3 (f), (g) 

and (h) show the equivalent, radial and hoop stresses.  As Li desorbs, the radial 

stress evolves from tension to compression.  Also, the hoop stress at the surface 

becomes tensile with magnitude Yσ .  This tensile stress may result in the 

propagation of surface flaws.  Similar to a thin film, the sphere can avert fracture if 

the radius is small and the yield strength is low. 

 

3.4 Summary 

We develop a model of an inelastic host of Li by considering diffusion, 

elastic-plastic deformation, and fracture.  The model allows us to simulate the 

distribution of concentration and stress in the host during charge and discharge.  

For an electrode of a small feature size and low yield strength, inelastic deformation 

can prevent fracture. 
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Chapter 4 

Large plastic deformation caused by charge and 

discharge 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 Li-ion batteries are being intensely developed to achieve safe operation, high 

capacity, fast charging, and long life.  Each electrode in a Li-ion battery is a host of 

lithium. If a particle of the electrode material is charged or discharged slowly, 

unconstrained by other materials, the distribution of Li in the particle is nearly 

homogeneous, and the particle expands or contracts freely, developing no stress.  In 

practice, however, charge and discharge cause a field of stress in the particle when 

the distribution of Li is inhomogeneous,[16] or the host contains different phases,[15] or 

the host is constrained by other materials.[10]  The stress may cause the electrode to 

fracture, which may lead the capacity of the battery to fade. 

 Lithiation-induced fracture not only occurs in commercial Li-ion batteries, 

but is also a bottleneck in developing future Li-ion batteries. For example, of all 

known materials for anodes, silicon offers the highest theoretical specific capacity.  

Silicon is not used in anodes in commercial batteries, mainly because the capacity 

fades after a small number of cycles—a mode of failure often attributed to 

lithiation-induced fracture. 

 Recent experiments, however, have shown that the capacity can be 

maintained over many cycles for silicon anodes of small feature sizes. When silicon is 
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fully lithiated, the volume of the material swells by ~300%. For anodes of small 

feature sizes, evidence has accumulated recently that this lithiation-induced strain 

can be accommodated by plastic deformation.  For instance, cyclic lithiation causes 

silicon thin films and silicon nanowires to develop undulations.[20], [21] Furthermore, 

when cyclically charged and discharged, a thin film of silicon bonded on a wafer 

deforms plastically upon reaching a yield strength.[52]  Cyclic lithiation and 

delithiation can also cause silicon to grow cavities.[61] 

 This chapter develops a theory of finite plastic deformation of electrodes caused 

by charge and discharge.  Plastic deformation has not been considered in most 

existing theories of lithiation-induced deformation.[11]-[16], [34]-[41] The works that do 

include plasticity have been limited to small deformation.[61], [62] Here we analyze the 

homogeneous lithiation and deformation in a small element of an electrode within 

nonequilibrium thermodynamics, stipulating equilibrium with respect to some 

processes, but not others.  The element is assumed to undergo plastic deformation 

when the state of stress reaches a yield condition.  We then combine large plastic 

deformation and diffusion to analyze the lithiation of a spherical particle of an 

electrode.  When a small particle is charged and discharged slowly, the stress is 

small.  When the particle is charged and discharged quickly, the stress is high, 

potentially leading to fracture or cavitation. 

 

4.2 Nonequilibrium thermodynamics of coupled lithiation and 

deformation 
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 Figure 4. 1 illustrates an element of an electrode subject to a cycle of charge 

and discharge.  The element is small in size, so that fields in the element are 

homogeneous.  In the reference state (Figure 4. 1 (a)), the element is a unit cube of a 

host material, free of Li and under no stress.  When the element is connected to a 

reservoir of Li at chemical potential μ  and is subject to stresses 1s , 2s  and 3s , as 

illustrated in Figure 4. 1 (b), the element absorbs a number C of Li atoms, becomes a 

block of sides 1λ , 2λ  and 2λ , and gains in free energy W.   

 

Figure 4. 1. After a cycle of lithiation and delithiation, an electrode material may not recover 

its initial shape.  (a) In the reference state, an element of an electrode material is a Li-free 

and stress-free unit cube.  (b) Subject to forces and connected to a reservoir of Li, the 

material element absorbs Li, and undergoes anisotropic deformation. (c) When the stresses 

are removed and the reservoir of Li is disconnected, the material element unloads elastically, 

and the remaining inelastic deformation is anisotropic.  (d)  After the material element 

desorbs Li under no stress, the Li-free host becomes a rectangular block. 
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 By definition, 1s , 2s  and 3s  are nominal stresses—forces acting on the 

element in the current state divided by the areas of the element in the reference state.  

The true stresses, 1σ , 2σ  and 3σ , are forces per unit areas of the element in the 

current state.  The true stresses relate to the nominal stresses by ( )3211 / λλσ s= , 

( )1322 / λλσ s=  and ( )2133 / λλσ s= .   

 Associated with small changes in the stretches, 1δλ , 2δλ  and 3δλ , the forces 

do work 332211 δλδλδλ sss ++ .  Associated with small change in the number of Li 

atoms, Cδ , the chemical potential does work Cμδ .  Thermodynamics dictates that 

the combined work should be no less than the change in the free energy:  

 1 1 2 2 3 3s s s C Wδλ δλ δλ μδ δ+ + + ≥  (4.1) 

The work done minus the change in the free energy is dissipation.  The inequality (4. 

1) means that the dissipation is nonnegative with respect to all processes.  The 

object of this section is to examine the large amounts of lithiation and deformation by 

constructing a theory consistent with the thermodynamic inequality (4. 1). 

 As illustrated in Figure 4. 1 (b), when the unit cube of the host is lithiated 

under stresses, the deformation is anisotropic:  the unit cube will change both its 

shape and volume.  For example, a thin film of an electrode constrained on a stiff 

substrate, upon absorbing Li, deforms in the direction normal to the film, but does 

not deform in the directions in the plane of the film. 

 The material deforms by mechanisms of two types:  inelastic and elastic.  

Inelastic deformation involves mixing and rearranging atoms.  Elastic deformation 

involves small changes of the relative positions of atoms, retaining the identity of 
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neighboring atoms as well as the concentration of Li.  When the stresses are 

removed and the reservoir of Li is disconnected, the material element will retain part 

of the anisotropic deformation (Figure 4. 1 (c)). The phenomenon is reminiscent of 

plasticity of a metal.  The remaining deformation is characterized by three 

stretches i
1λ , i

2λ  and i
3λ , which we call inelastic stretches.  The part of deformation 

that disappears upon the removal of the stresses is characterized by three stretches e
1λ , 

e
2λ  and e

3λ , which we call elastic stretches.  The total stretches are taken to be the 

products of the two types of the stretches    

 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3, ,e i e i e iλ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ= = = . (4.2) 

Similar multiplicative decomposition is commonly used to describe elastic-plastic 

deformation of metals[63] and polymers,[64] as well as growth of tissues.[65] 

 We characterize the state of the material element by a total of seven 

independent variables: e
1λ , e

2λ , e
3λ , i

1λ , i
2λ , i

3λ  and C.  Plasticity of a metal and 

inelasticity of an electrode differ in a significant aspect.  While plastic deformation 

of a metal changes shape but conserves volume, inelastic deformation of an electrode 

changes both volume and shape.  We decompose the inelastic stretches by writing 

 1/ 3 1/ 3 1/ 3
1 1 2 2 3 3, ,i p i p i pλ λ λ λ λ λ= Λ = Λ = Λ . (4.3) 

Here Λ  is the volume of the material element after the removal of the stresses, 

namely,      

 1 2 3
i i iλ λ λ = Λ . (4.4) 

Inelastic shape change of the material element is described by p
1λ , p

2λ , and p
3λ  

(Figure 4. 1 (d)).  By the definition of (4.3) and (4.4), the plastic stretches do not 
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change volume, namely, 

 1 2 3 1p p pλ λ λ = . (4.5) 

We will call p
1λ , p

2,λ  and p
3λ  the plastic stretches.  In our terminology, inelastic 

deformation includes the changes in both volume and shape, while plastic 

deformation involves only the change in shape. 

 A combination of (4.2) and (4.3) gives 3/1
111 Λ= peλλλ .  Taking logarithm on 

both sides of this equation, we write 3/1
111 loglogloglog Λ++= pe λλλ .  The quantity 

1logλ  is the natural strain, e
1logλ   the elastic part of the natural strain, and p

1logλ  

the plastic part of the natural strain.  

 Most existing theories of lithiation-induced deformation do not consider 

plasticity.  In effect, these theories assume that, after a cycle of lithiation and 

delithiation, the material element recovers its initial shape.  Such an assumption 

disagrees with experimental observations of lithiation of large-capacity hosts, such as 

silicon, as discussed in the Introduction.  This chapter will allow plasticity, and will 

describe rules to calculate large plastic deformation. 

 The state of the element can be characterized by an alternative list of seven 

independent variables: e
1λ , e

2λ , e
3λ ,  p

1λ , p
2λ , Λ  and C.  To progress further, we 

make the following simplifying assumptions.  The inelastic expansion of the volume 

is taken to be entirely due to the absorption of Li, and is a function of the 

concentration of Li: 

 ( )CΛ = Λ . (4.6) 

This function is taken to be characteristic of the material, and is independent of the 
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elastic and plastic stretches.   Equation (4.6) eliminates Λ  from the list of 

independent variables, so that the state of the material element is characterized by six 

independent variables: e
1λ , e

2λ , e
3λ ,  p

1λ , p
2λ  and C.  

 Following the theory of plasticity, we assume that the free energy of the 

material element is unaffected by the plastic stretches.  Thus, the free energy is a 

function of four variables:  

 ( )1 2 3, , ,e e eW W Cλ λ λ= . (4.7) 

This assumption is understood as follows.  The plastic stretches characterize 

inelastic shape change, involving rearranging atoms without changing the 

concentration of Li.  This rearrangement of atoms may dissipate energy, but does 

not alter energy-storing microstructure.  The situation is reminiscent of shear flow 

of a liquid of small molecules—no matter how much the liquid has flowed, the free 

energy is stilled stored in the same molecular bonds, independent of amount of flow.  

For a work-hardening metal, however, plastic strain creates energy-storing changes 

in the microstructure, such as creating more dislocations.  Thus, assuming (4.7) 

amounts to a stipulation that plastic strains do not create any energy-storing changes 

in the microstructure. 

 Rewriting the inequality (4.1) in terms of the changes in the six independent 

variables, e
1λ , e

2λ , e
3λ ,  p

1λ , p
2λ  and C, we obtain that 

 

( ) ( )

1 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 2
1 2

3 1 2 3 3
3

1 2 3 1 3 1 2 3 2

log log
log log

log
log

log log 0

e e
e e

e
me

p p

W W

W W C
C

σ λ λ λ δ λ σ λ λ λ δ λ
λ λ

σ λ λ λ δ λ μ σ δ
λ

λ λ λ σ σ δ λ σ σ δ λ

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂
− + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎛ ⎞+ − + − +Ω⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
⎡ ⎤+ − + − ≥⎣ ⎦

, (4.8) 
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where ( ) 3/321 σσσσ ++=m  is the mean stress, and ( ) dCCdeee /321 Λ=Ω λλλ  is the 

volume per Li atom in the host.  

 Each of the six independent variables represents a process to evolve the 

material.  The processes take place at different rates.  We will adopt a commonly 

used simplifying approach.  Say that we are interested in a particular time scale.  

Processes taking place faster than this time scale are assumed to be instantaneous.  

Processes taking place slower than this time scale are assumed to never occur.  In 

the present problem, the particular time scale of interest is the time needed for a 

particle of an electrode material of a finite size to absorb a large amount of Li.  This 

time is taken to be set by the diffusion time scale.      

 Elastic relaxation is typically much faster than diffusion.  We assume that the 

material element is in equilibrium with respect to the elastic stretches, so that in (4.8) 

the coefficients associated with e
1δλ , e

2δλ  and e
3δλ  vanish:  

 1 2 3
1 2 3 1 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2

, ,
log log loge e e

W W Wσ σ σ
λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ

∂ ∂ ∂
= = =

∂ ∂ ∂
. (4.9) 

We further assume that the material element is in equilibrium with respect to the 

concentration of Li, so that in (4.8) the coefficient of Cδ  vanishes: 

 
( )1 2 3, , ,e e e

m

W C
C

λ λ λ
μ σ

∂
= −Ω

∂
. (4.10) 

Since elastic deformation is small, we adopt the free energy of the form: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2

0 1 2 3 1 2 3log log log log
1 2

e e e e e eW W C G νλ λ λ λ λ λ
ν

⎡ ⎤= + Λ + + +⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦
, (4.11) 

where G is the shear modulus, and ν  Poisson’s ratio.  A combination of (4.11) into 

(4.9) shows that the stresses relate to the elastic strains as   
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1 1 1 2 3

2 2 1 2 3

3 3 1 2 3

2 log log
1 2

2 log log
1 2

2 log log
1 2

e e e e

e e e e

e e e e

G

G

G

νσ λ λ λ λ
ν

νσ λ λ λ λ
ν

νσ λ λ λ λ
ν

⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

. (4.12) 

A combination (4.11) and (4.9) expresses the chemical potential of Li as 

 
( )0

m

dW C
dC

μ σ= −Ω . (4.13) 

In writing (4.12) and (4.13), we have neglected the terms quadratic in the elastic 

strains.    

The material element, however, may not be in equilibrium with respect to 

plastic stretches.  Consequently, the inequality (4.8) is reduced to     

 ( ) ( )1 3 1 2 3 2log log 0p pσ σ δ λ σ σ δ λ− + − ≥  (4.14) 

This thermodynamic inequality may be satisfied by many kinetic models—creep 

models that relate the rate of plastic strains to stresses.  For simplicity, here we 

adopt a particular type of kinetic model:  the model of time-independent plasticity.  

A material is characterized by a yield strength.  When the stress is below the yield 

strength, the rate of the plastic strain is taken to be so low that no additional plastic 

strain occurs.  When the stress reaches the yield strength, the rate of plastic strain is 

taken to be so high that plastic strain increases instantaneously.    

 To calculate plastic deformation, we adopt the J2 flow theory.[58] Recall that 

the plastic stretches preserve the volume, 1321 =ppp λλλ .  Consequently, (4.14) may be 

written in a form symmetric with respect to the three directions:     

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2 3 3log log log 0p p p
m m mσ σ δ λ σ σ δ λ σ σ δ λ− + − + − ≥ . (4.15) 
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The J2 flow theory is prescribed as  

 

( )
( )
( )

1 1

2 2

3 3

log ,

log ,

log ,

p
m

p
m

p
m

δ λ α σ σ

δ λ α σ σ

δ λ α σ σ

= −

= −

= −

 (4.16) 

where α  is a nonnegative scalar.  This flow theory is symmetric with respect to the 

three directions, satisfies 1321 =ppp λλλ , and is consistent with the thermodynamic 

inequality (4.15).  In numerical calculations later, we will assume that the material is 

perfectly plastic.  Let Yσ  be the yield strength measured when the material element 

is subject to uniaxial stressing.  The yield strength is taken to be a function of 

concentration alone, ( )CYσ .  When the material element is under multiaxial 

stressing, the equivalent stress is defined by 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2
1 2 3

3
2e m m mσ σ σ σ σ σ σ⎡ ⎤= − + − + −⎣ ⎦ . (4.17) 

The material element yields under the von Mises condition: ( )CYe σσ = .  The value of 

α  is specified by the following rules 

 

0,
0, ,
0, ,

e Y

e Y e Y

e Y e Y

α σ σ
α σ σ δσ δσ
α σ σ δσ δσ

= <⎧
⎪ = = <⎨
⎪ > = =⎩

. (4.18) 

 

4.3 A numerical example of a spherical particle 

 We now apply the theory to a spherical particle of an electrode material 

(Figure 4. 2).  We have previously solved this problem using a theory of small plastic 

deformation.[61]  Here we will allow large deformation.  Before absorbing any Li, 

the particle is of radius A, and is stress-free.  This Li-free particle is taken to be the 

reference configuration.  At time t, the particle absorbs some Li, the distribution of 
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which may be inhomogeneous in the radial direction, but retains spherical symmetry.  

The inhomogeneous distribution of Li induces in the particle a field of stress, and the 

particle swells to a radius a. 

 
Figure 4. 2. (a) In the reference state, a spherical particle of an electrode is Li-free and 

stress-free. (b) In the current sate, the particle is partially lithiated, and develops a field of 

stress. 

 The kinematics of the large deformation is specified as follows.  The 

spherical particle consists of a field of material elements.  A material element a 

distance R from the center in the reference configuration moves, at time t, to a place a 

distance r from the center.  The function ( )tRr ,  specifies the deformation of the 

particle.   In representing a field, we may choose either r or R as an independent 

variable.  One variable can be changed to the other by using the function ( )tRr , . We 

will indicate our choice in each field explicitly when the distinction is important.  

The radial stretch is 

 
( ),

r

r R t
R

λ
∂

=
∂

. (4.19) 

The hoop stretch is 

r

state Reference (a). state Current (b).

a
A

R

rσ

θσ
rσ

θσ

0J
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r
Rθλ = . (4.20) 

 The kinematics of Li is specified as follows.  Let C be the nominal 

concentration of Li (i.e., the number of Li atoms per unit volume of pure silicon in the 

reference state).  The distribution of Li in the particle is specified by the function 

( )tRC , .  Due to the spherical symmetry, Li diffuses in the radial direction.  Let J be 

the nominal flux of Li (i.e., the number of Li atoms per unit reference area per unit 

time).  The nominal flux is also a time-dependent field, ( )tRJ , . Conservation of the 

number of Li atoms requires that  

 
( ) ( )( )2

2

,,
0

R J R tC R t
t R R

∂∂
+ =

∂ ∂
. (4.21) 

Later we will also invoke the true concentration c (i.e., the number of Li atoms per 

unit volume in the current configuration), and the true flux j (i.e., the number of Li 

atoms per current area per time).  These true quantities relate to their nominal 

counterparts by 2
θλjJ =  and 2

θλλrcC = .   

 Write the radial stretch rλ  and the hoop stretch θλ  in the form 

 1/ 3 1/ 3,       e p e p
r r r θ θ θλ λ λ λ λ λ= Λ = Λ . (4.22) 

We will mainly consider high-capacity hosts that undergo large deformation by 

lithiation, and will neglect the volumetric change due to elasticity, setting ( ) 1
2
=ee

r θλλ .  

Consistent with this assumption, we set Poison’s ratio 2/1=ν , and set Young’s 

modulus GE 3= .  Recall that by definition the plastic stretches preserve volume, 

( ) 1
2
=pp

r θλλ .   

 In the spherical particle, each material element is subject to a state of triaxial 

stresses, ( )θθ σσσ ,,r , where  rσ  is the radial stress, and  θσ  the hoop stress.  The 
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state of elastic-plastic deformation is taken to be unaffected when a hydrostatic stress 

is superimposed on the element.  In particular, as illustrated in Figure 4. 3 (a), 

superimposing a hydrostatic stress ( )θθθ σσσ −−− ,,  to the state of triaxial stresses 

( )θθ σσσ ,,r  results in a state of uniaxial stress ( ),  0,  0r θσ σ− . The state of 

elastic-plastic deformation of the element subject to the triaxial stresses is the same 

as the state of plastic deformation of the element subject to a uniaxial stress θσσ −r .  

 
Figure 4. 3. (a) The state of elastic-plastic deformation of the element subject to the triaxial 

stresses ( )θθ σσσ ,,r  is the same as that of the element subject to a uniaxial stress ( )θσσ −r . 

(b) The uniaxial stress-strain relation in terms of the stress ( )θσσ −r  and the true 

elastic-plastic strain ( )3/1log −Λrλ . 

 We represent the uniaxial stress-stretch relation by the elastic and perfectly 

plastic model.  Figure 4. 3 (b) sketches this stress-strain relation in terms of the 

stress θσσ −r  and the elastic-plastic part of the true strain, ( ) ( )3/1loglog −Λ= r
p
r

e
r λλλ .  

=

rσ

θσ
θσ

θσ

θσ

rσ

θσσ r

θr σσ

)(a

)(b

θσ
θσ

θσ

θσ

θσ

θσ

+

0

Yσ

θr σσ -
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( )3/1log −Λrλ
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The yield strength in the state of uniaxial stress, Yσ , is taken to be a constant 

independent of the plastic strain and concentration of Li. 

   In the spherical particle the stresses are inhomogeneous, represented by 

functions ( )tRr ,σ  and ( )tR,θσ .  The balance of forces acting on a material element 

requires that 

 
( ),

2 0r r

r

R t
R R

θ

θ

σ σ σ
λ λ

∂ −
+ =

∂
 (4.23) 

 We specify a material model of transport as follows.  We assume that each 

material element is in a state of local equilibrium with respect to the reaction between 

Li atoms and host atoms, so that we can speak of the chemical potential of Li in the 

material element.  We further assume that the chemical potential of Li in the 

material element takes the form:  

 ( )0 log mkT cμ μ γ σ= + −Ω , (4.24) 

where 0μ  is a reference value, γ  the activity coefficient, and c the true 

concentration of Li.  

 If the distribution of Li in the particle is inhomogeneous, the chemical 

potential of Li is a time-dependent field, ( )tr,μ , and the particle is not in diffusive 

equilibrium.  The gradient of the chemical potential drives the flux of Li.  We adopt 

a linear kinetic model:  

 
( ),r tcDj

kT r
μ∂

= −
∂

. (4.25) 

This relation has been written in a conventional form, in terms of the true flux j and 

the true concentration c.  Note that kT is the temperature in the unit of energy, and 

that (4. 25) may be regarded as a phenomenological definition of the diffusivity D.  
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Recall that the flux relates to the drift velocity of Li in the host by driftcvj = .  Thus, 

kTD /   is the mobility of Li in the host.  The diffusivity may depend on 

concentration and stress.   

 The particle is subject to the following boundary conditions.  Due to symmetry, 

( ) 0,0 =tr  and ( ) 0,0 =tJ .  On the surface of the particle, the radial stress vanishes 

at all time, ( ) 0, =tArσ .  The particle is charged and discharged by prescribing on 

the surface of the particle a constant flux 0J , namely, ( ) 0, JtAJ ±= .  The signs 

differ for charge and discharge.  

  

4.4 Numerical results and discussions 

 We solve the initial-boundary value problem numerically, as described in 

Appendix A.  This section describes the numerical results, and discusses their 

implications.  For simplicity, we set 1=γ  and assume that Ω , E, Yσ and D are 

constant.  The initial-boundary value problem has three dimensionless parameters:  

kTE /Ω , EY /σ , and DAJ /0 Ω .  For Li in amorphous silicon, representative values 

are 329 m1036.1 −×=Ω ,[66] GPa80=E , GPa75.1=Yσ ,[52] and /sm10 216−=D ,[59] 

giving 263/ =Ω kTE  and 022.0/ =EYσ .  The parameter DAJ /0 Ω  is a 

dimensionless measure of the charging rate, and may be interpreted as follows.  Let 

maxC  be the maximum theoretical concentration of Li.  When the spherical particle 

of radius A is charged by a constant flux 0J , the nominal time τ  needed to charge 

the particle to the theoretical maximum concentration is given by 

( ) max
3

0
2 3/44 CAJA πτπ = .  For silicon, the volume of fully lithiated state swells by 
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about 300%, so that 3max ≈ΩC .  For a particle of radius m1μ=A , hour1=τ  

corresponds to 8.2/0 =Ω DAJ .  Following convention, we speak of τ in terms of 

the C-rate; for example, 2C means 2 charges per hour, or hours5.0=τ .  We 

normalize time as 2/ ADt . For a particle of radius m1μ=A , the diffusion time scale 

is s10/ 42 =DA .   

 Figure 4. 4 shows the evolution of the fields in the spherical particle lithiated 

at the rate of 1C.  The simulation is initiated when the particle is Li-free, and is 

terminated when the concentration at the surface of the particle reaches the full 

capacity, 3max =ΩC , and the interior of the particle is still much below the full 

capacity (Figure 4. 4 (a)).    At all time, RtRr >),( , indicating all material elements 

in the particle move away from the center of the particle (Figure 4. 4 (b)).  The ratio 

θλλ /r  measures the anisotropy of the deformation (Figure 4. 4 (c)).  The 

deformation is highly anisotropic near the surface of the particle, but is isotropic at 

the center of the particle.  Plastic deformation occurs near the surface of the particle, 

but is absent at the center of the particle (Figure 4. 4 (d)).  The chemical potential of 

Li in the particle is inhomogeneous, driving Li to diffuse from the surface of the 

particle toward the center (Figure 4. 4 (e)). 
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Figure 4. 4. As a spherical particle is being lithiated at the rate of 1C, various fields evolve: (a) 

concentration of Li, (b) deformation field, (c) ratio of the radial stretch to the hoop stretch, (d) 

plastic stretch in the radial direction, (e) chemical potential of Li, (f) radial stress, (g) hoop 

stress, and (h) equivalent stress. 

 Figs 4. 4 (f), (g) and (h) show the distributions of the radial, hoop and 
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equivalent stresses.  The traction-free boundary-condition requires that the radial 

stress at the surface of the particle should vanish at all times.  Because the 

distribution of Li in the particle is inhomogeneous, the particle expands more near 

the surface than at the center, resulting in tensile radial stresses inside the particle.  

The hoop stress is compressive near the surface, and tensile near the center.  For the 

spherical particle, the equivalent stress is re σσσ θ −= , which is bounded in the 

interval Ye σσ ≤≤0 .  By symmetry, the center of the sphere is under equal-triaxial 

tensile stresses.  Due to the triaxial constraint at the center, the radial stress and 

hoop stress can exceed the yield strength.  

 The high level of tensile stresses at the center of the sphere may generate 

cavities.  An experimentally measured value of the yield strength is 75.1=Yσ .[52]  

Our calculation indicates that the stress at the center of the particle can be several 

times the yield strength.  Let ρ  be the radius of a flaw and surfaceγ  be the surface 

energy.  For the flaw to expand, the stress needs to overcome the effect of the 

Laplace pressure, ργ /2 surface .  Take 2J/m1=surfaceγ , and we estimate that the 

critical radius nm1=ρ  when the stress at the center of the particle is 2GPa.  

Lithiation-induced cavitation has been observed in a recent experiment.[67]   

 To illustrate effects of yielding, Figure 4. 5 compares the two cases:   

GPa75.1=Yσ  and ∞=Yσ  (no yielding). The fields are plotted at 

time 048.0=/ 2ADt . As expected, yielding allows the particle to accommodate 

lithiation by greater anisotropic deformation, Figure 4. 5 (b).  Yielding also 

significantly reduces the magnitudes of the stresses, Figure 4. 5 (c) and (d).  This 
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observation implies that fracture and cavitation may be avoided for electrodes with 

low yield strength. 

 
Figure 4. 5.  The effect of plastic yield on various fields:  (a) concentration of Li, (b) (b) 

plastic stretch in radial direction, (c) radial stress, and (d) hoop stress.  The charging rate is 

1C, and the fields are given at time 048.0=/ 2ADt . 

 As shown by Eq. (4. 24), the chemical potential of Li depends on the mean 

stress.  This effect of stress on chemical potential has been neglected in some of the 

previous models.  The representative values 329 m1036.1 −×=Ω  and 

GPa75.1=Yσ give an estimate eV15.0=Ω Yσ , which is a value significant compared 

to the value of the term involving concentration in the expression of the chemical 

potential.  Figure 4. 6 compares results calculated by including or neglecting the 

term mσΩ  in the expression of the chemical potential (4. 24).  The mean stress 

mσ  is compressive near the surface of the particle and tensile at the center.  
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Consequently, the gradient of the mean stress also motivates Li to migrate toward the 

center.  Here we show the fields at the time when the surface of the particle attains 

the full capacity. The case with the mean stress included in the expression of the 

chemical potential absorbs more Li at the center, Figure 4. 6 (a). The stress gradient 

also decreases the chemical potential of Li in the particle, Figure4. 6 (b).  The 

inclusion of the stress in the chemical potential helps to homogenize Li distribution, 

and consequently reduces the stress.  

    
Figure 4. 6. Fields calculated with or without including the mean stress in the expression of 

the chemical potential of Li are compared:  (a) concentration of Li, (b) chemical potential of 

Li, (c) radial stress, and (d) hoop stress.  The charging rate is 1C, and both fields are given at 

the end of charge time, i.e., 132.0=/ 2ADt with stress calculation, 09.0=/ 2ADt without 

stress calculation.  

 Figure 4. 7 compares the fields for three charging rates, 0.5C, 1C, and 2C.  

Each simulation is terminated when the surface of the particle attains the full 
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capacity.  The stress level is determined by the total amount of Li inserted into the 

particle and the degree of inhomogeneity in the distribution of this amount of Li.  At 

a high charging rate, 2C, the distribution of Li is highly inhomogeneous, as in Figure 

4. 7 (a).  However, the surface of the particle reaches its full capacity very rapidly.  

At this time, not much Li has been inserted into the particle, so the stresses are fairly 

low and the deformation is anisotropic only near the surface of the particle.  At such 

a fast charging rate, the particle will not store much Li.  At an intermediate charging 

rate, 1C, Li has some time to diffuse toward the center of the particle, but not enough 

time to fully homogenize the distribution of Li. Consequently, relatively large stresses 

develop and the deformation is quite anisotropic.  At a yet slower charging rate, 

0.5C, there is enough time for diffusion to nearly homogenize the distribution of Li.  

At this slow charging rate, the particle is effective as an electrode in that it can store a 

large amount of Li before the surface of the particle reaches the full capacity.  This 

homogenization leads to relatively low stresses and nearly isotropic deformation.   
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Figure 4. 7.  The effect of the charging rate on various fields:  (a) concentration of Li, (b) 

ratio of radial stretch to hoop stretch, (c) radial stress, and (d) hoop stress.  

 Figure 4. 8 shows the time evolution of the stress at the center of the particle 

for three charging rates.  For a fast charging case (2C), the stress builds up until the 

outer surface reaches its full capacity.  At an intermediate charging rate (1C), the 

stress builds up until it is large enough to significantly contribute to the chemical 

potential.  At this point, both the stress gradient and concentration gradients tend to 

homogenize the concentration of Li, and the stress decreases.  However, the 

charging rate is still fairly fast relative to the time for diffusion.  Thus, the 

concentration of Li cannot be fully homogenized and the stress cannot be fully 

relaxed before the surface of the particle reaches the full capacity.  By contrast, for 

the case of 0.5C, the charging rate is slow enough for diffusion to homogenize the 
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distribution of Li before the surface of the particle reaches the full capacity, as shown 

in Figure 4. 7 (a).  As the distribution of Li is homogenized, the stress is relaxed, as 

shown in Figure 4. 8.  The effect of the charging rate on the triaxial tension at the 

center of the particle may be used to guide future experiments to study cavitation. 

 

Figure 4. 8.  The radial stress at the center of the sphere as a function of time at various 

charge rates: 0.5C, 1C and 2C. 

 Figure 4. 9 shows the time evolution of the Li concentration and the stress fields 

as Li desorbs from the spherical particle. The simulation begins when the particle is 

at full capacity of Li and is stress-free, and is terminated when the concentration of Li 

vanishes near the surface of the particle.  As Li desorbs, the concentration near the 

surface becomes lower than it is near the center of the particle, Figure 4. 9 (a).  This 

inhomogeneity causes the particle to contract more near the surface than at the 

center.  Consequently, a compressive radial stress develops, Figure 4. 9 (b).  The 

hoop stress at the surface becomes tensile with magnitude Yσ , Figure 4. 9 (c).  This 

tensile stress may result in the propagation of surface flaws.  Because the tensile 
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stress is limited by the yield strength, fracture may be averted when the yield strength 

is low. 

   

Figure 4. 9. As a spherical particle is being delithiated at the rate of 2C, various fields evolve (a) 

concentration of Li, (b) radial stress, (c) hoop stress, and (d) equivalent stress. 

 

4.5 Summary 

 This chapter formulates a theory that couples lithiation and large 

elastic-plastic deformation. The homogeneous lithiation and deformation in a small 

material element is analyzed using nonequilibrium thermodynamics. The material is 

assumed to undergo plastic deformation when the state of stress reaches the yield 

condition. A spherical particle subject to a constant rate of charge and discharge is 

analyzed by coupling diffusion and large plastic deformation. The effect of plastic 
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yielding, stress on the chemical potential of Li, and charging rates are studied. When 

the charging rate is low, the distribution of Li in the particle is nearly homogeneous, 

and the stress is low. When the charging rate is high, the stress at the center of the 

particle can substantially exceed the yield strength. The developed stress gradient 

also greatly influences the diffusion of Li, tending to homogenize the distribution of 

Li in the particle.  Plastic yielding can markedly reduce the magnitude of stress. 
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Chapter 5 

Fracture and debonding in coated hollow electrodes 

 

5.1 Introduction 

High capacity Li-ion batteries are ubiquitous in portable electronics. 

Development of these batteries is further motivated by their potential use in electric 

vehicles.[7] Silicon can host a large amount of lithium, making it one of the most 

promising materials to replace the conventional carbon-based anodes. The 

commercialization of silicon anodes is mainly limited by mechanical failure and 

chemical degradation.[68]
  Mechanical failure results from the dramatic swelling and 

stress generated during cyclic lithiation and delithiation. The stress may cause 

fracture of the conductive matrix and active particles, leading to the loss of the 

conduction path for electrons, Figure 5. 1 (a). As a result, rapid capacity fading of 

silicon often occurs in the first few cycles.[10]  Chemical degradation is attributed 

mainly to the formation of solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) resulting from the 

reactions between the electrode and the electrolyte.[68]  The formation of the SEI 

consumes active materials and results in irreversible capacity loss in the first cycle, 

Figure 5. 1 (b).  Furthermore, the repeated swelling and deswelling can cause 

continual shedding and re-forming of the SEI during cycling, resulting in a persistent 

decrease in the long-term coulombic efficiency.[24]  
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Figure 5. 1. (a). For a silicon particle without a stiff shell, the stress induced by lithiation and 

delithiation may cause fracture of the active particle, or debonding between the active particle 

and the matrix, leading to the loss of the conduction path for electrons. (b). Also for a silicon 

particle without a stiff shell, the deformation associated with lithiation and delithiation may 

cause the shedding and re-forming of the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI), consuming active 

materials. (c). For a hollow silicon particle with a stiff shell, the deformation of silicon is 

accommodated by inward swelling, so that electric contact is maintained, and the shedding of 

SEI avoided. 

Recent experiments show that mechanical failure can be mitigated by using 

nanostructured silicon anodes, such as nanowires,[21] thin films,[69]-[71] hollow 

nanoparticles,[72] and nanoporous structures.[51] These structures alleviate the stress 
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by managing the deformation through shape optimization and geometric restrictions.  

Furthermore, intense efforts are being dedicated to stabilizing the SEI layer during 

lithiation cycles. Current methods include coating a thin artificial SEI layer on the 

surface of silicon[73]-[79] and using electrolyte additives to avoid the continual 

consumption of active materials.[80]-[84]  

A recent design of electrodes involves hollow core-shell nanostructures, which 

can enhance the mechanical and chemical stability of silicon anodes simultaneously, 

Figure 5. 1 (c).  Such structures enable silicon electrodes to sustain over six thousand 

cycles with high coulombic efficiency.[85]  In a hollow core-shell nanostructure, the 

shell separates the electrolyte and the electrode (core), and forces the core to swell 

into the hollow space in the interior of the structure.  Because the shell restricts 

outward swelling of the core, the continual SEI shedding and re-forming is 

suppressed, and the electric contact between the electrode and the matrix is 

maintained. Similar designs based on encapsulating silicon nanoparticles within 

hollow carbon shells show promise for high-capacity electrodes with long cycle life of 

hundreds of cycles. [86]-[88] 

 Constrained lithiation and delithiation, however, induce stress in the hollow 

core-shell structures.  During lithiation, Figure 5. 2 (a), the core is under 

compressive stresses, and the shell is under tensile hoop stress.  Such tensile stress 

can initiate fracture in the shell. During delithiation, Figure 5. 2 (b), the radial stress 

can be tensile in both the core and the shell. Such stress may cause interfacial 

debonding.  
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Figure 5. 2.  Two potential modes of failure in a hollow silicon particle coated with a stiff 

shell.  (a). The lithiation of the silicon particle induces tensile hoop stress in the shell, which 

may cause the shell to fracture. (b) The delithiation of the silicon particle induces radial 

tensile stress, which may cause debonding between the core and the shell. 

To facilitate Li diffusion and reduce overall weight, the ideal stiff shell should be 

thin. However, an extremely thin shell is unable to constrain the outward expansion 

of the core.  The insertion reaction causes large deformation in the core, but the 

magnitude of the stress is kept manageable by plastic flow.  Here we calculate the 

stress field resulting from the concurrent insertion reaction and plastic flow in hollow 

spherical nanoparticles and nanowires of silicon coated with stiff shells.  We identify 

conditions to avoid fracture and debonding in terms of the radius of the core, the 

thickness of the shell, and the state of charge.  We further identify the driving forces 

for the lithiation reaction and discuss the effect of the stress field on the 

electrochemical reaction. 

 

5.2 Stresses in coated hollow spherical particle of Si 
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In a hollow core-shell structure, the stiff shell forces the core to swell into the 

inner hollow space (Figure 5. 3).  Before absorbing any Li, the inner radius of the 

hollow particle is A, and the outer radius is B.  The particle is coated by a stiff shell 

of outer radius C.  We consider the case where the rate of lithiation is slow relative to 

diffusion of Li in the core, so that Li atoms have enough time to homogenize in the 

core. To completely fill the hollow space upon full lithiation, the structure should 

satisfy the geometric relation: 

 
⎛ ⎞−

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

1/3
1A β

B β
, (5.1) 

where the volumetric swelling ratio /f iV Vβ = , with fV  representing the fully 

lithiated volume and iV  the initial volume of the lithium-free state.  Lithiation of 

silicon causes a volumetric swelling 4β = , so that ( )1/3/ 3 / 4A B = .[17] 

 

Figure 5. 3. (a). In the reference state, a hollow particle of an electrode is stress-free and 

Li-free. (b) In the current state, the particle is partially lithiated.  The deformation of the core 

is accommodated by the inner hollow space. Outward deformation is restricted by the shell. 

 We take the stress-free and Li-free state as the reference state, Figure 5. 3 (a). At 

time t, the hollow particle absorbs some Li, retaining its spherical symmetry. We 

assume that the outward expansion of the core is completely constrained by the stiff 
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shell. Note that the elastic deformation of the shell, typically less than 1%, is much 

less than the lithiation-induced strain in the silicon core.  With this assumption, 

lithiation changes only the inner radius a , and we neglect any deformation of the 

shell, Figure 5. 3 (b).  We represent a material element in the reference state by its 

distance R from the center. At time t, it moves to a place a distance r from the center.  

The function r(R, t) specifies the kinematics of the deformation. Each material 

element in the hollow core is subject to a state of triaxial stresses, ( ), ,r θ θσ σ σ , 

where rσ is the radial stress and θσ the hoop stress.  The stresses are inhomogeneous, 

represented by functions ( ),r r tσ  and ( ),r tθσ .  The balance of forces acting on a 

material element requires that 

 
( ) ( ) ( )∂ −

+ =
∂

, , ,
2 0r r θσ r t σ r t σ r t

r r
. (5.2) 

 We adopt the commonly used idealization that plastic deformation is unaffected 

when a hydrostatic stress is superimposed. Furthermore, the yield strength of the 

lithiated silicon, Yσ , is taken to be constant and independent of the amount of 

deformation and the concentration of Li. Because the elastic strain is negligible 

compared to the lithiation-induced strain, the elasticity of the hollow core is 

neglected. During lithiation, a material element of silicon is under compression in the 

hoop direction and is in the state r Yθσ σ σ− = . Setting r Yθσ σ σ− =  in Eq. (5. 2) and 

integrating over r with the traction-free boundary condition, ( ),  0r a tσ = , the radial 

stress in the hollow core is given by 

 = − ≤ ≤2 log ,         r Y

r
σ σ a r B

a
 (5.3) 

The hoop stress in the hollow core is determined by r Yθσ σ σ− = , giving 
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⎛ ⎞= − + ≤ ≤⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

2 log 1 ,        θ Y

r
σ σ a r B

a
. (5.4) 

 The stress fields in the elastic shell take the familiar solutions of Lamé 

problems,[89] with the radial stress  

 
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= − − < ≤⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ −⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

3 3

3 3 3
2 log 1 ,      r Y

B B C
σ σ B r C

a C B r
, (5.5) 

and the hoop stress 

 
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= + < ≤⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ −⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

3 3

3 3 3
2 log 1 ,       

2θ Y

B B C
σ σ B r C

a C B r
. (5.6) 

 During delithiation, a material element of the hollow core is under tension in the 

hoop direction, and is in the state r Yθσ σ σ− = − . Setting r Yθσ σ σ− = −  in Eq. (5. 2) 

we obtain the radial stress in the hollow core by integrating over r,  

 = ≤ ≤2 log ,       r Y

r
σ σ a r B

a
, (5.7) 

and the hoop stress, 

 
⎛ ⎞= + ≤ <⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

2 log 1 ,       θ Y

r
σ σ a r B

a
. (5.8) 

A comparison of the stress fields indicates a jump in both the radial and hoop stresses 

from lithiation to delithiation, as shown in Figure 5. 4. These jumps are caused by 

neglecting the elastic strain. Should we include the elastic strain, the stresses would 

make this transition from compressive to tensile yielding after the removal of a very 

small amount of Li.  
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Figure 5. 4. Evolution of the radial stress at the interface between the particle and the shell 

during lithiation and delithiation. 

 Mechanical failure is mainly due to the stress at the interface between the core 

and shell.  Figure 5. 4 plots the evolution of the radial stress at the interface of the 

hollow core during lithiation and delithiation.  The stress is plotted as a function of 

the state of charge (SOC) ― 0 represents the Li-free state, and 1 the fully lithiated 

state. Given the geometric condition in Eq. (5. 1), the state of charge is calculated by 

using the inner radius a  at a given state, 

 
3 3

3

A aSOC
A
−

= . (5.9) 

As expected, the hollow core is under compression in the radial direction 

during lithiation.  The compressive stress increases logarithmically with the state of 

lithiation, Eq.(5. 3).  Because of the triaxial state of stress, the magnitudes of the 

components of the stress readily exceed the yield strength of lithiated silicon.[90] Such 

big compressive stresses in the core can cause a large tensile hoop stress in the outer 

shell, which may lead to fracture of the shell. During delithiation, the core-shell 
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interface is under tensile stress in both the radial and hoop directions. The 

magnitudes of the stress components are maximized at the beginning of the 

delithiation, and gradually decrease with the state of delithiation. The tensile stress in 

the radial direction may initiate interfacial debonding, resulting in a loss of electrical 

contact between the active core and the surface coating. 

 

5.3 Fracture and debonding analysis 

We now analyze fracture of the coating using an approach similar to that 

described in several recent papers.[15]-[16]  We focus on fracture of the coating caused 

by the tensile hoop stress during lithiation. Linear elastic fracture mechanics is 

adopted. The reduction in the elastic energy associated with a crack advancing a unit 

area defines the energy release rate fG . Dimensional analysis dictates that the 

energy release rate should take the form 

 ( )= −
2

θ
f

s

σ
G Z C B

E
, (5.10) 

where sE is Young’s modulus of the shell, Z  a dimensionless parameter to be 

determined by solving the elastic boundary-value problem, θσ  the stress in the hoop 

direction given by Eq. (5. 6), and C B−  the thickness of the surface coating.  In the 

case of a channel crack in the thin shell, 2Z = is a typical value.[44] Inserting this 

value of Z and Eq. (5. 6) into Eq. (5. 10) gives an analytical solution of the energy 

release rate 

 ( )⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ −⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

2 222 3 3

3 3 3

8
log 1

2
Y

f

s

σ B B C
G C B

E a C B B
, (5.11) 
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where we have approximated r B≈ since B C B− .  In this limit, Eq. (5. 11) can 

be further approximated as 

 
⎛ ⎞≈ ⎜ ⎟ −⎝ ⎠

22 2

2 logY
f

s

σ B B
G

E a C B
. (5.12) 

The energy release rate is proportional to the square of the yield strength of lithiated 

silicon, the compliance of the surface coating, the ratio of the sizes of core and shell, 

and the size of the core. Therefore, to minimize the energy release rate, it is desired to 

have a small and soft hollow core and a thick and stiff surface shell.  However, the 

shell also needs to be thin to minimize weight and to allow for fast diffusion of Li 

through its thickness. 

 We take the same approach for the analysis of interfacial debonding. We assume 

a pre-existing crack of a size comparable to the thickness of the shell, C B− . Here we 

consider that the energy release rate of debonding is mainly attributed to mode I 

fracture caused by the tensile radial stress.  As such, the energy release rate may be 

reduced to a simple form,  

 ( )= −
2

r
d

e

σ
G π C B

E
. (5.13) 

The value of the numerical pre-factor in (5. 13) is approximate, which changes 

somewhat with the elastic mismatch between the shell and the core, and with the 

relative length of the crack to the thickness of the shell.  Accurate values of the factor 

can be calculated by solving the boundary-value problem using the finite-element 

method.[61]  In this work, however, a particular value is used to illustrate the main 

ideas.   The radial stress during delithiation is given by Eq. (5. 7), and thus 
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 ( )⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

22

4 logY
d

e

σ B
G π C B

E a
. (5.14) 

Here eE is the effective modulus that accounts for the effects of inhomogeneous 

properties of the core and shell. A typical relation is represented by 

 
1 1 1 / 2

e c sE E E
⎛ ⎞

= +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

. (5.15) 

where cE  is the modulus of the core, and sE  the modulus of the shell.[44]  

Comparing Eq. (5. 12) and (5. 14), we can see some interesting differences.  Namely, 

the energy release rate for interfacial debonding is seen to scale directly with the shell 

thickness while the energy release rate for fracture of the shell scales inversely with 

the shell thickness.  Furthermore, the energy release rate for debonding scales much 

more slowly with the core radius, B , than does the energy release rate for fracture of 

the shell.  

Let fΓ be the fracture energy of the shell, and dΓ  the interfacial energy 

between the core and the shell. No preexisting flaws will advance if the maximum 

energy release rate is less than the fracture energy. Therefore, f fG = Γ defines the 

critical condition for initiation of fracture of the shell, and d dG = Γ  defines the 

critical condition for initiation of interfacial debonding. 

Recent experiments indicate that a thin layer of Al2O3 deposited on silicon 

anodes by atomic layer deposition provides excellent improvement of the cycling 

stability of silicon anodes.[75], [77]  Here we take the example of a hollow spherical 

particle of silicon coated with a thin shell of Al2O3 to illustrate the above analysis. 

Representative values of lithiated silicon and Al2O3 are taken, 1 GPaYσ = [52] 
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and 12 GPacE = for lithiated silicon,[91], [92] 300 GPasE = , 240 J/mfΓ = ,[93] and 

21 J/mdΓ = .   

 
Figure 5. 5.  Conditions of fracture and debonding for a spherical hollow particle plotted in 

the plane of (a) the thickness of the shell and the state of charge, and (b) the radius of the 

particle and the state of charge. 

We first construct a phase diagram to show the effects of the thickness of the 

shell and the state of charge, Figure 5. 5 (a). We take a typical value of the silicon core 

size, 200 nmB = and = 3/ 3/4A B . The thickness of Al2O3, C B− , is varied. The 

state of charge is calculated from Eq. (5. 9). The solid black line represents the critical 

conditions for fracture of the shell, corresponding to the condition f fG = Γ , and the 
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red dashed line represents the critical conditions of interfacial debonding, 

corresponding to the condition d dG = Γ . These two lines delineate an upper boundary 

to the safe regime in which no fracture of the surface coating or interfacial debonding 

would occur. Figure 5. 5 (b) further plots a phase diagram to show the effects of core 

size and state of charge. In this case, the thickness of the Al2O3 shell is fixed, 

5 nmC B− = , and the core size B  is varied while maintaining the geometric relation 

= 3/ 3/4A B . Given the analytical solutions in Eq. (5. 11) and Eq. (5. 14), phase 

diagrams for other experimental conditions can be readily constructed.  

 

5.4 Analysis of coated hollow Si nanowires 

 One dimensional nanowires and nanotubes are emerging designs that can 

mitigate the mechanical failure of silicon electrodes. In particular, Y. Cui and 

co-workers illustrate that coated hollow nanowires enable silicon anodes to sustain 

over six thousands cycles with high coulombic efficiencies.[85]  Such excellent 

performance would ultimately meet the requirement of commercializing silicon into 

electric vehicles. In this section, we analyze fracture and debonding of a hollow 

nanowire. The cross-section is as shown in Figure 5. 3. For complete utilization of the 

available hollow volume upon full lithiation, we must satisfy the geometric relation: 

 
⎛ ⎞−

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

1/2
1A β

B β
, (5.16) 

where for silicon 4β =  and ( )1/ 2/ 3/ 4A B = .  

Similar to the case of spherical particles, lithiation of silicon causes a tensile 

hoop stress in the shell, which may fracture the coating material.  Furthermore, a 
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large tensile radial stress is developed at the beginning of delithiation, which may 

initiate interfacial debonding. We derive the stress field in the Appendix B. Since the 

deformation of the core along the axial direction is constrained by the shell, lithiated 

silicon is assumed to deform under plane-strain conditions.  The analytical solution 

of fracture energy release rate of the shell during lithiation is given by 

 ( )
2 222 2 2

2 2 2

8 log 1
3

Y
f

s

B B CG C B
E a C B B
σ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ −⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

. (5.17) 

In the case of C B≈ , Eq. (5. 17) can be further approximated as 

 
22 28 log

3
Y

f
s

B BG
E a C B
σ ⎛ ⎞≈ ⎜ ⎟ −⎝ ⎠

. (5.18) 

And the interfacial fracture energy during delithiation is given by 

 ( )
224 log

3
Y

d
e

BG C B
E a
σπ ⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
. (5.19) 

Comparing the fracture energies in the spherical particle and the nanowire, 

we find that the energy release rate for fracture of the shell is a factor of 4/3 larger for 

the nanowire than for the sphere.  In contrast, energy release rate for interfacial 

debonding is 3 times larger in the sphere than in the nanowire. 

We now consider the practical example of a hollow silicon nanowire coated 

with a thin layer of Al2O3. A phase diagram showing the effects of the thickness of the 

shell and the state of charge is given in Figure 5. 6 (a).  
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Figure 5. 6. Conditions of fracture and debonding for a hollow nanowire plotted in the plane 

of (a) the thickness of the shell and the state of charge, and (b) the radius of the particle and 

the state of charge. 

In the nanowires, the state of charge is calculated by 

 
2 2

2

A aSOC
A
−

= . (5.20) 

The silicon core size is taken as 200 nmB = and ( )1/ 2/ 3/ 4A B = . The thickness of Al2O3, 

C B− , is varied. The solid black line corresponds to the critical conditions of fracture 

of the shell, given by f fG = Γ , and the red dashed line corresponds to the critical 

conditions for interfacial debonding, given by d dG = Γ . Figure 5. 6 (b) shows a phase 

diagram demonstrating the effects of the core size and state of charge. In this case, 
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the thickness of the Al2O3 shell is taken as 5 nmC B− = , and the core size B  is varied 

while maintaining the geometric relation / 3/ 4A B = . More accurate measurements 

of dΓ  are needed to produce a more accurate plot. In the case where the interfacial 

fracture energy dΓ  is less than the value we have used here, the red dashed lines in 

Figure 5. 5 and Figure 5. 6 would shift to a lower state of charge limit. 

 

5.5 Stress effect on the lithiation reaction  

 We now identify the driving forces for the lithiation reaction of silicon, namely, 

the change of free energy associated with the reaction. Let rGΔ be the free energy of 

the lithiation reaction of silicon when both the stress and the applied voltage vanish. 

Assume the silicon anode is connected to a cathode by a conducting wire through a 

voltage source. Associated with converting one Li atom and Si into lithiated silicon, 

one electron passes through the external wire, so that the voltage source does work 

eΦ , where Φ is the voltage, and e  the elementary charge (a positive quantity). The 

driving force is further modified when the stress effect is included. During lithiation 

of the coated hollow silicon particle, Li atoms migrate into Si by overcoming an 

energy barrier induced by the compressive stress in the core. Thus, when one Li atom 

is incorporated into lithiated silicon, the stress does work mσ−Ω , where mσ  is the 

mean stress in the core, and Ω  is the change in volume caused by insertion of one Li 

atom. Here we assume an isotropic swelling of Si caused by Li insertion such that 

only the contribution from the mean stress is included. We also consider small elastic 

deformation of lithiated silicon such that stress terms of higher orders can be 
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neglected.[94] Combining the above contributions, we find that, when the reaction 

advances, the net change in the free energy is 

 r mG G e σΔ = Δ − Φ −Ω . (5.21) 

We have neglected the dissipation at the electrolyte/electrode interfaces, as well as 

inside the electrodes and electrolytes.  In our sign convention, a negative GΔ  drives 

lithiation, and a more negative value represents a larger driving force. The free 

energy of reaction rGΔ  takes a negative value.  The sign of eΦ depends on the 

polarity.  We consider Φ  being positive in the direction that drives lithiation.  As 

expected, a compressive mean stress at in silicon retards lithiation.  

 For both the spherical silicon particles and nanowires, the analytical solutions 

of the stress fields are given in the prior sections.  Inserting the stresses into Eq. (5. 

21), we can quantify the effect of stress on the lithiation reaction. We note that the 

compressive stress is maximized at the core-shell interface. Thus, the retarding effect 

of stress on the lithiation reaction is most significant at the interface. The 

contribution due to the stresses at the interface is plotted in Figure 5. 7. In making 

this plot, we have adopted the value 29 31.36 10 m−Ω = × .[66] 
 As expected, the 

magnitude of the stress contribution increases with the state of charge.  Recall that 

the free energy of formation of lithiated silicon is small; for example, 

eV18.0−=Δ rG for amorphous Li2.1Si.[95]  Consequently, the reaction can readily 

generate a large enough stress to counteract the electrochemical driving force, 

stalling the surface reaction prior to complete lithiation. In fact, a lower lithiation 

capacity due to an incomplete surface reaction has been observed in recent 
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experiments.[96]  

 
Figure 5. 7.  The effect of the stress on the driving force for the lithiation reaction is plotted 

as a function of the state of charge. 

 

5.6 Summary 

We present an analysis of fracture and debonding failure in coated hollow 

spherical particles and nanowires of silicon anodes. A phase diagram describing the 

critical structural parameters and operating conditions is constructed, outlining how 

to avoid fracture of the coating and debonding between the coating and the active 

material. We further explore the effect of the stress field on the lithiation reaction of 

silicon. The large compressive stress at the core-shell interface may counteract the 

electrochemical driving force, leading to a low lithiation capacity.  The present 

results and associated analysis provide insightful guidelines for a viable design of 

coated hollow nanostructures. 
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Chapter 6 

Fracture in C-Si core-shell nanofibers 

 

 This chapter considers another promising anode structure of silicon-carbon 

nanofibers coaxial sponge. Due to the strong mechanical integrity and improved 

electronic conductivity, such nanostructure is under intensive development for 

commercial high-capacity Li-ion batteries. Our collaborator, Dr. Jianyu Huang group 

at Sandia National Lab, characterized the electrochemical and mechanical behaviors 

of amorphous silicon coated carbon nanofibers (a-Si/CNFs) with in situ transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM). The experimental observations will be briefly introduced 

in section 2.  I will focus on the formulation of an analytical solution of the stress 

field based on the continuum theory of finite deformation in section 3.  

 

6.1 Introduction 

Nano-structuring and compositing are currently being pursued as important 

strategies to fabricate high performance electrodes for Li-ion batteries (LIBs).[97]-[99] 

It has been demonstrated that active materials with sufficiently small sizes are able to 

avert lithiation-induced stress accumulation and fracture,[100]-[102] and to allow fast 

charging and discharging. Furthermore, the overall performance of an electrode, in 

terms of higher energy density, power density, and cyclability, could be enhanced by 

rationally tailoring the mixture of the active materials and additives such as a 

conducting matrix or structural buffer.[103]-[108]  
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Amorphous silicon coated carbon nanofibers (a-Si/CNFs) composite has several 

advantages as a promising anode material for LIBs. A combination between the high 

gravimetric capacity of Si and excellent stability of CNF may boost the overall 

performance.[109]-[113] Si has the highest theoretical capacity (4200 mAh/g for Li22Si5 

at high temperatures[60] or 3579 mAh/g for Li15Si4 at room temperature[114]-[116]), 

which is nearly ten times higher than that of graphite (372 mAh/g). However, Si 

undergoes ~ 300% volume expansion during lithiation, often leading to fracture, 

pulverization, and rapid capacity-fading of the Si-based electrodes.[24] In contrast, 

carbonaceous anodes exhibit great cyclability with < 10% volume changes upon 

lithium insertion/extraction. Combining Si and CNF provides tunable capacity, 

electrical and mechanical properties. In addition, the mass loading can be feasibly 

increased by repeated stacking, while the thinness of the a-Si and the mechanically 

robustness of the CNF scaffold are maintained for high rate performance and 

cyclability. Since a single material is unlikely to meet all the requirements at the same 

time, nanostructured composite materials will be the choice of technique to reach 

high performance. 

 

6.2 In-situ TEM experiments 

The a-Si/CNF samples were prepared by coating a-Si onto CNFs with chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) method (Applied Sciences Inc.). Figure 6. 1 shows a 

schematic illustration of the in situ experimental setup with a half-cell configuration. 

The a-Si/CNF composite nanowires were glued to an aluminum (Al) rod with 

conductive silver epoxy and were the working electrode. A uniform coating layer of 
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a-Si was deposited onto the CNF surface. The thickness of the surface a-Si coating 

layer can be controllably varied. Fresh Li metal was loaded onto a tungsten (W) rod 

in a glove box filled with helium (H2O and O2 concentration below 1 ppm) and served 

as the counter electrode and Li source. The two electrodes were mounted onto a 

Nanofactory® TEM-scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) holder. A native Li2O 

layer was formed on the Li metal during the holder being transferred from the glove 

box to the TEM column and served as the solid-state electrolyte. Inside the TEM, the 

Li2O/Li terminal can be driven by a piezo-positioner to approach the a-Si/CNF-Al 

terminal. Once the contact was established, a negative bias (such as -2 V) was applied 

to the a-Si/CNF electrode to initiate the lithiation process. 

Figure 6. 1 (b)-(c) shows the morphology of an a-Si/CNF wire before and after 

lithiation. The thickness of the surface a-Si layer increased from ~ 13 nm to 55 nm 

after lithiation. Lithiation-induced deformation is only accommodated by swelling of 

the a-Si layer, while the deformation of the carbon core is negligible. 
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Figure 6. 1. In situ experimental setup and typical microstructural changes during lithiation of 

the amorphous Si on carbon nanofiber (a-Si/CNF) anode. (a) Schematic illustration of the 

half-cell configuration for the in situ electrochemical lithiation-delithiation tests inside a TEM. 

The working electrode is an individual CNF (black) coated with a uniform a-Si layer (yellow). 

A Li metal on a W probe is the counter electrode, and the native Li2O layer on Li metal serves 

as a solid-state electrolyte for Li transport. (b-c) Morphology change of a CNF with uniform Si 

coating. The Si coating layers was thickened from ~ 13 nm to 55 nm after lithiation, and the 

CNF core was almost unchanged during lithiation.  

Figure 6. 2 shows the typical structural evolution during the 

lithiation-delithiation cycles. In the first a few cycles, the coated a-Si layer underwent 

nearly reversible volumetric expansion and shrinkage. However, the uniform a-Si 

coating became roughened and showed longitudinal cracks running parallel to the 
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CNF axis (marked by the red arrows in Figure 6. 2 (e)-(f)). The cracks typically 

nucleated during the delithiation process (Figure 6. 2 (e)), and became obvious 

during the following lithiation process (Figure 6. 2 (f)). The surface roughening and 

crack nucleation during delithiation are due to the plastic flow of lithiated silicon.[90] 

The electron diffraction patterns indicated that the pristine a-Si (Figure 6. 2 (g)) 

firstly underwent the phase transformation to form a-LixSi, which might partially or 

completely crystallize to the c-Li15Si4 phase (Figure 6. 2 (h)). The lithiated a-LixSi or 

c-Li15Si4 phases transformed back to a-Si after delithiation (Figure 6. 2 (i)). It should 

be noted that we did not observe noticeable changes in the diffraction patterns from 

the CNF, such as the spacing expansion of the basal planes in the graphitic sheets as 

observed in carbon nanotubes or few-layered graphene, indicating low degree of 

lithiation in the CNF, which is consistent with the small morphology change. 
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Figure 6. 2. Microstructural changes during the lithiation-delithiation cycles. (a-f)  
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Figure 6. 2 (Continued) Morphology evolution of an a-Si/CNF structure in the first three 

cycles. The dramatic changes occurred in the surface a-Si layer, which swelled and showed a 

brighter contrast during lithiation. Nano-cracks nucleated during the second delithiation 

process (e) and became more obvious during the third lithiation process. (g-i) Electron 

diffraction patterns (EDPs) of the pristine (g), lithiated (h), and delithiated structures (i). 

Amorphous LixSi or crystalline Li15Si4 phases were formed after lithiation, which were 

converted to a-Si after Li extraction. 

Figure 6. 3 shows the longitudinal nano-crack formation in the a-Si coating layer 

after cycling. Reversible volumetric changes took place in the lithiation-delithiation 

cycles (Figure 6. 3 (a)-(k)), and the lithiated phase could be either amorphous (Figure 

6. 3 (b), (d), (h)) or crystalline (Figure 6. 3 (f), (j)). Close examination of the structure 

after cycling reveals nano-cracks (marked by the red arrowheads in Figure 6. 3 (l)) 

and a sponge-like structure, consistent with the previous results obtained in the 

liquid-electrolyte-based in situ nanobattery or ex situ cells.[117]  
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Fig 6. 3. Crack formation after cycling. (a-k) Morphology evolution in the first five 

lithiation-delithiation cycles. (l) Zoomed-in image of the structure after the fifth delithiation 

process. The surface coating layer became rough with many nano-cracks and sponge-like 

morphology. 

Interestingly, the nano-cracks were mostly orientated along the longitudinal 

directions (i.e., parallel to the CNF’s axis). Such longitudinal cracks are due to the 

tensile stress in the hoop direction, which drives the initial flaws (i.e., preexisting 

cracks) in the axial orientation to propagate. We note that, to accommodate the large 

volumetric expansion during lithiation cycles, the lithiated silicon must deform 

plastically. To illustrate the salient feature of the stress field, we consider that the 

silicon coating is uniformly lithiated. This is not an unreasonable assumption when 
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the feature size of the silicon shell is small such that the diffusion of Li is fast process 

through silicon. As the lithiation progresses, the lithiated silicon enlarges. Such 

expansion is constrained by the carbon core. An element in the curved lithiated 

silicon undergoes tensile stress in the radial direction, and compressive stresses in 

the hoop and axial directions. Upon subsequent delithiation, the element unloads 

elastically, and then deforms plastically in compression in the radial direction, while 

in tension in the hoop and axial directions. This process can cause the initial flaws in 

the silicon shell to grow, leading to the fracture of the lithiated silicon. It is worth 

noting that the fracture event does not necessarily lead to immediate failure of the 

battery, as long as a good bonding is maintained between the lithiated silicon shell 

and the conductive carbon backbone. Nevertheless, the fatigue fracture associated 

with the cyclic plastic deformation of silicon could become a major degradation 

mechanism of such architecture in the cycle life. 

 

6.3 Stress field in C-Si core-shell nanofibers 

We derive the stress field in a silicon-carbon nanofibers coaxial structure using 

the continuum theory of finite deformation. The geometry is represented in Figure 6. 

4 (a). We represent a material element in the reference configuration by its distance 

R from the center. At time t, the material element moves to a place at a distance r 

from the center. The function r(R, t) specifies the deformation kinematics. It is noted 

that the elastic stiffness of CNF is around 10 times that of the lithiated silicon,[91], [118] 

the deformation of rigid CNFs is neglected. Due to the mechanical constraint 
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imposed by the CNFs in the axial direction, the lithiated silicon is assumed to deform 

under the plane-strain conditions. To focus on the main ideas, we neglect the 

elasticity of the lithiated silicon; we model the lithiated silicon as a rigid-plastic 

material. Consequently, the expansion of lithiated silicon is entirely due to the 

lithiation. Consider the shell of the lithiated silicon between the radii A and r. This 

shell is lithiated from the shell of pristine silicon between the radii A and R. We 

assume that lithium is injected slowly and has sufficient time to diffuse through 

silicon. The ratio of the volume of the lithiated shell over the volume of pristine 

silicon, β , is taken to be homogeneous and evolves in time.  Thus,  

 ( )2 2 2 2r A R Aβ− = − . (6.1) 

This equation gives the function r(R, t) once the function ( )tβ is given. That is, 

( )tβ fully specifies the kinematics of the silicon shell, ( )2 2 2r A R Aβ= + − . The 

stretches can be calculated as 

 ,      = ,     1r z
r R r
R r Rθ

βλ λ λ∂
= = =
∂

. (6.2) 

We decompose the stretches by writing 1/ 3 1/ 3 1/ 3,     ,      p p p
r r z zθ θλ λ β λ λ β λ λ β= = = , 

where β represents the volume change due to the insertion of Li, and the plastic 

stretch pλ represents the shape change during lithiation. The volume change β has 

been assumed to be isotropic for amorphous silicon. We can calculate the strain 

components from the stretches,  

 zlog ,     =log ,      =logr r zθ θε λ ε λ ε λ= . (6.3) 

To calculate the stress field, one has to consider the incremental plastic deformation 

with respect to time. Given Eq. (6. 2) and (6. 3), we obtain that  
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The equivalent plastic strain increment is 
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We adopt the flow rule 
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where ijs  is the deviatoric stress, defined as 
1
3ij ij iis σ σ= −  , and Yσ  the yield 

strength of lithiated silicon.  Therefore, 
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and 
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Consider the force balance of a material element in lithiated silicon 
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the radial stress can be obtained by integrating Eq. (6. 9), it gives, 
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The integration constant D is determined by the traction-free boundary condition, 

( ),  0r b tσ = , such that 
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The stresses along hoop and axial directions are obtained by Eq. (6. 8) and (6. 7), 
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Note that the stresses along the hoop and axial directions are compressive during 

lithiation.  During delithiation, however, theses stresses become tensile, and can be 

calculated by taking the same approach,  
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We plot the stress field after delithiation of the silicon shell, Figure 6. 4. (b). 

Experimental values are taken in the calculations, 70 nmA = , 84 nmb = . As 

aforementioned, the tensile stress in the hoop direction acts as the driving force for 

the cracks in the longitude directions. A representative value of the yield strength is 

1.5 GPaYσ = .[52] A representative flaw size is taken to be a fraction of the thickness of 

the lithiated silicon shell, c = 55 nm.  The estimated stress intensity factor is 

0.62 MPa mK cσ π= = .  This value may be compared with the fracture 
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toughness 1.09 MPa mcK Eγ= = , where γ  represents the surface energy, with a 

typical value ~1 J/m2 , and E Young’s modulus of the lithiated silicon ~12 GPa as 

measured in ex-situ indentation experiments.[91]  Note that the magnitude of the 

axial stress is slightly larger than that of the hoop stress, but the observed crack is 

along the axial direction.  This difference between the experimental observation and 

theoretical prediction is unresolved at this writing.   
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Fig 6. 4. (a) Schematic illustration of an a-Si/CNF anode. The radius of carbon core is A. 

Lithiation of the CNF is neglected. During lithiation (delithiation) of the a-Si shell, the radius 

of Si expands to be b. (b) Distribution of radial, hoop and axial stresses after delithiation. The 

stresses are scaled with the yield strength of lithiated silicon Yσ . Experimental values are 

taken in the calculations, 70 nmA = , 84 nmb = . 

 

6.4 Summary 

The electrochemical lithiation and corresponding microstructural evolution of the 

a-Si/CNF composite nanowires were studied with in situ TEM in a half-cell 

configuration. Nano-cracks and sponge-like structures were formed after lithiation 

cycles. Fracture of the shell is attributed to the cyclic plastic deformation of the 
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lithiated silicon. An analytical solution of the stress field is obtained based on the 

continuum theory of finite deformation. The observations provide insight into the 

electrochemical reactions and failure mechanism of the Si/C composite materials for 

Li-ion batteries. 
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Chapter 7 

Concurrent reaction and plasticity during lithiation 

of crystalline silicon electrodes 

 

7.1 Introduction  

 Nanostructured electrodes of silicon are often fabricated with crystalline 

silicon.  In an electrochemical cell, crystalline Si and Li react at room temperature, 

forming an amorphous phase of lithiated silicon [Figure 7. 1].[114], [115] The reaction 

front is atomically sharp—the phase boundary between the crystalline silicon and the 

lithiated silicon has a thickness of ~1 nm.[119]  Evidence has accumulated recently 

that, in the nanostructured electrodes, the velocity of the reaction front is not limited 

by the diffusion of Li through the amorphous phase, but by the reaction of Li and Si 

at the front.  For example, it has been observed that under a constant voltage the 

displacement of the reaction front is linear in time.[120]  This observation indicates 

that the rate of lithiation is limited by short-range processes at the reaction front, 

such as breaking and forming atomic bonds.   

 That the reaction is the rate-limiting step is perhaps most dramatically 

demonstrated by lithiated silicon of anisotropic morphologies.  Recent experiments 

have shown that lithiated silicon grows preferentially in a direction perpendicular to 

the (110) planes of crystalline silicon.[120]-[122]  It has been suggested that the 

anisotropic morphologies are due to the difference in diffusivities along various 

crystalline orientations of silicon.  However, it is well established that the tensor of 
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diffusivity of a species in a cubic crystal is isotropic.[123]   We propose that the 

observed anisotropic morphologies are due to the variation in the short-range atomic 

processes at the reaction fronts in different crystallographic orientations. 

 

Figure 7. 1.  Schematic of an electrochemical test cell composed of a Li metal anode and a 

crystalline Si cathode. Crystalline Si and Li react at room temperature, forming an amorphous 

phase of lithiated silicon.  The reaction front—the boundary between the crystalline silicon 

and the lithiated silicon—is atomically sharp. 

 We further note that, to accommodate the large volumetric expansion 

associated with the phase transition, the lithiated silicon must deform plastically.  It 

is instructive to compare a flat reaction front with a curved one. When the reaction 

front is flat [Figure 7. 2 (a)], the large volumetric expansion associated with the 

reaction is accommodated by elongating the lithiated silicon in the direction normal 

to the reaction front, while maintaining the geometric compatibility between the two 

phases in the directions tangential to the reaction front.  As the reaction front 

advances, freshly lithiated silicon is added at the front, and previously lithiated 

silicon recedes by rigid-body translation, with no deformation. The biaxial stresses in 

the lithiated silicon remain at the compressive yield strength.  When the reaction 
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front is flat, reaction and plasticity are concurrent and co-locate—right at the reaction 

front.  Indeed, the two processes may not be differentiated without ambiguity.   

   

Figure 7. 2. The lithiation of Si causes a large volumetric expansion, which is accommodated 

by plastic deformation.  (a) In a thin film with no curvature, as the reaction front advances, 

freshly lithiated silicon is added at the front, and previously lithiated silicon recedes by 

rigid-body translation, with no deformation. The biaxial stresses in the lithiated silicon 

remain at the compressive yield strength.  (b) At a curved reaction front, an element of newly 

lithiated silicon undergoes compressive plastic deformation in the directions tangent to the 

reaction front.  As the reaction front advances, the element is pushed away from the front, 

unloads elastically, and then undergoes tensile plastic deformation in the directions tangential 

to the reaction front.  The external surface of the lithiated silicon is subject to tensile hoop 

stress, possibly leading to fracture. 

 When the reaction front is curved, the crystalline silicon and the lithiated 

silicon form a core-shell structure [Figure 7. 2 (b)].  As the reaction front advances, 

freshly lithiated silicon is added at the front, previously lithiated silicon recedes, and 

the shell enlarges.  An element of lithiated silicon at the curved front initially 

undergoes compressive plastic deformation in the hoop directions.  Upon 

subsequent lithiation of the core, the element is pushed away from the front, unloads 

elastically, and then deforms plastically in tension in the hoop directions.  This 

process results in tensile hoop stress at the surface of the particle, possibly causing 

fracture.  When the reaction front is curved, reaction and plasticity are concurrent, 

but can occur at different places.  There is no ambiguity in differentiating processes 

at the reaction front and plastic deformation inside the lithiated silicon.  
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 We present a model of concurrent reaction and plasticity.  Existing analyses 

of lithiation-induced deformation and fracture have assumed diffusion-limited 

lithiation.[12]-[16], [124]-[127]  In this paper, motivated by experimental observations, we 

assume that the velocity of the reaction front is limited by the rate of the reaction of 

Li and Si at the front, rather than by the diffusion of Li through the amorphous phase.  

We identify the driving force for the movement of the phase boundary, and 

accommodate the reaction-induced volumetric expansion by plastic deformation of 

lithiated silicon.  The model is illustrated by an analytical solution of the co-evolving 

reaction and plasticity in a spherical particle.  We show that lithiation may induce 

high enough stress to stall the reaction, and that fracture is averted if the particle is 

small and the yield strength of lithiated silicon is low.  Furthermore, we show that 

the model accounts for recently observed lithiated silicon of anisotropic 

morphologies. 

 

7.2 A model of concurrent reaction and plasticity 

 Figure 7. 1 illustrates an electrochemical cell, in which crystalline Si and Li 

react and form an amorphous phase of lithiated silicon: 

 
1 1Li Si Li Sixx x

+ =  (7.1) 

The two electrodes are connected through a conducting wire and an electrolyte.  The 

conducting wire may be connected to an external voltage source.  At the interface 

between the Li electrode and the electrolyte, Li atoms dissociate into Li ions and 

electrons.  Li ions pass through the electrolyte, and electrons pass through the 
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conducting wire.  Since lithiated silicon is an electron conductor,[128] Li ions and 

electrons recombine into Li atoms upon reaching the silicon electrode.  Li atoms 

then diffuse through the lithiated silicon, and react with the crystalline silicon—at the 

reaction front—to form fresh lithiated silicon. The reaction causes the lithiated silicon 

to grow at the expense of the crystalline Si and metallic Li. 

 Migration of Li ions in the electrolyte is relatively fast, so that the diffusion of 

Li through the lithiated silicon and the reaction between Li and Si at the front may 

limit the velocity of the reaction front. Let D be the diffusivity of Li in the lithiated 

silicon, V the velocity of the reaction front, and L the thickness of the lithiated silicon.  

These quantities form a dimensionless group: 

 
D

VL
χ = . (7.2) 

The parameter χ characterizes the relative rate of diffusion and reaction. If χ is large, 

the diffusion of Li is fast, and lithiation is limited by the reaction. A representative 

value of diffusivity of Li at room temperature in lithiated silicon is /sm10 216−=D .[59]  

A reported velocity of the reaction front of the lithiation of a (100)-Si wafer is 

m/s102.1 11−×=V .[119]
 We note that the reaction velocity may be dependent on the 

crystallographic directions.[120], [122] So far, a systematic experimental study of such 

dependence is incomplete.  For rates of diffusion and reaction to be comparable, 

1χ = , and the thickness of the lithiated silicon is calculated to be mL μ8= .  In 

typical nanostructured electrodes of silicon, the feature size is less than a few 

hundreds of nanometers.[120]-[122] Thus, for electrodes at such size scales, the velocity 

of the reaction front is limited by the reaction of Si and Li at the front, rather than by 
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the diffusion of Li through the amorphous phase. 

 We next identify the driving force for the reaction, namely, the change in the 

free energy associated with the reaction that converts one Li atom and 1/x number of 

Si atoms into lithiated silicon.  Let rGΔ  be the free energy of reaction (7. 1) when 

both the stress and the applied voltage vanish.  When the conducting wire is 

connected through a voltage source, associated with converting one Li atom into 

lithiated silicon, one electron passes through the conducting wire, so that the external 

voltage source does work Φe , where Φ  is the voltage, and e is the elementary 

charge (a positive quantity).  The driving force is further modified when the two 

phases, the crystalline silicon and the lithiated silicon, are stressed.  (The metallic Li 

electrode is taken to be stress-free.)   Associated with converting one Li atom into 

lithiated silicon, the crystalline Si phase loses x/1  number of Si atoms, and the 

stress in silicon does work xm /SiSiΩ−σ  , where Si
mσ  is the mean stress in Si at the 

reaction front, and SiΩ  is the volume per Si atom.  The amorphous phase gains 

x/1  number of Si atoms and one Li atom, so that the stress in the amorphous phase 

does work xm /SiLiSiLi xx Ωσ  , where SiLi x
mσ   is the mean stress in the amorphous phase 

at the reaction front, and SiLi xΩ   is the volume per unit of SiLi x .   

 Combining the above contributions, we find that, when the reaction advances 

by converting one Li atom and 1/x number of Si atoms into lithiated silicon, the net 

change in the free energy is 

 ( )Li Si Li SiSi Si x x1
r m mG G e

x
σ σΔ = Δ − Φ + Ω − Ω . (7.3) 

We have neglected the dissipation at electrolyte/electrode interfaces, as well as inside 
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the electrodes and electrolytes.  In our sign convention, a negative GΔ  drives 

lithiation, and a more negative value represents a larger driving force. The free 

energy of reaction rGΔ  takes a negative value.  In Figure 7. 1, we have drawn the 

polarity of the voltage source in the direction that drives lithiation.  As expected, a 

compressive mean stress in the crystalline Si promotes lithiation, but a compressive 

mean stress in the lithiated silicon retards lithiation.   

 This net change in the free energy is the driving force for the movement of the 

reaction front.  The velocity of the reaction front will increase as the magnitude of 

the driving force increases.  The reaction is taken to be thermally-activated, 

described by the familiar kinetic model:[129]  

 0 exp exp 1Q GV V
kT kT

⎡ ⎤Δ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − − −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

, (7.4) 

where kT is the temperature in the unit of energy,  Q the activation energy, and 0V  

a parameter analogous to the exchange current density in a redox process .  The 

velocity of the reaction is taken to be positive when the crystalline Si is consumed and 

the lithiated silicon grows.  When 0=ΔG , the electrochemical cell is in equilibrium, 

and the reaction halts, 0=V .  When 0<ΔG , the reaction front advances in the 

direction that consumes crystalline silicon, 0>V .  When 0GΔ > , it may seem that 

the reverse reaction would take place—the lithiated phase would be consumed, Si 

redeposited at the reaction front, and Li redeposited as Li metal.  The reaction front 

would move in the direction opposite as that during lithiation.  However, 

experiments have suggested that during delithiation ( 0GΔ > ), the phase boundary 

remains stationary as Li is removed from the amorphous layer.[119]  Thus, the 
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forward and backward reactions seem to involve distinct kinetic processes.  Such 

complication should be considered in describing an accurate kinetic model. 

Nevertheless, in the case of kTG >>Δ , as is common in these systems at room 

temperature, the forward reaction is more prominent than the backward one. Thus, 

the kinetics model of Eq. (7. 4), based on transition state theory, is still approximately 

valid.  

 At this writing, the available experimental data are lacking in completeness to 

substantiate kinetic model of any specific form. As such, in the following sections, we 

calculate the stress field and simulate the morphology of lithiated silicon with a 

prescribed velocity field. The considerations in Eq. (7. 3)-(7. 4) may aid the planning 

of future experiments. 

 Associated with the reaction (7. 1), the volume of the silicon electrode expands 

by the ratio   

 
Li Six

Siβ Ω
=

Ω
. (7.5) 

The lithiation-induced expansion is too large to be accommodated by elastic 

deformation; rather, the large lithiated-induced expansion is accommodated by 

plastic deformation of the lithiated silicon.[61], [90]  The concurrent reaction and 

plasticity evolve a field of stress in both crystalline and lithiated silicon.  The 

reaction front is atomically sharp, the amorphous phase attains the fully lithiated 

state, and the crystalline silicon core remains free of Li. The crystalline silicon is 

modeled as an elastic material, and the lithiated silicon is modeled as an 

elastic-plastic material.  The elastic-plastic model can be found in the classic text of 
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Hill.[58]  

  The models of reaction kinetics and elastic-plastic deformation, in 

combination, co-evolve the reaction front and elastic-plastic field.  At a given time, 

the location of the reaction front and the elastic-plastic field are known.  For a small 

increment in time, advance the reaction front by an amount following the kinetic 

model, and then accommodate the reaction-induced volumetric expansion by 

updating the elastic-plastic field.  Repeat the procedure to trace the co-evolution 

incrementally in time.   

 

7.3 Lithiation of a spherical particle of crystalline Si 

 To illustrate the salient features of the model, we derive an analytical solution 

of a spherical particle.  A particle of pristine crystalline Si, radius B, is taken to be 

the reference configuration [Figure 7. 3 (a)].  The velocity of the reaction front is 

taken to be the same everywhere on the front, so that the front remains to be a 

spherical surface as it advances, and the spherical symmetry is retained.  The 

magnitude of the velocity, however, may change as the reaction progresses.  At time 

t, Figure 7. 3 (b), the particle becomes a core-shell structure, with the radius of the 

crystalline core being A , and the outer radius of the amorphous shell being ( )tb .  

The function ( )tA  specifies the extent of reaction, and the velocity of the reaction 

front is ( ) dttdAV /−= .  In the reference configuration, an element of crystalline Si 

is identified by the radius R.  At time t, this element is lithiated and moves to a place 

of radius r. The function ( )tRr ,  specifies the field of deformation.  In representing 
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a field, we may choose either R or r as an independent variable. One variable can be 

changed to the other by using the function ( )tRr , . We will indicate our choice in 

each field explicitly when the distinction is important. 

 
Figure 7. 3. Lithiation of a spherical particle of crystalline Si. (a). The pristine crystalline Si, 

radius B, is taken as the reference configuration, in which a spherical surface is marked by the 

radius A, and an element of silicon by the radius R. (b). At time t, silicon in the shell outside 

the radius A is lithiated, and the element R moves to a new position of radius r. 

 Elastic strain is much smaller than the volumetric strain associated with the 

phase transition.  To focus on the main ideas, we neglect elastic strains of both 

phases, and model the crystalline Si as a rigid material, and the lithiated silicon as a 

rigid-plastic material. Consequently, the expansion of the particle is entirely due to 

lithiation.  Consider the shell of the lithiated silicon between the radii A and r.  This 

shell is lithiated from the shell of the pristine crystalline Si between the radii A and R.  

The ratio of the volume of the lithiated shell over the volume of the crystalline shell 

is β , so that 

 ( )3 3 3 3r A R Aβ− = − . (7.6) 

This equation gives the function ( )tRr ,  once the function ( )tA  is given.  That is, 

( )tA  fully specifies the kinematics of the spherical particle.  In particular, the outer 

radius of the lithiated silicon is obtained by setting R = B in (7. 6):   
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 ( ) 1/ 3
3 3 3b A B Aβ⎡ ⎤= + −⎣ ⎦ . (7.7) 

The radial and hoop stretches can be calculated from 

 
( ) ( ), ,

,     r

r R t r R t
R Rθλ λ

∂
= =

∂
. (7.8) 

 The crystalline core is in a state of homogeneous hydrostatic compression.  

The stress field in the amorphous shell, however, is inhomogeneous.  Each material 

element in the shell is subject to a state of triaxial stresses.  Let rσ be the radial 

stress, and θσ  the hoop stress [Figure 7. 4(a)].  We adopt a commonly used 

idealization that plastic deformation is unaffected when a hydrostatic stress is 

superposed.  Superposing a hydrostatic stress of magnitude rσ , we observe that the 

state of plastic deformation of the element subject to the triaxial stresses is the same 

as the state of the plastic deformation of the element subject to equal biaxial 

stresses, rθσ σ− .   

 Figure 7. 4 (b) sketches the stress-stretch relation in terms of the stress 

rθσ σ−  and the strain θλlog .  For simplicity, the yield strength of the lithiated 

phase, Yσ , is taken to be constant, independent of the amount of deformation and 

the concentration of Li. An element of newly lithiated Si is compressed in the hoop 

directions, and is in the state Yr σσσθ −=− .  Subsequently, this material element is 

pushed outward by even newer lithiated silicon, and undergoes elastic unloading.  

Because the elastic strain is negligible compared to lithiation-induced strain, the 

elastic unloading is represented by the vertical line in Figure 7. 4 (b).  After elastic 

unloading, and element plastically deforms under Yr σσσθ +=− . 
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Figure 7. 4. (a) The state of plastic deformation of an element subject to the triaxial stresses 

( )θθ σσσ ,,r  is the same as that of an element subject to equal-biaxial stresses rθσ σ− . (b) 

The stress-strain relation in terms of the stress rθσ σ−  and the strain log θλ .  When 

Yr σσσθ +=− , the plastic deformation is tensile in the hoop direction.  When 

Yr σσσθ −=− , the plastic deformation is compressive in the hoop direction.  The elastic 

strain is negligible compared to lithiated strain, so that elastic part of the stress-strain relation 

is represented by a vertical line. 

 The balance of forces acting on a material element requires that 

 
( ) ( ) ( ), , ,

2 0r rr t r t r t
r r

θσ σ σ∂ −
+ =

∂
. (7.9) 

Setting Yr σσσθ =−  in (7. 9) and integrating over r with the traction-free boundary 

condition, ( ) 0, =tbrσ , we obtain the radial stress in the shell: 

 ( )2 log / ,r Y b r A r bσ σ= − ≤ ≤ . (7.10) 

The hoop stress inside the shell, away from the reaction front, is determined from 

Yr σσσθ =− , giving 
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 ( )2 log / ,Y Y b r A r bθσ σ σ= − < ≤ . (7.11) 

As discussed above in connection with Figure 7. 2, in the shell at the reaction front, 

the element of the freshly lithiated silicon undergoes plastic deformation, which 

elongates the element in the radial direction.  The hoop stress in the element of 

freshly lithiated silicon is determined from Yr σσσθ −=− , giving 

 ( )2 log / ,Y Y b A r Aθσ σ σ= − − = . (7.12) 

A comparison of (7. 11) and (7. 12) indicates a jump in the hoop stress by magnitude 

Yσ2 .  This jump is caused by our neglecting the elastic strain.  Should we include 

elastic strain, the hoop stress would make a transition from (7. 12) to (7. 11) within a 

very thin shell.   

 As mentioned above, the core is in a state of homogeneous and hydrostatic 

compression.  In order to balance forces, the radial stress is continuous across the 

reaction front.  Setting Ar =  in (7. 10), we obtain the stress field in the crystalline 

core: 

 ( )2 log / ,r Y b A r Aθσ σ σ= = − ≤ . (7.13) 

 Figure 7. 5 plots the stress field when the reaction front is at 4.0/ =bA .  As 

expected, the core is in a homogeneous state of hydrostatic compression, but the 

stress field in the shell is triaxial and inhomogeneous.  The radial stress in the shell 

is compressive, with ( ) 0, =tbrσ  prescribed as the boundary condition.  Because of 

the triaxial state of stress, the magnitude of the stress component readily exceeds the 

yield strength.  The hoop stress is tensile at the external surface of the particle, 

( ) Ytb σσθ =, , and gradually becomes compressive inside the shell.  Near the reaction 
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front, the hoop stress jumps by amplitude Yσ2 , as discussed before. 

 

Figure 7. 5. Stress field in a spherical particle when the reaction front is at 4.0/ =bA . (a) 

radial stress, (b) hoop stress. 

 For the spherical particle, the field of stress and the field of deformation are 

fully determined once the radius of the core A is specified.  We now examine how 

the stress affects the movement of the reaction front.  The mean stress in the 

crystalline silicon is ( )AbYm /log2Si σσ −= .  At the reaction front, the mean stress in 

the lithiated silicon is ( ) 3/2/log2SiLix
YYm Ab σσσ −−= .  Inserting these expressions 

into (7. 3), we obtain the driving force for the movement of the reaction front:  

 ( )
Si2 1 log

3
Y

r
bG G e

x A
σ ββ

⎡ ⎤Ω ⎛ ⎞Δ = Δ − Φ + − +⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥
⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

. (7.14) 

The contribution due to the stresses is plotted in Figure 7. 6, where the horizontal 

axis is the normalized radius of the crystalline core bA/ .  In making this plot, we 

have adopted the following values:  4=β ,[17] 75.3=x ,[119] GPa1=Yσ ,[92] and 

329Si m100.2 −×=Ω .[66]  As expected, the contribution due to the stresses is positive 

and retards lithiation.  The magnitude of the contribution increases as the 

crystalline core shrinks.  Recall that the free energy of formation of lithiated silicon 
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is small; for example, eV18.0−=Δ rG for amorphous Li2.1Si.[95]  Consequently, the 

reaction can readily generate large enough stress to counteract the electrochemical 

driving force, stalling the reaction.  Note that the free energy of reaction rGΔ differs 

for amorphous Li-Si phases with various Li compositions; the experimental data on 

such functional dependence is unavailable to date. 

 
Figure 7. 6.  The contribution of the stress to the driving force of lithiation is plotted as a 

function of the normalized radius of the core. 

 The curvature of the electrode plays a key role in this contribution of the 

stress to the free energy.  To illustrate this point, consider a flat crystalline Si 

electrode.  In the initial stages of lithiation, the amorphous phase exists as a thin 

film on a crystalline silicon substrate.  As previously mentioned, the biaxial stress in 

the freshly lithiated silicon is at the compressive yield strength.  The stress in the 

crystalline silicon is zero.  Using the same representative values as for the spherical 

particle, the contribution from the stress to the free energy in (7. 3) is eV089.0 .  As 

with the spherical particle, in a thin film, the stresses retard lithiation.  However, the 

value of this contribution is small compared to the values found for the spherical 
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particle [Figure 7. 6].  Hence, the curvature can greatly influence the rate of 

lithiation of crystalline Si. 

 

7.4 Reaction-induced fracture 

 We now analyze reaction-induced fracture using an approach similar to that 

described in several recent papers.[15], [16], [61]   We focus on fracture caused by the 

tensile hoop stress during the lithiation of a spherical particle of silicon.  A 

circumferential crack, depth d, is assumed to preexist in the particle, as illustrated in 

Figure 7. 7. We ask if the lithiation-induced stress will cause the crack to grow. The 

propagation of the crack, should it occur, is assumed to be a much faster process than 

the plastic flow.  Consequently, in analyzing fracture, we assume that no further 

plastic deformation occurs during the propagation of the crack, and we adopt linear 

elastic fracture mechanics.  The reduction in the elastic energy associated with the 

crack advancing a unit area defines the energy release rate G. Dimensional analysis 

dictates that the energy release rate should take the form 

 
2
YG Z b

E
σ

= , (7.15) 

where E is Young’s modulus, and Z is a dimensionless number to be determined by 

solving the elastic boundary-value problem.  At a given time, once the location and 

the depth of the crack are given, Z is uniquely determined.  For the lithiation of a 

spherical particle, the energy release reaches the maximum value when the particle is 

fully lithiated, and the length of the crack equals the size of the regime where hoop 

stress is tensile, 395.0=/bd . Therefore, the calculation gives a conservative critical 
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particle size to avoid fracture. We use the commercial finite-element software 

ABAQUS to calculate the energy release rate. In the simulation, we input the stress 

distribution at the fully lithiated state, and the J-integral is used to calculate the 

energy release rate. Our calculation gives Z = 0.91.  

 

Figure 7. 7. A preexisting circumferential crack in a spherical particle of electrode. 

 LetΓbe the fracture energy of the particle. No preexisting flaws will advance if 

the maximum energy release rate is below the fracture energy.  Thus, (7. 15) defines 

a critical particle size:  

 2cr
Y

Eb
Zσ
Γ

= . (7.16) 

When the size of the particle is below this critical value, fracture is averted.  That is, 

fracture is averted if the particle is small and the yield strength is low.  Taking 

representative values, 210 J/mΓ = ,[61] 35 GPaE = , and 1 GPaYσ = ,[52] we find that the 

critical radius of fully lithiation silicon is nm380=crb .  The critical radius of the 

pristine crystalline silicon is thus nm239=crB . 
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7.5 Lithiated silicon of anisotropic morphologies 

 Recent experiments have shown that electrochemical reaction of crystalline Si 

and Li produces lithiated silicon of fascinating morphologies.[120]-[122] Lee et al. have 

fabricated nanopillars of crystalline silicon, of axial orientations <100>, <110> and 

<111>, all with circular cross sections.  On lithiation, the cross sections of these 

nanopilars evolve into crosses, ellipses and hexagons, respectively.[121]  Liu et al. have 

reported that a nanowire of crystalline silicon, of <112> axial orientation, upon 

lithiation, evolves into a wire of a dumbbell-shaped cross section.[120]  Goldman et al. 

have fabricated arrays of micron-sized structures of crystalline silicon—bars, posts 

and platelets—and shown that lithiated silicon grows predominantly along the <110> 

orientations of silicon, and negligibly along the <111> orientations.[122]   

 It has been suggested that the anisotropic morphologies are due to the 

difference in diffusivities along various crystalline orientations of silicon. This 

suggestion contradicts a mathematical theorem:  the tensor of diffusivity of a species 

in a cubic crystal is isotropic.[123]  Instead, we propose that the observed anisotropic 

morphologies are due to different rates of reaction on various surfaces of crystalline 

silicon.  Lithiation of crystalline silicon is a heterogeneous reaction: Li and Si react 

on the surfaces of crystalline Si.  For this heterogeneous reaction to advance, 

corporative rearrangement of atoms must occur.  Surfaces of silicon in various 

crystallographic orientations have drastically different atomic structures.  It seems 

plausible that such pronounced dissimilarity in the atomic structures on various 

surfaces of crystalline surface can readily result in different rates of reaction on these 
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surfaces.   

 For heterogeneous reactions involving single crystals, anisotropy in the rates 

of reaction is a norm, rather than an exception.  Lithiation of crystalline Si, however, 

is of particular interest because this reaction generates an exceptionally large 

volumetric expansion, and because intriguing experimental observations are being 

reported.  In the absence of a detailed atomistic model of the anisotropy of the 

lithiation reaction, we proceed as follows, within the model of concurrent reaction 

and plasticity.  We take the experimentally observed anisotropic morphologies as a 

basis to ascribe different velocities to reaction fronts in different crystallographic 

orientations.  The freshly lithiated silicon at these reaction fronts push previously 

lithiated silicon, which then undergoes plastic deformation to accommodate the 

volumetric expansion associated with the freshly lithiated silicon. The concurrent 

reaction and plasticity evolve the anisotropic morphologies. 

 To illustrate this model, we simulate the morphological evolution observed 

during the lithiation of a crystalline silicon nanopillar.[121]  Figure 7. 8 (a) shows the 

cross section of a silicon nanopillar with different crystallographic facets.  The 

diameter of the nanopillar is around 100 nm. The concurrent reaction and plasticity 

are simulated by using ABAQUS.  The lithiation-induced volumetric expansion is 

simulated as if it were thermal expansion, while deformation in the lithiated silicon is 

modeled by the elastic-plastic theory.  To simulate the movements of the reaction 

fronts, we prescribe a moving temperature field.  The velocity of the front depends 

on the crystallographic orientation.  Following the experimental observation, we 
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assume that reaction primarily occurs on the (110) crystalline facets.  The simulation 

advances incrementally in time.  At a given time, all reaction fronts are at the known 

positions.  The volumetric expansion associated with the freshly lithiated silicon is 

simulated within ABAQUS by prescribing a change in temperature. 

 

Figure 7. 8. Concurrent migration of the reaction front and plastic deformation in the 

amorphous phase evolve the anisotropic shape. (a) Schematics of silicon electrode with 

different crystallographic facets. Lithiation reaction primarily occurs on the <110> planes.  

The anisotropic shape evolution at the time (b) / 0.25t τ = , and (c) / 0.5t τ =  . τ is the 

time to fully lithiate the crystalline silicon particle. 

 To accommodate this volumetric expansion, the plastic deformation is 

updated by solving the boundary-value problem. To avoid computational singularity, 

the temperature front, which simulates the reaction front, is located within a thin 
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shell, whose size is much smaller than the feature size of the nanopillar, but 

sufficiently larger than the mesh size. Such regularization is used to afford a 

compromise between computational cost and accuracy.  Figure 7. 8 (b) and (c) show 

the morphologies of the particle at two stages of reaction, / 0.25t τ = and =/ 0.5t τ , 

using the procedure described above. τ is the time to fully lithiate the crystalline 

silicon particle. The anisotropic pattern agrees well with the experimental 

observation.[121]  

 

7.6 Summary 

 Crystalline Si and Li react to form lithiated silicon.  The reaction front is at 

the atomically sharp phase boundary between the crystalline Si and lithiated Si.  The 

reaction generates a large volumetric expansion, which is accommodated by plastic 

deformation in the lithiated Si.  This paper describes a model that co-evolves the 

reaction front and plastic deformation.  The velocity of the reaction front relates to 

the change in the free energy through a kinetic model, while the stress field evolves 

according to the elastic-plastic theory.  The model is illustrated with the lithiation of 

a spherical particle of crystalline Si. We show that fracture is averted when the 

particle is small and the yield strength of lithiated Si is low. The model also accounts 

for anisotropic morphologies of lithiated Si. It is hoped that model will aid in the 

planning of future experiments and atomistic simulations.  
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Chapter 8 

Li-assisted plastic deformation: A first-principles 

study 

 

8.1 Introduction 

 Mechanical stability is one of the key criteria for the selection of materials for 

commercial batteries.[5] The electrode material has to maintain its mechanical 

integrity and chemical properties over a long lifetime. Lithiation-induced fracture not 

only limits the lifetime of existing commercial batteries, but also acts as a bottleneck 

for developing high-capacity Li-ion batteries.[6] One way to circumvent the 

mechanical damage is the use of nanostructures, possibly encapsulated by confining 

oxide layers, which can mitigate the effects of stress by managing the electrode 

deformation pattern through its shape and geometric restrictions.[130]-[132]  

 Recent experiments indicate that the lithiation-induced large deformation of 

silicon electrodes can be accommodated by plastic flow: during lithiation Si films 

deform plastically when the stress exceeds yield strength.[52] This feature makes it 

possible to maintain good capacity over many cycles for silicon anodes of small sizes. 

For instance, Takamura et al. have demonstrated fracture-free lithiation of a 

50nm-thick Si film for more than 1,000 cycles.[20] During this cycling, the film 

develops surface undulations, a type of roughening also observed during cyclic 

lithiation of Si nanowires.[21]  Furthermore, Sethuraman et al. measured 

lithiation-induced stress as a function of the state of charge in an amorphous Si thin 
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film and found a pronounced hysteresis, indicating plastic deformation of lithiated 

silicon.[52] These observations motivated studies of Li diffusion coupled to the 

elastic-plastic deformation of the electrode, using continuum plasticity theory.[61], [90], 

[133]While the experimental observations and the modeling of silicon lithiation based 

on continuum theories provide an understanding of the long-range mechanical 

properties, the atomic-scale mechanisms that give rise to the plastic behavior remain 

poorly understood.  

 In this chapter, we employ first-principles computational methods to explore the 

atomic-scale mechanisms of lithiation and the relation to mechanical behavior. 

Previous atomistic studies primarily concentrated on elastic properties of the bulk,[50], 

[134] and on reproducing the volumetric and electric potential responses during 

lithiation and delithiation.[135], [136]More recently, groups studied the energetics of 

lithium atoms in bulk crystalline silicon[128], [137]-[139] and in silicon nanowires[140]-[143]. 

Here we present first-principles studies of the atomistic mechanism of large plastic 

deformation in lithiated crystalline (c-Si) and amorphous silicon (a-Si). We find that 

the local atomic structure in a silicon network is altered by Li insertion, with Si atoms 

breaking a bond and reforming a new bond with different neighbors. In this process, 

the lithiation-induced weakening of bonds between Si atoms and the high mobility of 

Li in the network play key roles. The continuous breaking and reforming of Si-Si 

bonds accommodates the large plastic deformation of lithiated silicon.  

  

8.2 Li in crystalline Si 
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The first-principles calculations based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) were 

performed using the SIESTA code.[144] The crystalline structure is modeled as a 2x2x2 

supercell of the conventional cubic cell that contains 8 atoms, with periodic boundary 

conditions. For consistent comparisons, a supercell containing the same number of Si 

atoms (64) is employed for the amorphous silicon study.  This choice of supercell is 

consciously relatively small, because we are interested in exploring both a large 

number of possible configurations (especially for the amorphous case) of Si 

structures with various Li concentrations, and a wide range of perturbations of the 

equilibrium structures through application of large stresses. Our choice of supercell 

affords these explorations at a reasonable balance of computational cost and accuracy. 

The calculated silicon lattice constant is 5.52 Å, slightly larger than the experimental 

value of 5.43 Å; this difference can be attributed mostly to the generalized gradient 

approximation for the exchange-correlation functional used in the calculations.[145] 

The atomic structures, system energy and mechanical stresses are calculated using a 

local-basis set of double-ζ polarized atomic orbitals with an energy cutoff of 70 Ry 

(~952 eV). In energy optimization calculations, both the atomic coordinates and the 

supercell shape were relaxed. The energy optimization was considered complete 

when the magnitude of the force on each atom was smaller than 0.04 eV Å-1.  

 As our first topic, we investigate the mechanisms through which the presence of 

Li atoms in the crystalline silicon lattice can lead to the breaking of Si-Si bonds. We 

begin this investigation by determining the stable positions of a single Li atom in c-Si. 

A single Li atom was placed into the supercell at different nonequivalent sites, shown 
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in Figure 1(a), including the tetrahedral site (Td), the hexagonal site (Hx), the center 

of a Si-Si bond (Bc), the center of the distance between next nearest Si neighbors (Cn), 

and a substitutional site.  

 

Figure 8. 1. (a) Nonequivalent sites for Li atoms in a c-Si unit cell.  The conventional cubic 

cell of c-Si is outlined by the thin black lines (solid and dashed). The Td site is shown as 

purple circle, the Hx site as red cross, the Bc site as green square and the Cn site as blue X (see 

text for details). Four equivalent Td sites (labeled 1, 2, 3, 4), are shown in relation to the pair 

of Si atoms labeled A and B. The (110) plane outlined in light-blue lines is used for the display 

of valence charge densities in Figure 8. 2.  (b) The total energy as a function of the AB Si-Si 

bond elongation for different numbers of Li atoms at the Td sites around this bond, in units of 

b0 = 2.39 Å, the calculated Si-Si equilibrium bond length. 

In the calculation of the binding energy, we take the energy of an atom in c-Si (ESi) 
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and the energy of an isolated Li atom (ELi) as the reference energies, with EnLi-Si being 

the total energy of the system containing n Li atoms in the cell which contains 64-m 

Si atoms (m = 0, except in the case of the substitutional site for the Li impurity, for 

which m = 1). The binding energy per Li atom Eb(n) is: 

 -( )  [  - (64 -  )  -  ]/b n Li Si Si LiE n E m E nE n=  (8.1) 

Table 8. 1 lists the calculated binding energies for Li in the various positions 

discussed above; these energies include the basis set superposition error (BSSE) 

correction. The binding energies at different positions indicate that Li insertion into 

the tetrahedral (Td) or hexagonal (Hx) positions results in an energetically favorable 

structure. We note that substitution of Si by Li is energetically costly, and that the 

bond center is an unstable position for a Li atom, in contrast to the case of hydrogen 

atoms in a silicon lattice, for which the most stable configuration is the bond-center 

site.[146] The binding energy of a single Li at a Td position is lower in magnitude than 

the energy of a Si-Si covalent bond of 2.72 eV,[147] which indicates a relatively weak 

interaction between the Li and Si atoms.  The energy difference of 0.55 eV for a Li 

atom at the Td and Hx sites is close to the diffusion energy barrier reported by Wan et 

al.[128], as expected, given the known Td–Hx–Td diffusion pathway for Li in the c-Si 

lattice. In Table 8. 2, we show the binding energy as a function of the number of Li 

atoms in c-Si. With increasing occupancy of Td sites by Li atoms, the binding energy 

per Li atom decreases slightly due to the repulsive local interactions between Li 

atoms. The change in volume upon insertion of Li atoms in the c-Si lattice is always 

positive for all the sites considered, and is in the range of a fraction of a percent, with 
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the largest change occurring for the Bc site. 

TABLE 8. 1. The calculated binding energies Eb (in eV) and relative volume changes V/V0 for 

one Li atom at the various sites in c-Si lattice shown in Figure 8. 1 (a). The Li position is given 

in Cartesian coordinates and in units of the lattice parameter a of bulk c-Si (the calculated 

value is a = 5.52 Å). 

Li site Position Eb (eV) ΔV/V0 (%)

Substitutional ( )0,0,0  1.37 0.3 

Center of next nearest neighbors (Cn) 1 1, ,0
4 4

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 1.39 0.2 

Bond center (Bc) 1 1 1, ,
8 8 8

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 1.27 0.8 

Hexagonal site (Hx) 5 5 5, ,
8 8 8

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 -0.60 0.4 

Tetrahedral site (Td) 1 1 1, ,
2 2 2

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 -1.15 0.2 
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TABLE 8. 2. The calculated binding energy Eb(n) and relative volume changes V/V0 as a 

function of n, the number of Li atoms in the crystalline and amorphous Si structures at Td (in 

c-Si) and Td-like (in a-Si) positions; each cell contains 64 Si atoms. f is the concentration of Li 

atoms in the cell. In the amorphous case, for n =1, the values represent the average of the 32 

lowest-energy Td-like positions, while the values in square brackets below the averages show 

the range from the smallest to the largest value in each case. 

 Number of Li (n) Eb(n) (eV)  ΔV/V0 (%) 

Crystalline silicon   1 ( f = 0.0156) -1.15 0.2 

   2 ( f = 0.0313) -1.13 0.5 

   3 ( f = 0.0469) -1.08 0.9 

   4 ( f = 0.0625) -1.03 1.3 

Amorphous silicon   1 ( f = 0.0156) -1.57  

[-1.94, -0.55] 

0.4 

[0.2, 0.7] 

   8 ( f = 0.125) -1.84 3.3 

 16 ( f = 0.25) -1.79 6.4 

 32 ( f = 0.5) -1.92 24 

  

To demonstrate the atomistic mechanism of Li-assisted Si-Si bond breaking, 

we focus on a particular bond. In the simulations, we displace a Si atom B with 

respect to a fixed Si atom A, imposing a gradual elongation of the AB bond. For each 

set of fixed positions of A and B, the other atomic positions and supercell shape are 

relaxed to provide the system energy at the given AB bond length. The displacement 

of atom B is along a main diagonal of the conventional cubic cell, shown as the red 

dashed line in Figure 8. 1 (a), toward the position of the Si atom labeled C. When the 

bond between atoms A and B is broken, the dangling bonds may be saturated by the 

neighboring Li atoms. We verify this scenario by examining the energetics of different 
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configurations with two, three and four Li atoms in the immediate neighborhood of 

the AB bond. Figure 8. 1 (b) shows the energy profiles as a function of the applied 

elongation of the AB bond for various Li concentrations (with 2, 3 and 4 Li atoms), 

relative to the system energy when the Li atoms are placed at Td positions and no 

stretch is applied to bond AB. When 2 or 3 Li atoms occupy Td positions, the initial 

configurations are the most stable structures, and the energy barriers for 

transforming to a metastable stretched configuration are 1.37 eV and 0.66 eV, 

respectively. However, when 4 Li atoms are placed at Td sites around the AB bond, 

the stretched structure is stable and the corresponding energy barrier is only 0.08 eV.  

Thus, when a single Si-Si bond is surrounded by 4 Li atoms the bond readily breaks 

with a very small energy barrier, and the system reverts to a more stable 

configuration where one of the Si atoms (B) is displaced to a position close to that 

occupied originally by the Li atom labeled 1 in Figure 8. 1 (a). 

 In order to elucidate the bond breaking mechanism induced by lithiation, we plot 

in Figure 8. 2 (a) the total valence electron charge density distribution on a (110) 

plane for the stable configuration with 4 Li atoms (this plane is highlighted in Figure 

8. 1(a)). Close inspection of this charge density plot shows that the bond between Si 

atoms A and B is indeed broken, and a weaker bond of mixed covalent-ionic 

character is formed between the Si atom at position B and the Li atom at position 1.  

This is consistent with the expectation mentioned above that the Li atoms can 

saturate the dangling bonds of the Si atoms upon bond breaking; the Si-Li bond is 

expected to be asymmetric and polar, due to the large difference in electronegativity 
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between the two elements (0.98 for Li vs. 1.90 for Si).  

 

Figure 8. 2. (a)Valence electron charge density distribution on a (110) plane in the 

lowest-energy configuration of c-Si with 4 Li atoms. The (110) plane is indicated by light-blue 

lines in Figure 8. 1 (a). (b) The charge density difference distribution along a Si-Si bond in 

pure c-Si represented by a solid white line in (a), and the Li-Si bond 1-B represented by a 

dashed white line in (a). 

To better illustrate this point, we show in Figure 8. 2 (b) the charge density 

difference distributions along a Si-Si bond in the pure silicon lattice and along the 

Li-Si bond 1-B.  The charge density difference ρΔ is defined as  
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 nLi-Si Si Li= - -ρ ρ ρ ρΔ  (8.2) 

where nLi-Siρ , Siρ , Liρ , represent the electron densities of the Li-Si system containing n 

Li atoms in the c-Si supercell, the pure silicon structure consisting of only Si atoms in 

the same positions as in the Li-Si system, and the contribution from the individual Li 

atoms at the positions they occupy in the Li-Si system, respectively. The electron 

density around the Li atom is clearly lower than what it would be near a Si atom in 

the pure Si crystal, whereas the electron density near the Si atom at position B is 

higher, indicating a partial electron transfer from the Li atom to the neighboring Si 

atom. In contrast to the purely covalent bonds in c-Si, which involves a very 

significant and symmetric electron charge accumulation between a pair of Si nearest 

neighbors (black symbols and line in Figure 8. 2 (b)), the Si and neighboring Li atoms 

form a weak bond of mixed ionic-covalent character, with significant charge 

depletion of the Li atom and charge accumulation closer to the Si atom (red symbols 

and line in Figure 8. 2 (b)), since the latter is more electronegative. 

 

8.3 Li in amorphous Si 

 During operation of a Li-ion battery, the crystalline silicon electrode is 

amorphized after the first cycle of charge and discharge.[21] To avoid the stress field 

induced by this phase transition, amorphous silicon is often used as the electrode in 

experiments. Intense efforts have been directed toward the characterization of the 

plastic deformation behavior of silicon during lithiation and delithiation, both 

experimentally and theoretically,[52], [90], [133] but the deformation mechanism 
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responsible for plastic flow has not been elucidated so far. In an attempt to capture 

the essential atomistic aspects of the plastic deformation mechanisms we performed 

a set of simulations that model a uniaxial tension experiment on lithiated silicon at 

various Li concentrations. The main insight from these simulations is that the plastic 

deformation is induced by a continuous, Li-assisted breaking and reforming of silicon 

bonds.  

 The a-Si network is generated by quenching the liquid phase with explicit 

molecular dynamics using the environment dependent interatomic potential (EDIP) 

for Si.[148] The resulting amorphous 64-atom supercell is completely free of 

coordination defects. The details describing this amorphous supercell have been 

reported elsewhere.[149] We take this cell as representative of the ideal, 

coordination-defect-free continuous random network that is relevant to the a-Si 

structure, although the actual amorphous solid is expected to contain defects such as 

under-coordinated (3-fold) or over-coordinated (5-fold) atoms. The bond-length 

distribution in this model has a peak at 2.37 Å, close to the calculated bond length in 

c-Si (2.39 Å), and is quite broad, with values ranging from ~2.18 Å to ~2.65 Å. 

 We focus here on the equilibrium, static features of lithiated silicon and do 

not consider kinetic effects, such as long-range diffusion processes of Li in the Si 

structure. We first investigated the stable positions for a single Li atom in the 

amorphous structure. By analogy to the crystalline case, we considered “Td-like” 

positions for the Li atoms as candidates for the lowest-energy structure.  These are 

positions along the direction of each Si-Si bond, at a distance equal to the Si-Si bond 
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length from each Si atom and away from its nearest Si neighbor. The 64-atom 

supercell contains 128 Si-Si bonds and therefore there are 256 such Td-like positions 

in the model. To determine the actual lowest-energy positions, we placed a Li atom in 

each of these Td-like positions and then relaxed the whole structure by allowing 

rearrangement of atomic coordinates as well as relaxation of the supercell shape. 

Since some of the Td-like positions share the same cage of neighboring Si atoms, the 

relaxation produced 32 unique configurations that are not necessarily a subset of the 

initial 256 Td-like candidates; the Si coordination of the original amorphous 

structure is maintained in each relaxed structure.  We then vary the Li occupancy of 

these 32 positions to control the concentration f (ratio of the number of Li atoms over 

the number of Si atoms) in our uniaxial stress simulations. In structures with less 

than full Li occupancy, such as f = 0.125 and f = 0.25, the Li atoms are located at the 

most energetically favorable sites out of the 32 lowest-energy positions. We note that 

for all these values of Li concentration the binding energy per Li atom is negative (see 

Table 8. 2); in other words, it is energetically favorable to insert Li atoms in the 

amorphous structure, taking as a reference bulk amorphous Si and free Li atoms.  

Moreover, the values of the binding energy per Li atom in the amorphous case are 

substantially larger in magnitude than the binding energy per Li atom in the 

crystalline lattice, suggesting that thermodynamically it is better to insert Li in 

electrodes consisting of amorphous rather than crystalline Si. Full occupancy of all 

the Td-like sites corresponds to an amorphous structure with f = 0.50, well below the 

theoretical capacity of 4.4 Li atoms per silicon atom. Nevertheless, even at these 
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relatively low concentrations, we observe pronounced Li-mediated effects on the 

mechanical behavior of lithiated silicon. This effect has also been observed in 

experiments.[92]  

 In the simulation of uniaxial tension, we prescribe a given stress level along 

the x-direction of the structure, and measure the nominal strain after full relaxation. 

The stress-strain response curves are shown in Figure 8. 3 (a). For each curve, the 

highest stress level represents the strength of the lithiated structure before it is 

fractured. The solid symbol curves represent the loading paths, while the open 

symbol curves represent the unloading paths.  It is evident that a brittle-to-ductile 

transition occurs as the Li concentration increases, with very different behavior for f 

= 0 and f = 0.125 vs. f = 0.25 and f = 0.50. The corresponding strength decreases as 

well with increasing Li concentration. In the pure silicon structure, loading leads to 

nonlinear elastic behavior and the unloading path follows the loading path exactly; 

there is no permanent deformation after unloading. In the case of Li concentration f 

= 0.125, a small permanent strain of = 1.21%ε is observed after unloading. As the Li 

concentration increases to f = 0.25 and f = 0.50, the stress-strain curves show 

substantial plastic deformation. The network can be stretched by 33.5% and 40.5%, 

respectively, without fracture. After unloading, large permanent deformation remains 

in both cases. Figure 8. 3 (b) shows the average value of Si coordination, <CSi>, as a 

function of applied strain. To determine a physically meaningful Si coordination, we 

define two Si atoms to be bonded if their distance is within 20% of the covalent bond 

length in bulk c-Si, which corresponds to a largest distance of 2.87 Å. The average 
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coordination is closely related to the deformation behavior of lithiated silicon. At Li 

concentrations f = 0 and f = 0.125, the coordination of silicon changes little during 

deformation, corresponding to brittle behavior at low Li concentration. In contrast, at 

larger Li concentration f = 0.25 and f = 0.50, the Si coordination decreases 

dramatically with strain, which is related to the ductile behavior.  

  

Figure 8. 3. (a) The stress-strain response of lithiated a-Si under uniaxial tension. The solid 

symbol lines represent the loading path; the open symbol lines represent the unloading path. 

(b) The average value of Si-Si coordination (<CSi>) as a function of applied strain during 

loading. 

 Another indication of the very different nature of the mechanical behavior at 

elevated Li concentrations in a-Si is given by the volume relaxation (see Table 8. 2).  
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The volume relaxation is roughly consistent with the corresponding values in c-Si for 

concentrations up to f = 0.25 (about 0.4% for n =1 and proportionally larger for n = 8 

and 16), but is considerably higher for f = 0.5, when the volume increase is twice as 

large as would have been expected from the proportional relation up to f = 0.25.  

This is indicative of large changes in the structure, which includes formation of 

nano-pores that can easily accommodate the presence of several Li atoms and will 

respond differently than the uniform solid to external stress, consistent with recent 

experimental observations on Si nanowires.[67] 

 Figure 8. 4 shows the dependence of Young’s modulus on Li concentration. 

The solid squares represent the average values of the elastic stiffness constants along 

the x-, y- and z-directions and the error bars the effect of the anisotropy of the 

amorphous structure due to the finite size of the model and the non-uniform 

distribution of Li atoms on the scale of the supercell.  The open circles represent 

Young’s modulus of pure c-Si (black symbol) and of the stable configuration of c-Si 

with 4 Li atoms (orange symbol). Evidently, Young’s modulus decreases with 

increasing Li concentration. The inset in Figure 8. 4 shows the Si coordination for 

different Li concentrations at zero strain. The softening effect induced by lithiation is 

correlated with an increase of coordination defects at higher Li concentrations, as 

evidenced by the increasing fraction of three-fold coordinated Si atoms; this finding 

is consistent with experimental measurements[92] and other ab-initio calculations.[50]  
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Figure 8. 4. Dependence of the Young’s modulus on the concentration of Li. The error bars 

represent variations due to the anisotropy of the amorphous model structure. The open 

symbols represent Young’s modulus of the pure c-Si lattice (black circle) and of the stable 

configuration of c-Si with 4 Li atoms (orange circle). The inset shows the distribution of Si 

coordination (given as percentage of total number of atoms) in a-Si for different Li 

concentrations at zero strain. The color of each bar in the inset corresponds to the Li 

concentration of the same color on the large plot. 

 The large plastic deformation observed in our simulations can be traced to the 

Li-assisted breaking and reforming of Si-Si bonds. To illustrate this process, we show 

in Figure 8. 5 four snapshots along the loading path for the case of Li concentration f 

= 0.50. The snapshots show the atom positions at various loading strains. Two Si 

atom pairs, labeled D, E and F, G, are shown enlarged for better contrast.  The 

snapshots clearly show the evolution of bonding between these two silicon pairs: 

silicon atoms D-E experience bonding/non-bonding/bonding changes from the 

initial state to the final state, while silicon atoms F-G undergo 

non-bonding/bonding/non-bonding changes during the same deformation.  
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Figure 8. 5. The Si-Si bond breaking and reforming process during deformation of lithiated 

silicon at Li concentration f = 0.50. The four snapshots correspond to the states of various 

strain values ε , as indicated. The two Si atom pairs D-E and F-G that undergo 

bonding/non-bonding/bonding and non-bonding/bonding/non-bonding transitions are 

enlarged for better contrast. 

 

8.4 Summary 

In conclusion, we have studied the effects of Li in both crystalline and 

amorphous Si, using first-principles calculations based on Density Functional Theory.  

Our main findings are: first, Td interstitial positions are the lowest-energy sites for Li 

insertion into c-Si, and that when four Li atoms surround a single Si-Si bond the 

covalent bond readily breaks and the two Si dangling bonds are essentially saturated 

by the formation of weak bonds of mixed ionic-covalent character with the nearby Li 

atoms. Also, in a-Si with sufficiently high Li concentration (roughly f = 0.125 or 

higher) the structure undergoes a brittle-to-ductile transition with significantly lower 
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Young’s modulus, and plastic deformation becomes relatively easy.  The essence of 

these results is that the chemical interactions of lithiation give rise to pronounced 

effects on the mechanical behavior of silicon structures. In particular, as the stresses 

induced by lithiation are limited by the yield strength, the fracture failure of the 

silicon electrode can be largely remediated by taking advantage of the plasticity of 

lithiated silicon. At the microscopic scale, we have identified and described by 

specific examples the atomistic mechanism responsible for plastic deformation, 

which consists of continuous Si-Si bond breaking and reformation in the presence of 

Li; we suggest that this process may also be responsible for the steady flow at the 

macroscopic scale. 
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Chapter 9 

Reactive flow in silicon electrodes assisted by the 

insertion of lithium 

 

9.1 Introduction 

In the quest to develop high-energy density Li-ion batteries, materials that 

can absorb large amounts of Li are of great interest.  Silicon shows remarkable 

ability to absorb Li, making it a very promising anode material.[24]  This, however, 

comes at the cost of very large deformation of the Si structure upon lithiation and a 

concurrent drastic change in mechanical properties, from the brittle nature of pure 

crystalline Si to an amorphous material that can undergo plastic flow in the lithiated 

form. This behavior is typical during the electrochemical cycling of high-capacity 

electrodes, such as lithium alloy anodes,[24] conversion oxides,[117] and sulfur 

cathodes,[150] all of which exhibit significant structural transformations and property 

changes induced by the Li insertion reaction. 

The large amount of absorption of Li by Si results in a large volumetric 

expansion and severe structural changes. The lithiation-induced stress and fracture 

often lead to the loss of active materials and rapid decay of capacity, which limit its 

commercialization.[10] This mode of failure can be mitigated by manipulating the 

structural optimization and deformation patterns of nanostructured Si anodes. 

Recent experiments and theories show evidence that the large deformation of 

lithiated silicon can be accommodated by plastic flow, which may avert fracture of 
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nanostructured silicon.[52], [61], [66] To develop feasible nanostructured anodes, it is 

crucial to understand the lithiation, deformation, and stresses from a fundamental 

perspective. 

Since the chemical interaction between Li and Si is local, first-principles 

quantum mechanical calculations can capture the microscopic mechanism of the 

lithiation reaction. The local chemical effects lead to the macroscopic mechanical 

behavior, such as plastic flow of lithiated silicon. Lithiation and plastic flow are both 

nonequilibrium processes.  We extend the continuum theory of plasticity and 

formulate a yield condition by placing driving forces for lithiation and plasticity on 

the same footing.  In-situ experimental measurements of the stress evolution in an 

a-Si thin film during a lithiation and delithiation cycle serve both as the motivation 

for the theoretical work as well as a detailed quantitative test of the theory. 

Previous atomistic studies include examining the energetics of Li in bulk 

crystalline silicon and silicon nanowires,[128], [137]-[143] characterizing the elastic 

properties of the bulk,[50] and reproducing the volumetric and electric potential 

responses during lithiation and delithiation.[135], [136]  First-principles calculations 

have also been employed to illustrate the deformation mechanism of plasticity in 

lithiated silicon.[66] Here we present atomistic studies on the concurrent process of Li 

insertion and plastic deformation of amorphous lithiated silicon. Both the atomic 

insertion driven by the chemomechanical load and the plasticity driven by the 

mechanical load contribute to the reactive flow of lithiated silicon. We propose a yield 

function to describe the plastic behavior. We correlate structural changes at the 
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atomic scale with the macroscopic response and study the transition of electronic 

properties of Si upon Li insertion, from the semiconductor state to the metallic state.   

 

9.2 Stress measurement in an a-Si thin film electrode 

We begin with a description of the experimental results that motivated this study. 

The experimental measurements are mainly contributed from my colleague Matt 

Pharr.  We measure the stress evolution in an a-Si thin film electrode during the 

first lithiation and delithiation cycle by the wafer curvature method.  The solid 

electrolyte interface (SEI) layer could have significant effect on the stress 

measurement, an effect that might be minimized in the first lithiation cycle. Li 

insertion and extraction result in a state of biaxial stress in the a-Si thin film 

deposited on a thick substrate. The thin film exerts forces on the substrate that result 

in elastic bending of the substrate. The average stress in the film can be deduced from 

the curvature of the substrate using Stoney's equation.[53] The electrochemical 

measurements are carried out in a custom three-electrode beaker cell as illustrated in 

Figure A. 1. In-situ stress measurements are performed with a multi-beam optical 

sensor (MOSS). We describe the details of fabrication of amorphous silicon thin film 

electrodes, assembly of electrochemical cells, electrochemical measurements and 

stress measurements in the experimental section. Similar experimental set-ups have 

been reported by other groups.[52], [151], [152] 

 The evolution of the biaxial stress in the a-Si thin film is shown in Figure 9. 1. 

During the initial lithiation, the compressive stress increases linearly in the first stage, 
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indicating an elastic response. The stress reaches an elastic limit of ~2GPa for Li0.25Si. 

We note that the elastic limit is higher than that reported in a previous study,[52] 

which may be due to neglecting the effect of the refractive index difference between 

the electrolyte and air in the previous study. With further lithiation, plastic flow sets 

in to accommodate the additional volume expansion. The compressive flow stress 

decreases, reaching a value of ~1GPa for Li2Si at the cut-off potential 0.01V vs. Li/Li+. 

The low lithiation capacity might be due to the fast charging rate (1C) in the 

experiment.  Upon delithiation, the unloading is initially elastic within a narrow 

range of Li composition. The stress reaches ~1GPa in tension due to the plastic flow 

of lithiated silicon. The flow stress increases slightly with further delithiation, 

reaching a value of ~1.5GPa at the cut-off potential 2V. The delithiation capacity is 

lower than that during lithiation; the irreversible capacity is often attributed to the 

formation of SEI.[24]   

 

Figure 9. 1. Evolution of the biaxial stress in an a-Si thin film electrode during a lithiation and 
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Figure 9. 1 (Continued) delithiation cycle: The orange line shows the in-situ measurement of 

the biaxial stress in the first lithiation cycle by the wafer curvature method. The electrode is 

cycled at 1C rate between 2 and 0.01V vs. Li/Li+. The black lines with symbols (filled for 

lithiation, open for delithiation) show the evolution of the biaxial stress in an a-Si thin film 

electrode during a lithiation and delithiation cycle based on first-principles calculations. The 

errors bars represent standard deviations obtained from several configurations at each Li 

concentration. The yield strength of lithiated Si at a given Li concentration, obtained by 

uniaxial tension simulations, is shown by triangles (the dashed line connecting the triangles is 

a guide to the eye).  

 

9.3 Stress modeling by first-principles calculations 

 We simulate the stress evolution in an a-Si thin-film electrode subject to a 

lithiation and delithiation cycle by employing first-principles computational methods. 

Such simulations allow a close inspection of the microscopic mechanism of lithiation 

and the associated deformation behavior. The first-principles calculations based on 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) were performed using the SIESTA code.[144] The 

amorphous structure contains 64 Si atoms with periodic boundary conditions. This 

choice of supercell is consciously relatively small, because we are interested in 

exploring a large number of possible configurations of Si structures with various Li 

concentrations. Our choice of supercell affords such studies at a reasonable balance 

of computational cost and accuracy. The atomic structures, system energy and 

mechanical stresses are calculated using a local-basis set of double- ς polarized 

atomic orbitals with an energy cutoff of 70 Ry (~952 eV). In energy optimization 

calculations, both the atomic coordinates and the supercell shape were fully relaxed. 

The energy optimization was considered complete when the magnitude of the force 

on each atom was smaller than 0.04 eV Å-1.  

 The a-Si structure employed here was generated by quenching the liquid 
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phase with explicit molecular dynamics using the environment dependent 

interatomic potential (EDIP) for Si,[145] as described in more detail in our previous 

work.[66] To simulate the behavior of the a-Si thin film bonded to a thick substrate, we 

constrain the in-plane deformation of the unit cell, with the lithiation-induced 

volume change accommodated by out-of-plane expansion (z-direction) of the unit cell. 

Kinetic effects, such as the long-range process of Li diffusion in Si, were considered in 

a separate calculation of the relevant energy barriers. We found that the lowest 

energy barrier for a single Li atom diffusion in the a-Si network is around 0.4 eV, 

significantly lower than that in the c-Si lattice (0.55 eV).[66], [128]  In the modeling of 

stress, we assume that diffusion is fast enough to allow for a uniform distribution of 

Li. A more detailed study of Li diffusion kinetics will be reported elsewhere.   

 At each Li concentration, we place Li atoms at energetically favorable 

positions in the a-Si network. To simulate an a-Si thin film, we constrain the 

deformation in the in-plane directions (x-, y-directions), and apply an incremental 

stretch to z-direction with energy minimization at each step of the stretch. The 

structure resulting from energy minimization corresponds to the zero stress state in 

the z-direction. In order to eliminate the large variations in the calculation of in-plane 

stresses, we considered five possible configurations of lithiated silicon at a given Li 

concentration with different distributions of Li in each. We first identified 32 unique 

lowest-energy positions for a Li atom insertion into the a-Si network. When the Li 

content is below Li0.5Si, we vary the occupancy of the 32 positions to control Li 

concentration. In structures that have higher Li content than full occupancy of the 32 
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positions of lowest energy, we examine the number of Li neighbors of each Si atom 

and place the additional Li atoms around the Si atoms that have the lowest number of 

Li neighbors.  The Li concentration was changed in increments of 8 Li atoms 

inserted (removed) at each lithiation (delithiation) step.  

 Due to the constraint in the in-plane directions of the unit cell, a biaxial stress 

is generated during lithiation and delithiation of the a-Si thin film. The evolution of 

the biaxial stress obtained from our first-principles calculations is shown in Figure 9. 

1. The solid-symbol line represents the stress evolution during lithiation and the 

open-symbol line represents the stress during delithiation; the symbols represent the 

average stress of the five configurations considered at each step during lithiation and 

delithiation while the error bars represent standard deviations. The agreement 

between the calculations and the experimental measurements is remarkable. In the 

calculation, during lithiation the biaxial compressive stress reaches an elastic limit of 

~2GPa at Li0.375Si. With further lithiation, lithiated silicon exhibits plastic flow. The 

compressive flow stress decreases from ~2GPa to ~1GPa when the Li composition 

increases to Li2Si. Upon delithiation, lithiated silicon first unloads elastically, over a 

wider range of Li composition compared with the experiment. The discrepancy in the 

elastic unloading might be due to the creation of nano-pores, or to artificial 

limitations introduced by the relatively small size of our model system. Nevertheless, 

the agreement in the elastic unloading behavior between experimental measurements 

and theoretical predictions is still reasonable, if not as satisfactory as in the initial 

lithiation range.  Following the elastic response, the biaxial stress reaches a value of 
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~1GPa in tension, and the magnitude of the stress steadily increases with further 

delithiation. The high stress level at low Li concentrations might be due to an elastic 

response; at sufficiently low Li concentrations, the structure is too brittle to flow.[66]  

 We first address the question of whether or not the stress generated during 

the lithiation cycle is equal to the yield strength of the structure. We determine the 

yield strength of lithiated silicon for various Li concentrations through simulations of 

uniaxial tension. For each Li concentration, we first perform energy minimization of 

the lithiated silicon without any constraint. A given stress level is then prescribed 

along the x direction of the structure, and the nominal strain after full relaxation is 

measured. The stress-strain response curves are shown in Figure A. 2. More details of 

the simulation are described in our previous work.[66] The yield strength obtained 

through this procedure is shown Figure 9. 1; the magnitude of yield strength at a 

fixed Li concentration is about twice as high as the stress generated during the 

lithiation cycle.  The difference between the yield strength and the biaxial stress is 

attributed to lithiation-assisted plastic deformation: the lithiation reaction enhances 

plasticity of lithiated silicon by lowering the stress needed to induce plastic flow. 

 In order to account for these effects, we consider the following model: when 

an element of a Si electrode is connected to a reservoir of Li with chemical potential μ , 

it absorbs a number of Li ions and deforms, Figure 9. 2(a). The material element 

deforms by two mechanisms: elastic and inelastic. Elastic deformation involves small 

changes of the relative positions of atoms but does not change the identity of 

neighboring atoms or the concentration of Li. Inelastic deformation involves mixing 
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and rearranging atoms. The elastic deformation, typically less than 10%, is negligible 

compared with the large lithiation-induced strain in Si, and therefore the volumetric 

expansion during lithiation is mainly accommodated by inelastic deformation.  

 
Figure 9. 2. (a) The two types of inelastic deformation of Si during lithiation — change of 

shape by plastic flow, and change of volume by insertion of Li. Plastic flow is induced by the 

presence of deviatoric stresses. Insertion is driven by the chemical potential μ  of Li in the 

reservoir and the mean stress mσ . (b) A yield function ( ),ijs ζΨ is sketched in the space of 

( ),ijs ζ ; the condition 0Ψ = defines the yield surface. ( ),ijs ζ  represents the inelastic 

deformation driven by both the mechanical load ijs and the chemomechanical loadζ , as 

modeled in the thin film a-Si during lithiation cycle; ( ),0ijs represents the inelastic 

deformation due only to the mechanical load ijs , as modeled in the uniaxial tension 

simulation. 
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 Here we focus on the inelastic deformation induced by a cycle of lithiation and 

delithiation. We distinguish two mechanisms of inelasticity of lithiated silicon ― 

shape change by plastic flow and volumetric change by insertion reaction of Li, as 

shown schematically in Figure 9. 2(a).  Under the constraints mentioned, a field of 

stress is induced in the electrode upon lithiation. Plastic flow is caused by the 

presence of deviatoric stresses. The plastic flow characterizes the shape change, but 

conserves the volume of the electrode. This picture is reminiscent of shear flow of a 

metal or a liquid of small molecules. Insertion of Li induces a volume change in Si. 

This process is driven both by the chemical potential of Li as determined by the 

reservoir of Li atoms and by the mean stress generated during Li insertion; this load 

is referred to as the chemomechanical load. The insertion reaction and plastic flow 

are concurrent during lithiation.  We call this concurrent process “reactive flow”. 

Reactive flow of solids is commonly observed in many other systems, such as 

oxidation of aluminum and concrete structures with alkali-silica reactions.[153], [154] A 

full theory of reactive flow of solids is described elsewhere.[155]  

 Let ijσ  be the stress applied to the silicon electrode, ( ) 3/332211 σσσσ ++=m  

the mean stress, and ijmijijs δσσ −=  the deviatoric stress, where ijδ  is the 

Kronecker delta.  The chemical potential of Li in the Si electrode is 

makT σμ Ω−+ ln0 , where 0μ  is the chemical potential of Li in the reference state, k  

the Boltzmann constant, T  the absolute temperature, a the activity of Li in the 

silicon electrode, and Ω  the partial molar volume of Li in Si.  A compressive mean 

stress retards Li insertion, and a tensile stress promotes Li insertion.  When Li in 
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the reservoir and Li in the Si electrode are not in equilibrium, the chemical potential 

is unbalanced.  Let μ be the chemical potential of Li in the reservoir.  The difference 

in the chemical potential between Li in the reservoir and that in the silicon electrode 

defines the driving force for reaction. We write the driving force in the form 

 0 ln
m

kT aμ μ
ζ σ

− −
= +

Ω
. (9.1) 

When 0ζ > , the imbalance in the chemical potential promotes lithiation.  

When 0ζ < , the imbalance in the chemical potential promotes delithiation.  

When 0ζ = , the reaction reaches equilibrium. 

 We now regard both the reaction and flow as nonequilibrium thermodynamic 

processes. The driving force for reaction is ζ  and the driving force for flow is ijs .  

Associated with ζ  is the work-conjugate variable CδΩ , which represents the 

volumetric response of Si upon lithiation.  Associated with ijs  is the 

work-conjugate variable p
ijδε , which represents the incremental plastic strain.  We 

formulate the yield condition by placing the driving forces for reaction and flow on 

the same footing.  Let the chemomechanical yield function be ( )ζ,sΨ . The 

condition ( ) 0, =Ψ ζs defines the yield surface in the linear space spanned by ijs  and 

ζ .  As an example, we extend the formulation of von Mises to describe reactive flow 

by adopting a particular form of the chemomechanical yield function:  

 2 23
2 ij ij Ys s qζ σΨ = + − , (9.2) 

where Yσ  is the yield strength of lithiated silicon under uniaxial tension condition. 

In general, Yσ varies with the Li concentration and the inelastic strains, while q is a 

dimensionless positive constant that indicates the relative contributions of the 
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chemomechanical stress and the deviatoric stress to the scalar measure of the driving 

force for reactive flow. The value of q can be determined through a free swelling 

experiment, under which reactive flow due to the deviatoric stress is eliminated. 

The yield surfaceΨ is shown schematically in Figure 9. 2(b), represented by 

an ellipse in the plane spanned by ( ),ijs ζ . We mark two important locations on the 

yield surface by crosses. The first point ( ),0ijs , on the horizontal axis, represents the 

case of reactive flow of lithiated silicon being driven only by the mechanical force, as 

modeled in the uniaxial tension simulation. Under uniaxial tension, we have 

11
2
3 Ys σ= , 22 33

1
3 Ys s σ= = − , and the value of the yield strength of lithiated silicon Yσ  

as a function of Li concentration, is taken from the results shown in Figure 9. 1.  The 

second point ( ),ijs ζ  represents inelastic deformation of lithiated silicon driven by 

both the mechanical load ijs and the chemomechanical load ζ . This situation is 

modeled in a thin film a-Si electrode subject to a lithiation cycle, shown in Figure 9. 1. 

A biaxial stress is induced by Li insertion into a-Si thin film; under plastic flow, 

σ11 =σ 22 =σ Y
, such that s11 = s22 =

1
3
σ Y , s33 = −

2
3
σ Y . Here we differentiate between 

the yield strength of lithiated silicon under uniaxial tension Yσ  and the flow stress 

σ Y
 under the lithiation reaction. Their values are different, as previously mentioned 

(they are represented by the triangles and circles, respectively, in Figure 9. 1).  The 

chemomechanical driving forceζ of Eq. (9. 1) can be calculated once the chemical 

potential of Li in the reservoir μ and the activity coefficient a are given. If we neglect 

the entropy contribution to the chemical potential of Li in the first-principles 

simulations, ζΩ  might be represented by fE− , the formation energy being defined 
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as Li Si Si Lif x
E E E xE= − − , where Li Six

E represents the free energy of LixSi, SiE the free 

energy of the a-Si structure at the reference state, and LiE the free energy of Li atoms 

in the bulk Li metal, taken to be the natural reservoir for Li.  The particular value 

that ζ may assume does not affect our main findings. The important insight from 

this analysis, as depicted in Figure 9. 1 and Figure 9. 2, is that the chemomechanical 

driving force can lower the stress needed for plastic flow. That is, during concurrent 

Li insertion and plastic deformation, the lithiation reaction promotes plastic flow.  

 

9.4 Structural characterizations in atomistic simulations 

The findings discussed so far concern the overall behavior of the system. In order 

to elucidate the origin of this behavior, we examine the atomic structures involved in 

the changes of mechanical behavior of Si during a lithiation cycle. We begin with the 

evolution of volumetric strain, shown in Figure 9. 3(a). During lithiation, Si expands 

relatively slowly in the first stage. A large volume change takes place starting at 

Li0.375Si, with the slope of the volumetric strain remaining almost constant beyond 

this point. At low Li concentration, Li insertion is mainly accommodated by the 

insertion into interstitial sites in the a-Si network. The presence of Li does not alter 

the Si network significantly. Therefore, the Li insertion-induced volume change is 

relatively small, and the biaxial stress response is linear in the elastic regime. With 

further lithiation, Li insertion is accommodated by gradually rearranging the a-Si 

structure through Si-Si bond breaking.  Li atoms have a high mobility in the a-Si 

network that makes it possible to induce Si-Si bond breaking and re-formation, which 
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in turn allows the system to accommodate plastic flow of lithiated silicon, without 

further increase of the stress level. At the completion of a lithiation cycle, an 

irreversible volumetric strain of 8% is induced. We attribute this structural change to 

the creation of nano-pores.  The volume change might reach a steady state after a 

few cycles.[136] Figure 9. 3(b) shows the evolution of Si-Si and Si-Li bond lengths that 

accompany these changes in volume. To define atomic bonds, a physically 

meaningful measure of atomic coordination is needed. We define two Si atoms to be 

bonded if their distance is within 10% of the covalent bond length in bulk c-Si, which 

corresponds to a largest bond distance 2.63 Å. We also define a Si atom to be bonded 

with a Li atom if their distance is smaller than 3.05 Å, a value determined by 

examining the distribution of Si-Li pairs in the a-Si network with the Li occupancy 

corresponding to the 32 unique lowest energy positions for Li atoms. In Figure 9. 3(b) 

we show the average values of the Si-Si bond length 〈bSi-Si 〉  and the Si-Li bond 

length 〈bSi-Li 〉 . Both types of bonds remain almost constant during the lithiation cycle, 

with the average Si-Si bond length at ~2.45 Å and the average Si-Li bond length at 

~2.78 Å.  The average values of Si-Si coordination 〈CSi-Si 〉 and Si-Li 

coordination 〈CSi-Li 〉  as a function of Li composition are shown in Figure 9. 3(c). The 

atomic coordination is indicative of the deformation behavior of lithiated silicon. At 

low Li concentration, the Si-Si coordination changes slowly, corresponding to the 

elastic behavior. After Li0.375Si, both the Si-Si coordination and the Si-Li coordination 

change linearly, which indicates a constant rate of Si-Si bond breaking and Si-Li bond 

formation. After a complete cycle of Li insertion and extraction, a fraction of Si-Si 
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bonds, around 10%, are not recovered, representing the structural damage to the a-Si 

network induced by the lithiation cycle.  

 
Figure 9. 3. Structural features of an a-Si thin film during lithiation and delithiation cycle: (a) 

the volumetric strain, (b) the average values of Si-Si bond length and Si-Li bond length, (c) the 

average values of Si-Si coordination and Si-Li coordination. Solid symbol lines represent 

paths during lithiation, and open symbol lines represent paths during delithiation. The error 

bars represent standard deviations obtained from several structures at each Li concentration.  

To illustrate the structural change mentioned so far, we show in Figure 9. 4 three 

representative atomic structures at Li concentrations of x = 0.125 (Li8Si64), 1.0 

(Li64Si64), and 2.0 (Li128Si64).  In the first, with 〈CSi-Si 〉 ≈ 4, the small amount of Li 

present in the structure leaves the network of Si-Si bonds essentially undisturbed; in 

the second, with Li:Si ratio equal to 1:1 and 〈CSi-Si 〉 ≈ 3, the network of Si-Si bonds has 

been significantly altered, but a fairly well defined network of such bonds still exists 

and spans the size of the cell; in the third, with the Li:Si ratio equal to 2:1 〈CSi-Si 〉 ≈ 2, 
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the Si-Si network has been essentially destroyed and only small pockets of Si-Si 

bonds remain in the structure.[139]  

   
Figure 9. 4. Examples of atomic-scale structure at different Li concentrations: x = 0.125 

(Li8Si64, left panel), 1.0 (Li64Si64, central panel), and 2.0 (Li128Si64, right panel).  Yellow 

spheres represent Si atoms and red spheres represent Li atoms. 

Another indication of the changes to the structure upon lithiation is the 

overall character of the electronic properties. By analogy to studies of the 

crystalline-to-amorphous phase transition that occurs with the electrochemical 

insertion of Li into c-Si,[128] an improved understanding of the 

semiconducting-to-metallic phase transition of a-Si upon lithiation can help relate 

the structural properties of a-Si anodes to (macroscopically) measured 

electrochemical performance.  In Figure 9. 5 we show the density of states (DOS) of 

lithiated a-Si for a representative structure at four different concentrations of Li, x = 

0.125 (Li8Si64), 0.25 (Li16Si64), 0.375 (Li24Si64), and 0.5 (Li32Si64).  The corresponding 

DOS of the pure a-Si structure, which has semiconducting character with a clear gap 

between occupied and unoccupied states, is superimposed on each of the lithiated 

structures. A clear trend can be observed in these results: as the concentration of Li 

increases, a transition from the semiconducting to metallic phase occurs; this 

observation does not depend on the structure at a particular Li concentration. The 
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main features of the transition include: (i) electronic states are introduced in and 

around the band gap region as the band tails of a-Si broaden, a signature of bonding 

disorder;  (ii) electronic states with energy around 2 eV below the Fermi level are 

depleted, which also reflects bonding distortion, since this is the energy range that 

characterizes Si covalent bonds;  (iii) electronic states are introduced in the energy 

range between -5 eV and -2 eV that correspond predominantly to sp-states of Li. 

Similar observations have been reported in the work of Wan et al. [128]on the lithiation 

of c-Si. The semiconducting-to-metallic phase transition of a-Si during lithiation is 

closely correlated with the brittle-to-ductile transition behavior observed in this 

material. 

 
Figure 9. 5. Density of states of pure a-Si (red solid line) and lithiated silicon (green) at Li 

concentrations of x = 0.125 (Li8Si64), 0.25 (Li16Si64), 0.375 (Li24Si64), and 0.5 (Li32Si64). 

The vertical dashed line marks the middle of the band gap or Fermi level of pure a-Si, defined 

as the zero of the energy scale. 
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9.5 Summary 

We have studied the microscopic mechanism of plastic deformation of a-Si 

electrodes and stresses accompanying the lithiation reaction, using first-principles 

calculations based on Density Functional Theory. We described the concurrent 

process of the Li insertion reaction and plastic flow of lithiated silicon. We note that 

reactive flow of solids is observed in many other physical systems but its theoretical 

treatment is largely undeveloped. Lithiation of silicon provides a useful model system 

to study the interplay of local chemical reactions and macroscopic mechanical 

deformation.  The essence of the results in this paper is that the chemical reaction 

promotes plastic deformation, enabling a material to flow at a lower level of stress. 

We proposed a phenomenological model to describe the reactive flow of lithiated 

silicon and examined in detail the local atomic structures and electronic properties to 

elucidate the origin of the macroscopic mechanical behavior.  The agreement 

between our theoretical treatment and experimental measurement is quite 

remarkable, despite the limitations of the atomistic model which come chiefly from 

the size of the periodic supercell to model a-Si. 

 

9.6 Experimental section 

The Si thin-film electrode is prepared using a DC magnetron sputtering 

system (AJA International). A 50 nm Ti thin film was first sputtered for 5 minutes 

from a Ti target (50.8 mm diameter) onto a 175 μ m thick glass substrate at 100 W 

power and at a pressure of 3 mTorr of Argon.  A 300 nm copper film was then 
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deposited for 15 minutes from a Cu target (50.8 mm diameter) on the Ti underlayer 

at 200 W power and at a pressure of 5 mTorr of Argon. The Cu film serves as the 

current collector, and the Ti underlayer is used to improve the adhesion between the 

Cu film and the glass substrate. A 100 nm Si film was subsequently deposited for 33 

minutes from a Si target (50.8 mm diameter) at 100 W power and at a pressure of 5 

mTorr of Argon.  All depositions were performed at room temperature. After 

deposition, x-ray diffraction was used to verify the amorphous structure of the Si thin 

film.   

The Si thin film electrode was assembled in a custom three electrodes 

electrochemical cell (Figure A. 1) with pure Li as reference and counter electrodes. 1M 

LiPF6 in 1:1 (vol %) ethylene carbonate:diethyl carbonate was used as the electrolyte.  

Electrochemical measurements were performed with a VersaSTAT 3 galvanostat 

from Princeton Applied Research. The cell was cycled galvanostatically at a rate of 1C 

between 2 and 0.01 V vs. Li/Li+. The data acquisition rate was 1 Hz for all 

electrochemical measurements. The lower limit of 0.01V was chosen to avoid 

formation of the crystalline Li15Si4 phase.  

Stress in the silicon thin film electrode was measured by monitoring the 

substrate curvature during the electrochemical lithiation cycle. The average stress in 

the film can be deduced from the curvature of the substrate using Stoney's equation 
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where σ  is the average stress in the film, hs and hf are the thicknesses of the 

substrate and film respectively,  κ is the change in curvature of the substrate as a 
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result of the stress, and Ms is the biaxial elastic modulus of the substrate. Note that 

knowledge of film properties other than film thickness is not required to calculate 

stresses using Stoney's equation. The film thickness hf is taken as a function of the 

charge state 0=  (1+2.7 )f fh h m , where m is the state of charge and 0
fh is the initial film 

thickness. This expression takes into account 370% volumetric expansion of Si upon 

full lithiation. Because of the constraints in the in-plane directions by the thick 

substrate, lithiation-induced deformation in Si is entirely accommodated by 

out-of-plane expansion. The curvature of the substrate was monitored with a 

multi-beam optical sensor (MOSS) from k-Space Associates (Figure A. 1).  The 

MOSS sensor employs an array of parallel laser beams to measure the curvature of a 

substrate. The array of laser beams allows simultaneous multi-point illumination and 

detection, which in turn greatly reduces measurement noise caused by fluid motion 

in the electrochemical cell or by ambient vibrations. The curvature of a substrate is 

calculated from a geometric relation 
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where d is the distance between two adjacent laser spots on the CCD camera, 0d is 

the initial distance between the laser spots, and L is the distance between the beaker 

cell and the CCD camera. Since the laser passes through the electrolyte and an optical 

window, refraction of the laser beams must be taken into account. In Eq. (9. 4), 

en represents the refraction index of the electrolyte, and an represents the refraction 

index of air. In the stress calculations, we take 1.42en = for the electrolyte[156] 

and 1.0an = for air.
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Chapter 10 

Conclusions and outlook 

 

10.1 Summary and concluding remarks 

This thesis studies the deformation mechanism, stress and fracture of solid 

electrodes along with the lithiation reaction in Li-ion batteries. We consider both 

elastic and inelastic hosts of lithium. In particular, in high-capacity Li-ion batteries, 

the lithiation-induced deformation is mainly accommodated by the inelastic 

deformation. We formulate a theory that couples diffusion and large elastic-plastic 

deformation based on continuum theory. The effect of mechanics on the chemical 

reaction is one of our focuses in the discussions. We apply the developed theory into 

two promising anode structures, and analyze the features of the stress field and 

fracture during the lithiation and delithiation cycle. In addition, during lithiation of 

crystalline silicon, we recognize that the local reaction between Li and Si is the 

rate-limiting step, rather than the diffusion of Li through the amorphous phase. Such 

mechanism brings novel features of the mechanical behavior of lithiated silicon, and 

can well capture intriguing observations of anisotropic morphologies in recent 

experiments. Furthermore, we employ first-principles computational methods to 

explore the microscopic lithiation mechanism and the associated deformation 

behaviors in silicon. These simulations allow us to better understand the atomistic 

mechanisms underlying the macroscopic behaviors. Here I briefly summarize the 

main conclusions in the previous chapters. 
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 We study fracture of elastic electrodes, LiCoO2 as an example, using a 

combination of diffusion kinetics and fracture mechanics. A “fracture 

map” is outlined to show how material properties, electrode particle 

size, and charging rate affect fracture of electrodes in Li-ion batteries. 

We predict the critical rate of charging and size of the particle, below 

which fracture is averted. 

 We model an inelastic host of Li by considering diffusion, 

elastic-plastic deformation, and fracture based on continuum theory 

of finite deformation. We explore the effect of plastic yielding, stress 

on the lithiation reaction, and charging rates. It is shown that 

fracture is averted for a small and soft host—an inelastic host of a 

small feature size and low yield strength. We apply this theorem into 

two promising nanostructured Si anodes. Possible failures caused by 

fracture and debonding are discussed. 

 We develop a model of concurrent reaction and plasticity during 

lithiation of crystalline silicon. We identify the driving force for the 

movement of the reaction front, and accommodate the 

reaction-induced volumetric expansion by plastic deformation of the 

lithiated silicon. We derive the conditions under which the 

lithiation-induced stress stalls the reaction.  The model also 

accounts for observed lithiated silicon of anisotropic morphologies. 

 We further explore the microscopic deformation mechanism of 
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lithiated silicon based on first-principles calculations. Li insertion 

leads to breaking of Si-Si bonds and formation of weaker bonds 

between neighboring Si and Li atoms, which results in a decrease in 

Young’s modulus, a reduction in strength, and a brittle-to-ductile 

transition with increasing Li concentration. The large plastic 

deformation is attributed to continuous Li-assisted breaking and 

reforming of Si-Si bonds. In addition, we model the reactive flow of 

amorphous silicon during lithiation cycle. We show that the lithiation 

reaction promotes plastic deformation of lithiated silicon by lowering 

the stress needed to flow. 

 

10.2 Outlook of future work 

Li-ion battery is an emerging filed that is full of challenges and opportunities. A 

comprehensive understanding of the concurrent chemical and mechanical processes 

is necessary for development of future high-density batteries.  In terms of basic 

research, high-capacity electrodes particularly provide excellent models to explore 

the interplay between mechanics and electrochemistry. Interdisciplinary research 

does not only help to improve the performance of Li-ion batteries, it also provides 

important insight into the generic interactions between the guest species and host 

materials.   

Beyond the work in this thesis, the following questions remain interesting to 

explore in future work. 
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 Fatigue caused by cyclic lithiation is a significant failure mechanism of 

electrodes in commercial Li-ion batteries. This mode of failure has been 

recognized decades ago.[18], [157]  However, very little work attempts to 

characterize the fatigue behavior of electrodes so far. The experimental 

measurement of mechanical fatigue remains challenging because of the 

complex effects of electrochemical reactions.  From the theoretical 

perspective, we have developed a theory that describes cyclic plasticity 

of electrodes; it would be interesting to clarify how much 

lithiation-induced plasticity contributes to the fatigue in the cyclic life 

of electrodes.  

 Although a large volume of mechanical modeling has been reported, a 

systematic measurement of the mechanical properties of electrodes is 

lacking. Basic parameters, such as the fracture energy, yield strength, 

and viscosity, especially as a function of state of charge, are needed to 

make predictions of practical systems.  

 Reactive flow of solids is a common phenomenon in nature, examples 

mentioned in Ref. [155]. Theoretical framework that describes this 

phenomenon, however, is largely undeveloped. Reactive flow of 

lithiated silicon gives a good example. Also the atomistic modeling 

based on first-principles methods seems to provide a unique way to 

examine the concurrent process of chemical reaction and plasticity. It 

would be interesting to quantify the yield function, as sketched in 
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Figure 9. 2, by first-principles calculations. Furthermore, these 

calculations can be extended to other systems, such as the reactive flow 

during oxidation of aluminum.   

 It would be interesting to study lithium insertion into other alloy 

anodes, such as Sn, Ag, Al, etc. One interesting observation is that the 

partial molar volume of Li in various lithium alloys remains almost 

constant.[108] This apparently involves local interactions between Li and 

host atoms, while the atomic structure of host materials seems not 

significant on the lithiation-induced expansion. A quantitative 

understanding of such behavior is worth studying.  

 The overall capacity of Li-ion batteries is often limited by the cathode. 

High-capacity cathode materials, such as sulfur, have attracted 

intensive interest in recent years. For sulfur, the capacity fade is mainly 

attributed to the dissolution of intermediate lithium polysulfide 

products in the electrolyte, and large volume expansion (~80%) during 

cycling.[158] The volume expansion of sulfur upon lithiation is 

accommodated by the structural reconstruction (i.e., inelastic 

deformation) from molecular chain like structure (sulfur) to ionic 

crystal (Li2S). Such structural transformations at atomistic level, and 

associated mechanical behaviors, are poorly understood.  

 Recently, sodium-ion battery shows promise as a potential alternative 

to the current lithium-ion batteries.[159], [160] Sodium is one of the most 
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abundant elements on earth and exhibits similar chemistry of lithium. 

The knowledge we have of Li-ion batteries might be applied to study 

interesting behaviors of Na-ion batteries.  
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Appendix 

 

Appendix A: Notes on numerical procedure of large plastic 

deformation caused by charge and discharge 

 We rewrite the governing equations in the form used in our numerical 

simulation.  It has been assumed that neither elastic nor plastic deformation causes 

any volumetric change.  It has been also assumed that Ω  is a constant.  

Consequently, the volumetric change of a material element is 

 2 1r Cθλ λ = + Ω . (A1) 

A combination of (A1), (4. 19) and (4. 20) gives that 

 ( ) ( )
1/ 3

2

0
, 3 1

R
r R t C R dR⎡ ⎤= +Ω⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫ . (A2) 

Here we have used a condition due to the spherical symmetry of the problem, 

( ) 0,0 =tr . 

 The kinetic model (4. 25) can be written in terms of the nominal quantities: 

 
( )
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∂
= −

∂
. (A3) 

A combination of (A3) and (4. 24) gives 

 
( )
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rCD r C
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 (A4) 

Recall that the flux satisfies the boundary conditions ( ) 0,0 =tJ  and ( ) 0, JtAJ ±= .  

The sign of the latter condition depends on whether the particle is being charged or 

discharged. 

 The stress ( )rσσθ −  and the plastic stretch evolve according to the ideal 
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elastic-plastic model, Figure 4. 3 (b).  When  Yr σσσ θ <− , the plastic stretch p
rλ  

remains fixed, and the elastic stretch is given by ( ) Er
e
r /log θσσλ −= , which is 

written as      

 ( )1/ 3log / p
r r rEθσ σ λ λ−− = Λ . (A5) 

When Yr σσσ θ ±=− , the elastic stretch is fixed at EY
e
r /log σλ ±= , and the plastic 

stretch adopts a value 

 1/ 3 expp Y
r r E

σ
λ λ − ⎛ ⎞= Λ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∓ . (A6) 

Integrating (4. 23), we obtain that   

 ( ) ( )( ) 2

3

- 1
, 2

R r
r A

C R
R t dR

r
θσ σ

σ
+Ω

= ∫  (A7) 

Here we have used the boundary condition ( ) 0, =tArσ .   

 We use the finite difference method, and divide the interval AR ≤≤0  into 

small elements. The initial condition ( )0,RC  is prescribed; for example, we set 

( ) 00, =RC  to simulate the process of lithiation, and set ( ) max0, CRC =  to simulate 

the process of delithiation.  The initial values of the function ( )0,RJ  are set with 

( ) 00,0 =J and ( ) 00, JAJ ±=  at the boundaries, and ( ) 00, =RJ  at the interior points.  

We then evolve all functions with a time step tΔ .  At a given time t , the functions 

( )tRC ,  and ( )tRJ , , along with the boundary conditions ( ) 0,0 =tJ  and 

( ) 0, JtAJ ±= , are inserted into (4. 21) to calculate ( )ttRC Δ+, .  The result is then 

inserted into (A2) to calculate ),( ttRr Δ+ .  The field ),( ttRr Δ+σ  is calculated by 

the integrating (A7), where ( )rσσθ −  is determined by the uniaxial stress-strain 

relation.  We then calculate ( )ttRJ Δ+,  by using (A4). This procedure is repeated 

for the next time step to evolve the fields.  
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Appendix B: Stresses in coated-hollow Si nanowires 

 We derive the stress field in a hollow silicon nanowire coated with a stiff shell. 

The geometry of the cross section is represented in Figure 5. 3. We represent a 

material element in the reference configuration, Figure 5. 3 (a), by its distance R from 

the center. At time t, it moves to a place at a distance r from the center, Figure 5. 3 (b). 

The function r(R, t) specifies the deformation kinematics of the silicon nanowire. Due 

to the constraint imposed by the shell, lithiated silicon is assumed to deform under 

the plane-strain conditions. To focus on the main ideas, we neglect the elasticity of 

both the core and the shell; we model the lithiated silicon as a rigid-plastic material. 

Consequently, the expansion of lithiated silicon is entirely due to lithiation. Consider 

an annulus of the lithiated silicon between the radii B and r. This annulus is lithiated 

from the annulus of pristine silicon between the radii B and R. We assume that the 

rate of lithiation is slow relative to diffusion of Li in the core, so that Li atoms have 

enough time to homogenize in the core.  That is, the ratio of the volume of the 

lithiated silicon over the volume of pristine silicon β , is taken to be homogeneous 

and evolves in time. Upon full lithiation, β reaches 4β = for silicon. Thus, 

 ( )2 2 2 2B r B Rβ− = − , (B1) 

This equation gives the function r(R, t) once the function ( )tβ is given. That is, 

( )tβ fully specifies the kinematics of the silicon nanowire,  

 ( )2 2 2r B B Rβ= − − . (B2) 

The stretches can be calculated as 

 ,      = ,     1r z
r R r
R r Rθ

βλ λ λ∂
= = =
∂

, (B3) 
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We decompose the stretches by writing 

 1/ 3 1/ 3 1/ 3,     ,      p p p
r r z zθ θλ λ β λ λ β λ λ β= = =  (B4) 

where β represents the volume change due to the insertion of Li, and the plastic 

stretch pλ represents the shape change during lithiation. The volume change has been 

assumed to be isotropic for amorphous silicon. We can calculate the strain 

components from the stretches,  

 zlog ,     =log ,      =logr r zθ θε λ ε λ ε λ=  (B5) 

The incremental plastic deformation is given by 
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The equivalent plastic strain is 
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We adopt the flow rule 
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s σ δε
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where ijs  is the deviatoric stress, defined as 
1
3ij ij ii ijs σ σ δ= − , and Yσ  the yield 

strength of lithiated silicon.  Therefore, 
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and 
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Consider the force balance of a material element in lithiated silicon 
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the radial stress can be obtained by integrating Eq. (B11), it gives  
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where D is the integration constant. With the traction-free boundary condition, 

( ),  0r a tσ = ,  
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The stresses along hoop and axial directions are obtained from Eq. (B10) and (B9), 
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 (B14) 

Therefore the radial stress at the interface r B= is given by, 
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In the fully lithiated state of a hollow silicon nanowire, a B . The radial stress at the 
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interface can then be approximated by a Taylor expansion, which gives 

 
2 3 log

3r Y
a
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σ σ≈ .   (B16) 

The stress field in the elastic shell can be solved using the familiar solution of Lamé 

problem,[89] it gives, 
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Similar to the analysis of a sphere, the energy release rate in the coating shell 

takes the following solution 
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During delithiation, the tensile radial stress in silicon at the interface becomes 
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Thus, using Eq. (5. 14), the energy release rate for interfacial debonding takes the 

solution 
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Appendix C: Supplemental figures for reactive flow in silicon 

electrodes assisted by the insertion of lithium 

 

Figure A. 1. A custom electrochemical cell with in-situ multi-beam stress sensor 
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Figure A. 2. Stress-strain responses of lithiated a-Si under uniaxial tension with different Li 

concentrations. 
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